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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Problem of Discriminant Analysis 
The problem of classifying an individual into one of two 
concerned groups (called populations), arises in many areas, 
typically in anthropology, education, psychology, medical 
diagnosis, biology, engineering, etc. An anthropometrician 
may wish to identify ancient human remains in two different 
racial groups or in two different time periods by measuring 
certain skull characters (Barnard, 1935). A plant breeder 
discriminates a desired from an undesirable species by 
observing some heritable characters (Smith, 1936). A company 
hires or rejects an applicant frequently based on a certain 
measurement. Similarly a college accepts or denies a 
prospective student usually based on his entrance examination 
scores. In a hospital, a patient may be diagnosed and classi­
fied into a certain potential disease group by a battery of 
tests. Usually it is assumed that there are two populations, 
say and iTg, the individual to be classified comes from 
either or TTg; furthermore, it is assumed that from previous 
experiments or records we have in our possession the charac­
teristic measurements of n^ individuals who were known to 
belong to and of ng individuals who were known to 
belong to ttj. Based on the available data obtained from 
previous n^+ng individuals and the corresponding character­
2 
istic measurements of a new individual, we would like to 
classify the new individual into either or by using 
certain criterion. The case of more than two populations 
will not be considered in this thesis. 
As a quick remark of the use of terminology, we shall not 
in this research distinguish discrimination, classification 
and identification as some authors do (e.g. Rao, 1965), 
and shall interchange the use of them freely. 
The beginning of discriminant analysis is rather diffi­
cult to determine exactly. The coefficient of racial like­
ness proposed by Pearson (1926) is probably one of the 
earliest statistical applications to discriminatory problems. 
It was primarily devised for anthropometrics. Fisher (1936, 
1938, 1940) in 1936 introduced the linear discriminant func­
tion which marked the advent of modern discriminant analysis. 
To elaborate a little bit more, let i = 1,2; j = 
l,...,p and k = l,...,n., be the kth measurement of the jth 
^ P _ _ 
character in population i, and let D = Z A.(Y,. -Y_. ), where 
nj^ j-2 ] •'•J • 6]' 
Y,. = Z Y.../n., be a linear function of differences in mean 
between two samples. Then, Fisher's rationale was to find a 
set of Xj, j = l,...,p such that E(D)//V(D) is maximized. 
From analysis of variance point of view, this is equivalent 
to maximizing the ratio of variation between groups to varia­
tion within groups. 
3 
The formal mathematical solution to Fisher's reasoning 
was supplied by Welch (1939). To see his approach, let 
Y = (Y^,...,Yp)' be the p characters measured on an individual 
coming from either or Tg, and let f^(Y) and f2(Y) be the 
probability densities for Y in the two populations. If it is 
possible to know the prior probabilities for and TTg to be 
and respectively. Then, by Bayes' Theorem the posterior 
probabilities for Y to belong to u, and ir, are respectively 
qifl(Y) qnfgtY) 
qp^TjfT+q^fjrSr ^en^ the^former is 
greater than the latter, equivalently then Y 
should be classified as coming from otherwise, classified 
as coming from iTg. If it is not possible to know the prior 
probabilities q^^ and qg, appealing to Neyman-Pearson lemma 
or applying the likelihood ratio principle, we find that the 
fn (Y) 
optimal solution is to assign Y to t t^ if £ > C, and to ng 
otherwise, where C is a constant chosen to satisfy some given 
probability level, when and are multivariate normal 
with means pi and respectively and with the same covariance 
matrix Z, either Bayes' approach or likelihood ratio principle 
will give the same linear discriminant function 
log = Y'Z (u^-yj) - (I'l) 
the first term of (1.1), namely Y'E "(yj_-y2)f is called 
Fisher's linear discriminant function. Welch thus 
mathematically justified Fisher's use of linear discriminant 
4 
function. 
The linear discriminant function given in (1.1) was 
based on the assumption that all parameters are known. In 
practice and Z are rarely known. Wald (1944) 
considered linear discriminant function both for large sample 
and small sample problems. He also introduced the concept of 
losses or costs of misclassification into the discrimination 
procedure. An individual Y will now be classified into t t, 
fnfY) q2C(l|2) ^ 
if g > q c(211) into otherwise, where C(i|i) is 
the cost of wrongly classifying Y from into i/j = 1,2. 
For the small sample problem, he substituted the sample 
estimates of y2 ^nd Z into Fisher's linear discriminant 
function, and proposed the U-statistic as 
U = Y'S"1(Y]^-Y2) 
where ^ 
Y, = z"" V /n i = 
^ k=l 1 
2 "i 
S = ^ï,(^ik-^i)(^k-^i)'/(n,+n2-2) 
and 
^ik (^ilk'^i2k'''''*ipk)' 
He then derived the exact distribution of its equivalent 
statistic. 
On the other hand. Anderson (1951) substituted Y,. Y„ 1 • / 
and S respectively for Pg ^nd E in (1.1), and proposed 
5 
the W-statistic as 
W = Y's'lfYy-Yg) - |(Yj^+Y2)S'"^(YJ^-Y2) (1.3) 
where Y^ and S are the same as in (1.2). The exact distribu­
tion of W has been investigated by Anderson himself, 
Sitgreaves (1952) and others. Since the exact distribution of 
W is very complicated; its use is limited in practice. 
Asymptotic distributions of W have been derived by Okamoto 
(1963) and Anderson (1973) for practical purposes. 
To compete against the W-statistic, Kudo (1959) and 
John (1960) introduced the Z-statistic as 
Z =  ^  (Y-Y^)  'S - l (Y-Y^)  -  ^  (Y-Yj)  (1 .4 )  
Note that when nj^=n2, Z reduces to W multiplied by a constant. 
Kudo, from decision theory point of view, showed that the 
discrimination procedure by using Z is the best among two-
decision rules which are invariant under linear transforma­
tion. Memon (1968) obtained an asymptotic distribution for Z. 
1.2. Discriminant Analysis Based on Binary 
and Continuous Variables 
Since Fisher introduced the linear discriminant function 
in 19 36, a considerable amount of research has been devoted 
to discriminant analysis, including linear and nonlinear func­
tions. two populations and several populations. Anderson 
6 
(1958) gave a comprehensive presentation of discriminant 
functions and procedures, and discussed their optimality in 
Chapter six of his book. Further references can be found 
in Anderson, Das Gupta and Styan (1972). However, most of 
the research were confined to continuous variables, par­
ticularly multivariate normal variables. Discriminant 
analysis based on both continuous and binary variables has 
not received much attention. To illustrate how this kind of 
problem can occur in the real world, some conceivable examples 
are readily given in the following. X will stand for the 
binary variable. 
(1) Education: 
A high school graduate takes an entrance examination in 
p tests and is given a score for each test. According to the 
student's parent's educational background, he will be 
assigned with X = 0 if none of his parents is a college ' 
graduate and X = 1 otherwise. The classification of a 
candidate into (who will successfully complete the college 
course) or TTg (who will not) will be based on the examination 
scores (continuous variables) and X, 
(2) Health: 
(i) A person who just had a tumor removed from one of 
his vital organs, is to be classified into ir^ (who will live 
less than 3 years, say from now), or (who will survive at 
7 
least 3 more years). According to the tumor type, the 
person will be recorded as X = 0 if it is bening, and X = 1 
if it is malignant. The continuous variables will consist of 
those which are considered to be most relevant to the 
patient's survivability, for example, age, tumor size, etc. 
tii) If we want to classify a person into (who will 
have at least one heart attack before he dies) or (who 
will be free of heart attack) according to his life style or 
his health condition, for example, regular diet (X = 0) 
vs. excessive fat diet (X = 1), or nonsmoker (X = 0) vs. 
smoker (X = 1), or normal blood pressure (X = 0) vs. hyper­
tension (X = 1), or no heart attack before (X = 0) vs. at 
least one attack CX = 1), etc. The continuous variables 
may comprise age, blood pressure, choiestral level, results 
from urinalysis and so forth. 
(iii) A patient who had attempted suicide by ingesting 
an overuosc of â Certain narcotic (for instance, LSD, herein, 
sleeping pills, barbiturate, etc.), is to be, for purposes 
of prognosis, classified into (who will survive) or Wg 
(who will die) according to the type of drug; short acting 
(X = 0) or long acting (X = 1). The most relevant infor­
mation in this case is systolic blood pressure, stroke 
work, etc. 
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(3) Insurance; 
Suppose a person wants to apply for car insurance. The 
insurance company may like to classify the applicant into 
(who are prone to have car accidents) or iTg (who are not) 
according to the applicant's marital status, e.g. X = 0 if 
the person is single and X = 1 if married. The continuous 
variables may include alcohol consumption per week, age, 
car value, income, etc. 
(4) Sports; 
In choosing a racing horse (or dog), the heritage of an 
animal is an important factor. Therefore, it seems reason­
able to classify a horse (dog) according to the prestige of 
the animal's ancestors within three generations, say, X = 0 
if the animal does not have any champion ancestors, and X = 1 
otherwise. The continuous variables may be weight, height, 
other vital "statistics", and preliminary performance 
records. 
(5) Anthropology; 
Due to the difference of body structures between two 
sexes, for certain anthropological study it is more appropriate 
to classify according to the individual's sex, X = 0 if he is 
a male, and X = 1 if a female. The continuous variables 
will be certain physical characters, e.g. skull length, 
9 
width, nasal depth, height, etc. 
(6) Psychology; 
The amount of time a person spends on labor work or 
mental work varies from occupation to occupation. After 
giving a series of mental tests to a subject, a psycho-
metrician may wish to classify the individual into 
(mentally abnormal group) or Wg (normal group) according to 
the subject's occupation, X = 0 if his job is primarily 
related to labor work, and X = 1 otherwise. 
In all these examples, X, taking 0 or 1, is a discrete 
(binary) variable associated with p continuous variables. 
Currently, most statistical practitioners, confronting this 
kind of problems, either regard the binary variable X as re­
dundant and completely ignore it, referred to as X-out pro­
cedure, or treat X as if it were a continuous variable and 
proceed to do analysis with continuous variable techniques, 
referred to as X-continuous procedure. Moustafa (1957), 
considered testing hypotheses based on continuous and 
categorical variables. More recently, Chang and Afifi 
(1974) proposed a procedure which, based on a point biserial 
model (Olkin and Tate, 1961), defines a linear discriminant 
function for each value of X. They referred to it as double 
discriminant function (DDF) procedure. More specifically, 
let {w.. = (y ') i = 1,2 and j = l,...,n.} be two samples 
10 
independently drawn from population i with sample size n^, 
i = 1,2, where P^{X^j = 1} = 0^ and Pp{x^j = 0} = l-8^y 
i = 1,2, 6^e(0,l). A point biserial model stipulates that 
the conditional distribution of Y^j, a pxl vector, given 
X". . = X (0 or 1) is multivariate normal with mean y . and 1] IX 
covariance matrix i = 1,2 and x = 0,1. A new indepen­
dent observation W = (y) is to be classified into if 
(a constant) and into tig if Cy/C, where 
and 
®1 V ^"^1 1-X 
^ 'l^' ' " = "'1 (1-5' 
when all parameters are known. 
It should be pointed out that the use of the discriminant 
function depends on what value of x observed in W. If 
X = 1, we use the linear discriminant function if x = 0, 
we use Çq. The distribution of js easily seen to be 
12 12 
normal with mean ttD + 3 if w is from tt, , or -^-D + if Z X X i. Z X X 
2 2 
W is from ir^, and variance D^, where = 
':"^'"lx-W2xl' ^  = O'l-
When the parameters and 9^, i = 1,2, x = 0,1 
are not known, and replaced by their estimates and 
0^ respectively, we have the sample discriminant function 
11 
' '?-3(yix+?2xl)'s;^(?lx-?2xl+8x 
where 
"ix 
*ix = ^lkx^°ix' 
2 '^ix _ _ 
§, 1-0, , 
^x = 
and 
0^ = nu^/ni, i = 1,2, x = 0,1 
The exact distribution of T^, x = 0,1 are conceivably even 
more complicated than that of Anderson's W-statistic in (1.3), 
and leave uninvestigated. The probabilities of misclassifi-
cation in this situation is difficult to evaluate. 
It is noted that with n^ observations independently 
drawn from population i, i = 1,2, the number of observations 
falling in the cell with X.. = x (0 or 1), say n. , is a Ij IX 
random variable taking values from 0,1,..., to n^. With 
positive probability can be very small, and hence 
estimates of parameters may be very poor or even impossible. 
It is known (e.g., Dykstra, Das Gupta, 1971; Eaton 
and Perlman, 1973; Okamoto, 1973) that if n^^ > p (the 
dimension of i = 1,2, k = l,...,n^^, x = 0,1) for all 
12 
i and x, we shall have nonsingular sample covariance matrices 
and hence exist. Many researchers invariably 
took this for granted when n^^ is fixed, and assumed the 
existence of without referring to any sampling scheme 
which can guarantee this. A special sampling plan is thus 
needed to insure all n^^>p. 
Under the point biserial model the conditional distribu­
tions of given = x (0 or 1) have the same covariance 
matrix for tt^ and but the unconditional distributions 
of Y.. as well as the joint distributions of X.. and Y.. ij 1] 13 
in general do not have the same covariance matrix for both 
populations. Hence, linear discriminant functions can not 
in general be derived for X-out and X-continuous procedures. 
Sugano (1976) defined linear discriminant functions for these 
two procedures by using the average of the two covariance 
matrices for tt^ and as a common one. Strictly speaking, 
this is no longer based on the same model as DDF procedure. 
We shall assume in Chapter 6 of this research that X^^ 
and Y^j are independent in which case the unconditional 
distributions of Y^j will have the same covariance for 
and TTg, and a linear discriminant function can be derived for 
X-out procedure. A comparison between DDF and X=out pro­
cedures is then valid. Sugano made comparisons by assuming 
all parameters were known. We shall allow and 
i = 1,2, x= 0,1 to be unknown and estimated by sample 
13 
values in the discriminant functions. 
1.3. Objectives 
The basic objectives of this research are; 
1. To propose a sampling scheme to insure all '^ix' 
where = i = 1,2, x = 0,1 are predetermined 
numbers of observations. This will be provided in 
Chapter 2. 
2. To derive asymptotic distributions for the 
standardized and the studentized classification 
statistics, and thus to approximately evaluate the 
probabilities of misclassification. These will be 
given in Chapters 4 and 5; and 
3. Under the assumption that X and Y are independent, 
to compare X-out, X-continuous and DDF procedures in 
terras of error rates without assuming all parameters 
are known in the discriminant functions. Chapter 6 
considers the comparisons. 
As mentioned earlier, if the distribution of a classifi­
cation statistic is unknown or too complicated to compute, 
it is difficult to evaluate the probabilities of misclassifi­
cation for practical purposes. It is in general easier to 
find an asymptotic expansion for the distribution then 
approximately evaluate the misclassification probabilities. 
For example, Ito (1956, 1960) and Siotani (1956) 
14 
independently obtained an asymptotic formula for the distribu-
2 
tion of Hotelling's T -statistic; Okamoto (1963) derived an 
asymptotic expansion for the distribution of Anderson's W-
statistic; Memon (1968) got an asymptotic distribution for 
John's Z-statistic in (1.4), and Anderson (1973) found an 
asymptotic expansion for the distribution of the studentized 
W-statistic. In Chapters 4 and 5, we shall derive asymptotic 
expansions for the distributions of the standardized and 
the studentized classification statistics of DDF by employing 
the techniques suggested by Hartley (1938, 1944) and Welch 
(1947), and subsequently used by Ito, Okamoto and others. 
We then numerically compute error rates by using the obtained 
asymptotic distribution up to the first order of expansion. 
1.4. Order of Magnitude 
Finally, in investigating the asymptotic behavior of a 
sequence of real numbers {r_} or random variables {X. }, it 
n n 
is desirable to compare the relative order of magnitude of 
r^ or with respect to a known simple positive real number 
g^ (e.g. 9^ ~ ïï' ^ = 1,2,...) as n approaches infinite. 
When comparing a sequence of real numbers, we can use the 
concepts of regular 0 and o, which can be found in many 
mâthematical and statistical literatures (e.g. Craimér, 
1946). But when comparing a sequence of random variables, 
we consider order in probability (or simply, probability 
15 
order), introduced by Mann and Wald (1943) and denoted by 0^ 
and Op, which is an application of the concepts of regular 
order and convergence in probability to a sequence of random 
variables. In this research only large 0 or Op will be used. 
Therefore, we shall review their definitions and some of 
their properties here. 
Definition 1.1; 
r^ is said to be of order not exceeding g^, denoted by 
^n ~ O(g^), if there exists a real number M>0 such that 
Ir^l < Mg for all n. 
' n ' — ^n 
Definition 1.2; 
is said to be of probability order not exceeding g^, 
denoted by = Op(9^)f if for each e>0 there exists an 
Mg>0 such that P^{ |X^|< M^g^} > 1-e or > M^g^} E 
for all n. 
Lemma 1.1; 
Let and {h^} be sequences of real numbers; {X^} and 
{Y^} be sequences of random variables, and {g^} and be 
sequences of positive real numbers. Then 
(1) If = O(g^) and = 0(^^), then 
(a) r^ + h^ = 0(max{g^^V^}) 
(b) 
16 
(cl = 0(g^'"|, m i 0 
(2) If = 0 (g^l and , then 
(=1 %n ± Yn = Oplma%(9n,*nl' 
(b) X„ï„ = Op(g„<.„) 
(o) |X^r = Op(gJ). m > 0. 
Proof; 
By using Definitions 1.1 and 1.2, 
(1) There exists and Mg (both > 0) such that 
and Ih 1 < M„ii) for all n. Therefore, 
' n ' — J n 
(a) k„ih„| < Ir^l + |h„| < + «2*^ 
£ (M^+M2)max{g^ for all n. 
(b) Ir^h^I = |r^J.|h^| < MiMgSn^n 
(c) ~ ^ I'^^n™ all n and m^O. 
(2) For each e>0, there exist and (both > 0) such 
that P^{ |X^| > M^g„) < I £ and P^{ |y_,| > i \ ^ 
for all n. 
(a) Let M* = max{M , M'} and C = max{g then 
c E E il n n 
Pr'IVnl < Pr^|x„l + |Yj >2M|C„} 
< P^1|X„| > M«C„) + P^llYj > M«C^) 
i 9,(1X^1 > M^g„) + Pr{|Y„l > M'»^} < c 
17 
using the fact that ^ ^ implies that 
^ & or/and |Y^J > j. 
(b) VIVnl ^  "c^éW 
1 PftlXnl > M^g„) + P^(|Y„| > < e 
since |x^Y^| > implies that |X^| > M^g^ 
and/or |Y^| > must hold 
(c) For m^O, |x l"* > M ^ g ^  if and only if |X | >M g 11 E *A E il 
for all n, so 
= Vi^nl > "eV 1 ? c-
18 
2. A SAMPLING SCHEME 
2.1, The Problem 
For the following chapters we shall consider the (p+l)xl 
X. . 
independent observation vectors {W.. = (3), i = 1,2, j = 1, 
ID Yij 
respectively drawn from population 1 (ir^) and popu­
lation 2 (nv). The random variables X..'s are independent 
A IJ 
univariate Bernoulli variables with P^{X^j=l} = 9^, 0^e(O,l), 
i = 1,2, and Y^j's are independent p-variates whose condi­
tional distribution given X^j =x (0 or 1) is assumed to be 
normal with mean vector and positive definite (p.d.) 
covariance matrix In practice the two values assumed 
by the Bernoulli variable represent the qualitative vari­
ables such as "present or absent", "dominant or recessive", 
"benign or malignant", etc.; while Y^j's are vectors of 
continuous variables. When the parameters are unknown, 
we need estimate them. It is well-known that e.g., Dykstra 
(1970), if independent random vectors Yj, j = l,...n have a 
normal distribution N (y,E) where Z is p.d., then the sample 
1 -
covariance matrix S = I (Y.-Y) (Y.-Y) ' will be p.d. 
j=l ^ ^ 
with probability 1 when the sample size n is larger than p 
(the dimension of Yj). But when n is less than p, S will 
be singular and hence S ^  does not exist. For the present 
problem, if fixed sample sizes are used, and if observa­
tions are independently drawn from i = 1,2, the quantity 
19 
Hi 
N., = Z X.., which represents the number of observations 
^ j=l 
with = 1, follows a binomial distribution with parameters 
and 9^, i = 1,2,. Since is a random variable, which 
takes possible values 0,1,...,N^ with a positive probability 
for each, it can be less than p (^1) and hence the sample 
covariance matrix computed from the observations can be 
singular with positive probability. Therefore, sampling 
scheme with fixed sample sizes is not feasible. Also, in 
the chapters of asymptotic expansions for the distributions 
of the concerned statistics, we need evaluate the expected 
1 12 
values of ^ — and —) , i = 1,2, x = 0,1 where N.. = 
ix ix ^ 
but the expected values do not exist under the 
sampling scheme with fixed size . This is another reason 
why fixed-size sampling cannot be used in this situation. 
Since we are interested in investigating the distribution 
of a large sample, we would like to have a large number of 
observations in each cell, under the fixed-size sampling 
scheme, some of the cell sizes i = 1,2, x = 0,1, can 
be small even the total numbers of observations i = 1,2, 
are very large due to randomness of N. . To insure that 
every cell size must be at least some predetermined 
number, say (>p), i = 1,2, x = 0,1, we need a sequential 
sampling plan. In the following section, we shall propose 
a sampling plan, called double inverse sampling. For 
simplicity we shall first consider the case with only one 
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population. An extension to more than one population is 
easily obtained. The distribution of under double 
inverse sampling is given in Section 2.3. The moments of 
and computational methods are discussed in Section 2.4. 
Section 2.5 gives the estimator of 0^ by the maximum like­
lihood principle. The double inverse sampling plan ex­
tended to two populations is considered in Section 2.6. 
2.2. Double Inverse Sampling From 
One Population 
Let {X^}, i = 1,2,... be a sequence of independent 
Bernoulli variables with P^{X^=1}=0 and P^{X^=0} = 
1-0, 0e{O, 1) for all i. If 9 is very small, i.e. the 
attribute (x=l) under consideration is rare, we can use 
the method of inverse sampling, i.e., continuing sampling 
at random until a predetermined number, say k, of units 
possessing the rare attribute is obtained. However, if we 
do not have any prior knowledge about 0, we can similarly 
take two predetermined numbers, say kg and k^, for XL = 0 
and = 1 respectively, and continue sampling at random 
until both k^ and k^ are met. We shall call this scheme a 
double inverse sampling. 
Let be the number of observations falling in the cell 
with X^ = X (0 or 1) and be the event that reaches the 
predetermined number first. Under the double inverse 
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sampling, ^ x = 0, 1, and equality holds at least 
for one x. It is obvious that either the cell with x = 0 
will reach first or the other cell will attain k^^ first, 
and these two events are mutually exclusive. Now we 
formally define the event as follows ; x = 0, 1, 
has occurred if N > k and N. = k, „ with the last obser-
x — X 1-x 1-x 
vation being = 1 - x. 
Lemma 2.1; 
For any fixed positive integers kg and k^^, and 9e{0,l) 
we have 
Pr{En}  =  Z 
00 
'' ; '"I A 8 l(l-8)i = 
j=o V 
rv^o + i- j 
z  :  ] ( i -A)  
= P q' say, (2.1) 
= P]^, say, 
and Pq + p^ = 1. 
Proof : 
The probabilities 
(^i + i - i l  
j 
/ 
k 
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and 
Pr{E,} = Z 
00 ^0 + . 
] A] e-" (1-0)  
k 0 
follow directly from the definition of E^. 
To show the sum of these two probabilities equals to 1, 
we can use the relationship between the cumulative negative 
binomial distribution and the cumulative binomial distribu­
tion (see, e.g., Beyer, 1966, p. 46); 
( 2 . 2 )  
where r and x are fixed, and p+q = 1. 
Then 
00 /k. + "i-ll k. 
+ j-1 
2- S ^ i j  8 l ( l  = 8)i 
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k^-1  
2 +  E  
j=0 
>^0 ; 
i=ko 
W^/k^ + k.-l) k.+k.-l-t 
=  1 +  z  ( O t M e  ( 1 - 8 )  
t=kn 
kn+k,- l  
- Z 
5 ^ .ko+ki-l-j 
-A > i (1-0) 
i=ko  
= 1. 
Finally, it is easy to check that 
k^-i 
I 
j=0 
k„ + 
j y 0^(1-8) 1 - 2 N j ^ 4 8-" (1-0) j=kA / 
.l.f* • ")•'* 
- A t ]  (1-8) 
and similarly 
V^/k + i-l\ k . = fki + j-l) k . 
2 •*• j 10 ^11-8)] = 1- E j le ^11-8)] 
j=0 I / i=ko\ I 
2 
i=ki  
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by using p^+p^ = 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
The computation of p^ becomes very tedious if is 
large. We can rewrite p^ in (2.1) in terms of summation of 
binomial probabilities, then us the normal approximation to 
a binomial distribution as 
r" 
Pq = J ^ 4(t)dt and p^^ = (j) (t) dt 
1 
where 
UQ = (kg+kj^-l) (1-8) , 
^1 ~ (kg+k^-De, 
= (kQ+k^-1)0(1-0) 
and *(t) is the standard normal density function. 
Corollary 2.1: 
For fixed k > 2, we have 
(i) 
m 
-l)"^i( ^\)(^^1"^) =0 for each m = l,...,k-l 
and 
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(ii) 
j=h-k ] i=k ] 
= -Z^ (-l)h-i( k )(k+i-l) 
j=h-k J 
for h = k,...,2k-l. 
Proof ; 
Putting kQ=k^=k in Lemma 2.1 and applying the binomial 
expansion to 
(1-8)^ + 8^ 2 (*^i"^)(i-8)i = 1 
j=0 J j=0 ] 
Ic ""le 
and (1-0) (1-6) = 1* w,e can obtain two polynomial equations 
in 8 for all 8e(0,l). Finally, identifying the corresponding 
coefficients of 6^, v = 1,2,..., we have the results. 
2.3. The Distribution of 
We first derive the conditional distribution of 
given E by using the definition of E and Lemma 2.1. 
X X 
Theorem 2.1; 
For any fixed positive integers and k^, and Be(0,1) 
we have 
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Pr{No=no|Eo) (Vjo'l)(1-6)"° if 
0 otherwise 
and 
Pr{N^=n^|E^} = (^0+*l"l)8 1(1-8) ° if n,>k, (2.3) 
Pi n^ i— i 
otherwise 
where p^, x = 0,1, are given in Lemma 2.1. 
Proof I 
By the definition of E^, 
Pr{No=no,Eo) = 1 "o Me ^ ll-el for ng>k„. 
and 
Pr{Ni=ni,Ei} = 8 1(1-8) 0 for ni^k^. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 and Pr{N,.=n„lE,.}= 
/k fk rk 
Pr{N^=n^,E^}/Pr{E^}, x = 0,1, we obtain the results. 
Using Theorem 2.1 and the definition of E^, we can 
obtain the marginal distributions of N^. 
Theorem 2.2; 
For any fixed positive integers and k^, and 9e(0,l) 
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.l+kQ-ll k 
Pr{NQ=nQ} =. 
I 9 (1-8) +p^ if nQ=% 
f'T'j 8*^(1-8)"° 
^ 0 
and 
if n„>k(, 
Otherwise 
( 2 ,  
Pr{N^=n^} =. 
0 
if n^=k^ 
if n^>k^ 
otherwise 
Proof; 
We can write Pr{N =n } = Pr{N =n ,E^} + Pr{N =n ,E,} 
X X  X  X  V  X X X  
Pr{N^=n^|EQ}Pr{EQ} + Pr{N^=n^|Ej^}Pr{E^}, x = 0,1. By the 
definition of E. 
X 
Pr{N, 
f " /k +n,-i\ n k 
=.n(,|E^)Pr{E^} ^ nj j® = 
" V'^O 
Otherwise 
and 
Pr{N^=ni[EglPrlEg}= 
-Mi" 1  _  —  
[ 0 
= Pr 
x j l  
Otherwise 
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then combining with Theorem 2.1, we complete the proof. 
Finally, the joint distribution of Nq and can be 
obtained similarly. 
Theorem 2.3; 
For any fixed positive integer and k^, and 0e(O,l), 
/^/k.+k, ^ k, k. 
Pr{NQ=nQ, N^=n^}=< 
0) ^ if nQ=kQ and n^=k^ 
0) ® if nQ=kQ and n^>k^ 
(2.5) 
0>k0 *1=%! 
otherwise 
Proof : 
By writing Pr{NQ=nQ, N^=n^} = Pr{NQ=nQ, N^=n^, Eq} + 
Pr{NQ=nQ, N^=n^, E^} and by thê definition of E^, 
Pr(No=nj,Ni=ni,Eo) = 
and 
Pr{IIj=no,E(,) if ng>kg and 
rPr{N,=n,,E,} 
otherwise 
if nQ=kQ and n^^^k^ 
otherwise 
then by Theorem 2.1 and using the identity 
we have the result. 
:>)•(:)= 
« » • 
r+l 
h 
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2.4. The Moments of 
We can find the moments of immediately by using (2.4). 
' jx, 
+ m = 1, 2 , . . .  (2.6) 
and 
E(N?) = p k* + I n"^( ° ^)8*(l-8) m = 1,2,... 
^ n=ki ^ 
In order to compute the term with summation, we use the 
moments of a negative binomial distribution 
• • • I  
Then we have 
- 2 -tr-j-v 
and we can rewrite E(N^ ) as 
m/k +n-i\ k 
= = "mo + Pl^o - " ( A j» (1-6) 
where 
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/V Xn«l\ ^ /kg+n-A 
E(rf[') = + PjkJ " " " A'"-
n=u \ ' 
6) ° (2.7) 
where 
ml 
In particular, the means and variances of are 
1-fl  (k +n-l\  k 
E(No) = %! -ë^ + Pl^O - n je (1-8) 
ft ^^"^/k_+n-il „ k_ 
E(N^) = Pjjk^ + kg _-E^n^ n j® (l-G) 
vcNq) = ki izl + Pik^+tki ^ )2-(E{NQ))2 
zfkl+n-l^ k 
- I n le ^(1-9) (2.8) 
n=0 \ " / 
and 
2 6 . 6 \ 2 
VlNi; = Po^i ^ Kq r v^o Y%g, 
- (E(N^))^ - n^l ^je^fi-e)^^ 
Table 2.1 shows the numerical values of the means and vari­
ances of for 6 = .1, .3, .5, .7, and .9, and k(=k^=k2) = 
1(1)10, 15, 20, 30, 50 and 100. It is noted that E(N^), 
X = 0,1, increases as k increases; E(N^) and V(N^) are in­
creasing functions of 0 while E(Nq) and VfNg) are decreasing 
functions of 6. 
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Table 2.1. The mean and variance of N 
k 6 E(N^) V(N^) k 9 E(N^) V(N^) 
1  . 1  
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.5 
2.6  
9.1 
0.01 
0.22 
1.25 
6.59 
88.29 
5 .1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
5.0 
5.1 
6 . 2  
11.9 
0 .00  
0 .21  
4.72 
35.68 
45.0 449.87 
2 .1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.7 
5.0 
0.01 
0.26 
2.19 
13.34 
18.0 178.72 
6 .1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
6.0 
6.1 
7.4 
0.00 
0.18 
5.52 
14.2 43.50 
54.0 539.95 
3 .1 
.3 
3.0 
3.1 
0.00 
0.25 
.7 7.3 20.52 
.9 27.0 269.34 
7 .1 
.3 
7.0 
7.1 
R.ei 
.7 16.5 
0.00 
0.16 
6.-33 
51.41 
.9 63.0 629.98 
.1  
.3 
.5 
.7 
4.0 
4.1 
5,1 
9.6 
0.00 
0.23 
3.90 
28.00 
36.0 359.70 
8 .1 
.3 
,5 
.7 
= 9 
8 .0  0 .00  
8.0 0.14 
9.6 7.10 
18.8 59.38 
72.0 719.99 
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Table 2.1 (Continued) 
k e E(N^) V(N^) k 0 E(N^) V(N^) 
9 .1 9.0 0.00 30 .1 30.0 0.00 
.3 9.0 0.12 .3 30.0 0.00 
.5 10.7 7.88 .5 33.1 23.61 
.7 21.1 67.37 .7 70.0 233.17 
.9 81.1 810.00 .9 270.0 2,700.00 
10 .1 10.0 0.00 50 .1 50.0 0.00 
.3 10.0 0.10 .3 50.0 0.00 
.5 11.8 8.66 .5 54.0 38.14 
.7 23.4 75.38 .7 116.7 388.88 
.9 90.0 900.00 .9 450.0 4,499.99 
15 .1 15.0 0.00 100 .1 100.0 0.00 
.3 15.0 0.04 .3 100.0 0.00 
.5 17.2 12.47 .5 105.6 73.88 
n 35.0 115.30 = 7 233,3 777.78 
.9 135.0 1,350.00 .9 900.0 8,999.98 
20 .1 20.0 0.00 
.3 20.0 0.02 
.5 22.5 16.22 
.7 46,7 154,85 
.9 180.0 1,800.00 
Note that E(Nç) and V ( Nq)  can be immediately obtained by E(N |k,0) = 
E(N^ k,l-0) and v(NQ|k,6) = V(N^lk,l -0) . 
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2.5. Maximum Likelihood Estimator of 0 
When 0e (0/1) is unknown, we need to estimate it from 
sample. From the joint distribution of Nq and given 
in (2.5), it is easily seen that the maximum likelihood 
estimator of 0 is 
N 
where Ni = Z X. and N is the total number of observations. 
i=l ^ 
We shall show that this is a consistent estimator if kQ=k^ 
increases indefinitely. First we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2; 
If k^, X = 0,1 increases along the path kQ=k^ (=k 
say), then as k-x» 
/*. ... 1 1 It « < - ^0 if « < -I 
0 = 2 and p^ ->-J ^ 
1 9 > 
0 = I 
® > I 
(2.10) 
where p^ and p^^ are given in Lemma 2.1. 
Proof ; 
By Lemma 2.1, Equation (2.2) and the normal approxima­
tion to a binomial distribution, we can write 
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p. 
= Z (1-9) 
ra (k) 
= $(t)dt 
i —00 
where 
k(l-20) - y +0 
a(k) = 
v^(2k-l)e(l-e) 
» if 0 < 
as k + «, a(k) •*• 0 9 = Y for all 0e(O,l) 
9 > 2 
so we have the result for . The limiting value of can 
be shown in a similar way. 
The convergence is fast when 9 is not close to When 
® ~ è' ^ 0 ~ ^ 1 ~ è all k by Lemma 2.1. The curves of p^ 
for selected values of k are shown in Figure 2.1. 
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1 
20Q 
10^ 
k=l 
. 8  .6 1.0 .k . 2  
Figure 2.1. The curves of Pq  = l-p^ 
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Theorem 2.4; 
If kg = = k increases indefinitely, then the maximum 
likelihood estimator of 9 given by (2.9) converges in 
probability to 9. 
Proof : 
N . N 
Notice that ^  takes the form ^ = (j^ + 1) with 
^1 ^1,^1 . n.-l probability Pg, and the form ^ = j^(]^ + D with 
^ N 
probability p^, where p^+p^ = 1, and Pr{|j|- - 0] _> e} = 
PoPr(lN:+k - 2 clEo' + PiPrflNTTE ' 2 
\ _0__ 
+ p,Pr{|| i^l > e|E J (2.11) 
%1 I&+1 
^0 P 1"*0 
It is therefore sufficient to show ^  -*• —^ given E g ,  and 
P 0 
-+ given as k-^. 
Now from Lemma 2.2, if 0 > Pg + 0 as k-x». That is, 
as k increases indefinitely, the event Eg occurs with 
probability zero if 0 ^ •j» îhuâ, to show, given E g ,  
S as k-M», it is only necessary to consider the case 
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when 8 ^ Y" For every given e > 0, Pr{ |^ e jE^} = 
Pr{NQ > + ElklEg} + Pr{NQ < - ElklEg}. (2.12) 
Consider the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of 
(2.12). By Equation (2.2) and the normal approximation, 
we have 
PrfN, > (i^+ e)Jc|E } < ^  E a-9)^ 
*^0 ]=ia] \ ^ / 
k-1 
j=0 ^  ] / 
Pq J-oo 
$ (t)dt 
< L_ 
- PQ ; 
c 
^ $(t)dt (2.13) 
the last inequality due to the fact that a-1 < la], where 
[a] is the largest integer less than or equal to 
1-8 
a = (^ + E)k, 
^1 = 
k-1 + I - (k+[a]-l)9 
• (k+ [a]-l)0(l-0) 
and 
-kee - I + 29 
Co = 
/k(l+e0)(l-e)-20(1-6) 
as 
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and 
1 if 8 < Y 
1 
2 
6 = 
1 
2 
1 ' 
Hence the RHS of (2.13) goes to zero. 
For the second term on the RHS of (2.12), when 8 = 
PziNg < (i^ - e)k|EQ} = Pr{Ng < (l-e)k|EQ} = 0 due to 
(2.3); when 8 < again by Equation (2.2) and the normal 
approximation, we get 
PrfNn i - e)k|Ej) 
^0 j=k ^ ^ J 8^(1-6)] 
= 1 - — I 
Pq j=[b]+2 ft') 0^(1-8)^ 
1 . l-
Pq i=o\ ] J 
= 1 - — I $(t)dt 
PQ J -00 
< 1 -
Po 
*(t)dt 
the last inequality due to [b] < b. 
(2.14) 
Where [b] is the largest integer less than or equal to 
b = (-^^ - E)k, 
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k-l+ i -(k+[b]+l)e 
A+lb]+l)9 (1-0) 
ke0-0- i 
/k(l-E8)(l-Ô)+0(1-0) 
as k-^, dg-*»» and Pq-^1. Hence, the RHS of (2.14) goes to 
zero. This shows that for 0 ^ ^ 
Pr{|j^ - > ejEg} 0 as k-n». (2.15) 
Similarly, by Lemma 2.2, if 0 < the event occurs 
with probability zero when k-n». We need only to consider 
the case when 0 Following the same argument as 
above, we can show that for 0 > i* J 
Pr{ Ij^ - I ^ E|E^} -*• 0 as k->-a» (2.16) 
Theorem 2.4 follows by combining (2.15), (2.16), and 
(2.11) . 
and 
d, = 
do = 
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2.6. Extension to Two Populations 
2.6.1. Extension of previous results 
In Sections 2.2-2.5 we considered one population. If 
random samples are drawn independently from more than one 
population, and a double inverse sampling scheme is inde­
pendently applied to each population, then the extension is 
straightforward. We need only to insert an additional index 
to indicate the population. We shall consider the case 
where two populations are involved. More than two popu­
lations can be similarly extended. 
The notations X.,y., E,p,k,N,N and 0 in j ] X '^X x' X 
Sections 2.2-2.5 will now be denoted by X^j, Y^j, E^^, 
p. , p. , N. , N. and 9. respectively, where i = 1 or 2 
^IX ^IX IX 1 1 ^ *" 
stands for the ith population (n\) . 
The discrete parts of the observation vectors W^j, 
namely i = 1,2, j = 1,2,... are assumed to have 
J 
independent univariate Bernoulli distributions with 
Pr{X^j=l} = 0^, 0^e(O,l), i = 1,2 and for all j. Let us 
construct a table as Table 2.2. The symbol (i,x) denotes the 
"cell" for population i and X,. = x (0 or 1), let k. be X J IX 
the predetermined number of observations for cell (i,x), 
Ni 
i = 1,2, X = 0,1. Then N., = I x.. and N._ = N.-N., are li 1] lu 1 i-L 
respectively the sizes of cells (i,l) and (i,0), where 
is the total number of observations for population i. The 
four cells and related quantities for two-population case 
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are shown in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. Four cells and related quantities 
Population 
"2 
Cell (1,0) (2,0) 
Size 
Pr{X^j=0} 
Predetermined number 
«10 
1-01 
klO 
«20 
1-02 
'^20 
Cell (1,1) (2,1) 
Size 
Pr{X^j=l} 
Predetermined number 
«11 
®1 
^11 
«21 
®2 
^21 
Total number of 
observations 
»1=«10+*11 K2=«20+«21 
Under double inverse sampling scheme, samples are taken 
independently and observations drawn one at a time sequential­
ly within each population. In each population, sampling 
is stopped immediately after both cells have attained the 
predetermined numbers of observations. Then estimates 
of and 8^ can be obtained. It should be noted that 
under the present sampling scheme, cell sizes = i = 1,2, 
X = 0,1 are all random variables; one of the two cell 
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sizes in each population, say will reach first 
and the other later. 
Lemma 2.1 can now be restated as follows. For any 
fixed positive integers k^Q and k^^, and 8^e(0,l) we have 
k + j-l\ k.Q . 
Pr{Eio} = [ j y(1-8.) 8.: = p-q 
Pr{Eij^} = ^ i ^ ^8i ^ ^(1-8^)^ = Pj^i (2.17) 
and 
PiO + Pii = i = 1'2 
Remark ; 
Although the lemma is true for any positive integers 
'^ix*' shall restrict k^^>p (the dimension of Y^j) , 
i = 1,2, X = 0,1, in order to have nonsingular sample co-
variance matrices S^. 
For later use, (2.7) and (2.8) can be rewritten as 
k^Q-l % 
where 
iO 
J . ~ _ l  \ k-! 1  M  
L — 1,2, m — 1,2,,.. 
iO n=0 \ / 
^<"11""' = Wm.i+Piokil* -
(2.18) 
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where 
k 
'il ' io"f 
= E n"'j 16,"(1-8,) i = 1,2, m = 1, 2 , . . .  
In particular, the means and variances of are 
1-9, ^io"^ /k,,+n-l\ k 
E(Kio) = kil -8:^- + Pil^O - 4 n jh (1-Gi) 
(2.19) 
8, ^il"! /k,-+n-l\ „ k 
Efii' = *10 I:?T + PiO^i - Jo "( " J 
2 ^""^i 2 
V(N q^) = —2" + Piikio + -Q—) 
9i 1 
*10-1 /k +n-l\ k 2 
'Jo I " j8i -(E(N.j)) 
^("il) - ''iO ,, . ,2 PiO^il •'• "^iO WT* 
" •  ( 2 . 20 )  
Other lemma, theorems and computational formulas in 
Sections 2.2 through 2.5 can be similarly restated. 
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2.6.2. The first two moments of reciprocals of cell sizes 
Since in Chapters 4 and 5 we need the first two moments 
of i = 1,2, X = 0,1, we shall in this subsection give 
ix 
the formulas, and in the next subsection consider some 
computational aspects. 
Under double inverse sampling scheme, the cell size 
depends on which cell fulfills the predetermined number 
first, i.e., conditional on the event i = 1,2, 
X , 1  = 0,1. If the cell (i,x) obtains observations 
first, will be a random variable; otherwise, will 
be k^^ (a fixed number), There are four possible combina­
tions of cell sizes for the two populations. Each combina­
tion has a certain probability of occurrence depending on 
the given event E^^,, i = 1,2, x = 0,1, Since samples are 
taken independently from each population, an event in one 
population is independent of an event in another, therefore, 
the probability of a joint event is the product of individual 
probabilities. Table 2.3 shows the four sets of possible 
cell sizes with the associated events and probabilities. 
Since = 1, i = 1,2, P^gPgo + Pio^Zl ^11^20 
P11P21 = 1, and by a well-known property of conditional 
expectation, E(V) = EE(V/U) for any random variable V whose 
expectation exists and any nontrivial event U, we can 
readily obtain the following 
Table 2.3. Four possible combinations of cell sizes 
Combination 12 3 4 
<=10'®20> ®10'^2l' 
Probability P10P2O ^10^21 Pll»20 P11P21 
Population TT^ ir^ 
cell ^iO ^10 ^20 '''lO ^20 ^10 ^20 ^20 
^il \l ^21 ^11 ^21 ^11 ^21 ^11 ^21 
Sample size ^20*^^21 ^lO'^^ll ^20*^^1 ^10*^^11 ^20^*21 \o'^^ll ^20*^^21 
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^iO n=k.Q \ ^ ^ *iO 
i = 1,2, m = 1,2 (2.21) 
ElNT[)" = PiofR^'" + 'j9i"(l-ei)''i0, 
i = 1,2, m = 1,2 (2.22) 
It is easy to check that these expected values are bounded 
by 
0 < E(^)"' < (R~)"^ for i = 1,2, X = 0,1 and m = 1,2 
"^ix ~ "ix 
(2.23-2.24) 
Let + ^2^-2, X = 0,1. Then, due to independence 
of two samples, the joint distribution of and 
is the product of two marginal distributions, and therefore 
r k^q  s k^q  \ / i ' 
82*21(1-82, m = 1,2 (2.25) 
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"10^20+" y^a-ej 
/kjo+"-i] 
i n yej^"(l-9^) 00 / 10 I k +P20 \ 'H+Ï^'""! •> / 8,"(1-8,1 " 
n—#22 ^ J. 
•*• Pl0P20(k2i+k2i-2) 
+n v (_L—)4^20"^""^] 9 "(1-62)^^°, m=l,2 I " y 
Note that 
0 <Ecè-)'" < (ir-3; for X = 0,1, m = 1,2 (2.27) 
"x ~ *lx^*2x 
(2-2e) 
Note that 
° i rV-' X = O'l <2-301 
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Note that 0 < E(^) < ^ " = "'1 
(2.35) 
2.6.3. Computational aspects 
The probabilities p^^, i = 1,2, x = 0,1, and the ex­
pected values in Equations (2.21) through (2.34) will be 
numerically evaluated when we compute the probabilities of 
misclassification. The computation of p^^ has been discussed 
in Section 2.2. No compact forms have been found for those 
expected values in (2.21) through (2.34). Exact computation 
for those values is very time consuming, if not impossible. 
Nevertheless, reasonable approximations are possible. 
Since each expectation in (2.21) to (2.34) is bounded by 
0 from below and a positive quantity from above depending on 
as shown in (2.23), (2.27), (2.30) and (2.35). The upper 
bound can, of course, be used as a conservative approximation, 
but an improvement can be made by the following algorithm. 
For a given €e(0,l) we can find a positive integer L such 
that the sum of the probabilities up to L is at least (l-€), 
then use this L (instead of ») as the upper limit of the 
summation to evaluate the expectation. The error will be 
less than ^  which can be made arbitrarily small by choosing € 
small and L large enough. For example, given ee(Q,l), 
L 
there exists an L or L' such that E Pr{N^^=n} ^  l-€ or 
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L' L' 
Z Z Pr{N^ =r, N =s} > 1-6. Then, we can approximate 
the expected values by 
4 S (i)""pr{N, =n} 
" n=k,^ 
"W' ' ^ N,,=s) 
etc. 
Since 
00 00 
E Pr{N. =n} < €, Z (J^)"*Pr{N. =n} < m = 1,2 
n=L+l n=L+l 
Also, since 
00 00 
i  =  i  Z.  P r iN ,  = r ,  N_  =S )  
L' L' 
= S Z Pr{N^ =r, N_ =s} 
L' 
+ Z Z Pr{N. =r, NL =s} + E Pr{N- =r} 
r=ki^ s=L'+l r=L'+l ^ 
and since the first term on RHS is at least (1-e), we have 
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L ' 00 00 
E Z Pr{N, =r, NL =s} + Z Pr{N^ =r} < 6, hence 
r=ki^ s=L'+l ^ r=L'+l 
1 „ L' 
< (fr) I Z Z Pr{N, =r, N, =s} 
- r=k^^ s=L'+l 2x 
£ 
+ I PriN^ =r>] < —- , m = 1,2, 
r=L'+l ~ L'"^ 
and similarly 
L' oo 
rL,, sL'.l -
00 00 
+ E I -=- Pr{N. .=r. N„..=s} < 
r=L'+l s=k2x 
Therefore, we have 
0 < E(«-—)^ - Z (^)'^Pî^{N. =n} < ^—, m = 1/2 
- ^ix n=k.^ 
0 < E(^)"* - E E (r^)"'Pr{N =r, N =s} 
- "x r.k,^ s=.k,^ 
< I m = 1,2 
- , ,m 
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i f  
etc. 
The approximation can be made as nearly exact as desired 
by choosing e small enough. Thus, the computation is 
feasible, particularly, when i = 1,2, x = 0,1 are small. 
However, when are large, the above approximation 
still requires a tremendous computation. In this case, 
another approximation can be done as follows. 
Let V = E(V) + R where E(V) exists and does not equal 
zero, then E(R) =0 and E(R^) = E(V^) - [E(V)]^. In the 
present case, V will be etc. Thus, as k^^, 
i = 1,2, X = 0,1 becomes large, with a probability approaching 
1, R will be small as compared with E(V). Therefore, we may 
write 
2 
Ed)=E[=^- 5-^ + — 3-...] (2.37) 
V E(V) IE(V)]2 [E(V)]2 
i _1_ + E(R^) 
[E(V)]3 
Now, replacing V respectively by etc., 
and using (2.IS), (2.19) and (2.20) we can readily obtain 
their approximate expectations. Numerical values for k^^=k 
show that this approximation is satisfactory for practical 
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purposes even if only the first term of (2.37), namely ^  . , is 
E I V J 
used and even when k is as small as 10. Table 2.4 illustrates 
some computational results. 
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Table 2.4. E(^) and its approximation 
1 , 
10 .1 
.3 
.5 
.10000 
.09973 
.08889 
.7 .04921 
.9 .01252 
,10000 
,10000 
.08475 
.04274 
.01111 
.10000 
.10000 
.09002 
.04862 
.01234 
.01000 
.00995 
.00816 
.00280 
.00018 
.01000 
.00999 
.00676 
.00160 
.00011 
30 .1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.03333 
.03333 
.03076 
.01501 
.00385 
.03333 
.03333 
.03021 
.01429 
.00370 
.03333 
.03333 
.03086 
.01497 
.00384 
.001111 
.001111 
.000960 
.000237 
.000015 
.001111 
.001111 
.000893 
.000195 
.000013 
100 .1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.01000 
.01000 
.00952 
.00435 
.00112 
.01000 
.01000 
.00947 
.00429 
.00111 
.01000 
.01000 
.00953 
.00435 
.00112 
.000100 
.000100 
.000091 
.000019 
.000001 
.000100 
.000100 
.000089 
.000018 
.000001 
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Table 2.4 (Continued) 
k=10 k=30 k=100 
®2 E(M^) E(M^) E(M^) 
.1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.7 
.05555 
.05546 
.05149 
.03427 
.01125 
.05537 
.05142 
.03424 
.01124 
.04791 
.03248 
.01101 
.02411 
.y 
.05555 
.05555 
.05051 
.03185 
.01020 
.05555 
.05051 
.03185 
.01020 
.04630 
.03012 
.01002 
.02232 
.00698 
.9 .00592 .00562 
.01724 
.01724 
.01646 
.01045 
.00346 
.01724 
.01646 
.01045 
.00346 
.01575 
.01014 
.00342 
.00742 
.00503 
.00188 
.01724 
.01724 
.01637 
.01020 
.00336 
.01724 
.01637 
.01020 
.00336 
.01558 
.00989 
.00332 
.00725 
.00296 
.00186 
.00505 
.00505 
.00492 
.00304 
.00101 
.00505 
.00492 
.00304 
.00101 
.00479 
.00299 
.00100 
.00216 
.00505 
.00505 
.00491 
.00302 
.00100 
.00505 
.00491 
.00302 
,00100 
.00478 
.00297 
.00099 
.00215 
.UUUBb .UUUB8 
.00054 .00056 
Where M = N. + - 2, x = 0.1 
X Ix 2x 
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3. DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS AND PROCEDURES 
3.1. Introduction 
When an individual with a (p+1)-dimensional observation 
W is to be classified into one of two populations, denoted 
by and iTg, to which it can possibly belong, ideally we 
like to know the following three things: 
(1) The probability densities for W in the two alterna­
tive populations, say f^(W) and 
(2) The prior probabilities for the two populations, 
i.e., the probabilities of an individual coming 
from population i, denoted by q^, i = 1,2, where 
q^+qg = 1; and 
(3) The assignment of a cost (or loss) function in case 
of misclassification. Denote by C(j|i)(>0) the 
cost of misclassifying an individual from tr^ as 
from TTj, ij^j = 1,2. 
Then, we wish to define a criterion which partitions the 
sample space into two regions and R^, and say that an 
individual comes from if its observation falls in R^, 
i = 1,2. The probability of misclassifying an individual 
from into ir^ under this procedure is denoted by 
, f 
Pr{j li} =- ] 
0 otherwise 
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and the expected loss is ( 2 ] 1) Pr{2 | l}+q2C (11 2) Prll ] 2} . 
A procedure that minimizes the expected loss for given prior 
probabilities q^, i = 1,2, is called a Bayes'criterion. 
According to Bayes' criterion, an individual with observation 
f,(W) q2C(l|2) 
W will be classified into if ^ ^ q C'(i 11) ~ say, and 
into IT2 otherwise. 
If it is not possible or even appropriate to know the 
prior probabilities, then Bayes'criterion is not applicable 
and other criteria of classification, e.g., Neyman-Pearson 
or likelihood ratio, should be used by imposing certain 
conditions on the probabilities of misclassification. In 
that case we still have the same discriminant function al­
though we shall in general have a different cut-off point C*. 
It is well-known (e.g., Anderson, 1958) that when an 
observation W has a multivariate normal distribution with 
equal covariance matrices for the two populations, and if 
all parameters are known, then Bayes'criterion is optimal 
in the sense that it minimizes the expected loss when prior 
probabilities are known, and generates the class of admissible 
procedures when prior probabilities are not known. When an 
observation consists of both discrete (X) and continuous (Y) 
X 
variables, say W = (y), the optimal classification criterion 
has not received much attention. Chang and Afifi (1974) 
considered a Bayes'criterion for classifying an observation 
comprising both dichotomous and continuous variables based 
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on a point biserial model, which will be briefly discussed 
in Section 3.2. The distributions of the sample discriminant 
functions obtained under this model ace still unknown and 
presumably very complicated. The main purpose of this re­
search is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of these 
distributions. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we shall review and 
discuss some properties of the discriminant functions. 
3.2. The Model 
A point biserial model (also known as location model), 
which consists of discrete and continuous variables, was 
considered earlier by Tate (1954) and subsequently used by 
Moustafa (1957), Olkin and Tate (1961), Chang and Afifi 
(1974), and Krzanowski (1975). The model postulates that 
the conditional distribution of the continuous variables given 
a specific value of the discrete variable is normal. In this 
thesis we shall restrict the discrete variable to be a binary 
variable, i.e., it can only take two values, say 0 and 1. 
X 
For the problem of classifying an observation W = (y) into 
either or iTg, if W is from it^, i = 1 or 2, we assume that 
X is a univariate Bernoulli variable with Pr{X=l> = 0^, 
9^e(0,-l) and the conditional distribution of Y given X = 
X (0 or 1) is p-variate normal with mean vector and p.d. 
covariance matrix E , denoted by the normal density function 
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(() Z^), then the joint density function of W given X=x is 
and the unconditional distribution of Y is a mixed normal, 
i.e., + (1-8^)4(%^Q, Zq), i = 2. Thus, in 
addition to being mathematically convenient, the point 
biserial model implies that the continuous vector Y, alone 
has a mixed normal distribution for each ir^, and the mixed 
normal model has been used in many areas of application 
such as psychology by Issac (1969), genetics by Harris and 
Smith (1948), also by Odell, Jackson and Friday (1970) , 
and fisheries by Smiles and Pearcy (1971) . This is the 
advantage to use the point biserial model. 
Now let Then, the unconditional expected 
values and covariance matrices of Y and W are respectively 
f^(W) = <|)(Uix' %x)Gi*(l-8i)^"*' i = 1,2, X = 0,1 (3.1) 
E(Y|TT^) = (L-9J^)P^Q+0^Y i/^iO^^i^il *iO *i"i 0.O+9.A (3.2) 
(3.3) 
V(y|iTj^) = 9j^ (1-0 j^) A^A^+(l-6j^) say (3.4) 
and 
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Note that while the conditional covariance matrix of Y 
gives X=x, is the same in ÏÏ^ and the unconditional 
covariance matrices of Y and W are not the same in the two 
populations. This is because they both contain and 0^^ 
which change with i = 1,2. It is also interesting to 
note that X and Y are independent if and only if 
and for i = 1,2 and x = 0,1. 
3.3. The Discriminant Function When All 
Parameters are Known 
If f^(W) is the probability density of W in ir^, 
i = 1,2 and if all parameters are known, the optimal cri-
(W) 
terion is to assign W to IT, if j -ruT > C* or equivalently 
f.m q C(ll2) 
In g _> C; otherwise, to Tr^, where C = In ^  
Bayes' criterion is used; otherwise C is chosen to satisfy 
a given probability level. 
For the model specified in (3.1) given X=x, we have 
the linear discriminant functions 
fl(W) , . 1-x 
fgtWj " 2(^lx+^2x^'%x (^Ix'^Zx)"^^^1 
(3.6) 
= say, X = 0,1 
and the discriminant procedure is to assign W to if 
to ^2 if 5% < C, X = 0 or 1 (3.7) 
A remarkable feature of this procedure is that the dis­
criminant function depends on the value x assumed by the 
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observation W = (y). If x=0, we use ÇQ to classify W, if x=l, 
we use Therefore, is referred to as double discriminant 
function (abbreviated as DDF). 
We can rewrite Ç > C 
X — 
as 
h X 1-811-x 
> c - LN(^)^(Y-^)-" , X = 0,1 (3.8) 
02 1-02 
This is a linear discriminant function for X=x with cut-off 
point determined by the discrete component of the model and 
C. 
When X and Y are independent, i.e., and for 
i = 1,2, x = 0,1 and X has the same distribution in and ^2 
(i.e. 0^=02)/ then DDF reduces to a single discriminant 
function (Y- ^ (vi^+vi2))*^ which is free of x. In 
this case the discrete variable X does not contribute any 
xiiJ.ui.iua uxwii uu uxowx xiuxiio. uxuii • 
since the conditional distribution of Y given X=x is 
^p/^ix'^x^' is easily seen that in (3.6) is distributed 
as 
Np(Y D^^) if W is from 
(3-9) 
Np{- Y D^^) if W comes from TTg 
where 
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and 
®1 X ^"®1 1-x 
, X = 0,1 (3.10) 
2 is called the Mahalanobis squared distance between and 
IT2 given X=x. 
It follows that the probabilities of misclassification 
from to and from iTg to are respectively 
Pr{2|l} = ElPr{S^<C|X;ni}] 
C- C- \ D 2-B 
= (1-01 )*( -) + 8T$( ^ -) (3.11) 
J. L»o X 
and 
Pr{l|2} = E[Pr{5x>C|X;ni}] 
= (i-8_)$(- —^—^) + e,*;- —^—-) 
2 °0 °1 (3.12-3.13) 
where $ is the cumulative standard normal distribution 
function. 
Finally, given prior probabilities and qg, the ex­
pected loss is C(2j1)q^Pr{2 11}+C(112)q2Pr{lj2}, and error 
rate is qj^Pr{2 jll+qjPrd [ 2}. If there is no prior informa­
tion (we may regard q^=q2= , we usually take the average 
of these two probabilities, namely j 1}+Pr{l j 2}], 
as error rate. 
By using (3.11) and (3=12) with C=0; error rates for 
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selected values of the parameters were computed and given in 
Appendix F, Error rate depends on the parameters D^, 
X = 0,1, 0^ and Q^. It decreases with D^, x = 0,1 when 
9^ and are fixed. It increases as the difference between 
0, and 0- becomes smaller when D , x = 0,1 are fixed. It 12 X 
is symmetric in 0^ and 0^, for example, (0^=.l, 02=.2) and 
(0^=.2, 02=.1) have the same error rate, but in general it 
is not symmetric in and D^, i.e., the error rate with 
Dq = .01 and = 9 is not equal to that with Dq =9' and 
= .01 unless, ~ ®2 ~ T* However, if we let 
f(0^, 02» DQ, D^) denote an error rate, then f(0^, 02^ Dg/ 
D^) = f(l-0^, 1-02» Dg), i.e. error rate is unchanged 
by interchanging and and replacing 0^ by 1-0i = 
1,2. When Dq = error rates are constant and maximum 
on the line 0^ = 02. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the contours 
of error rates for different D^, x = 0,1. In Figure 3.1 
since Dq = D^, therefore the ridge appears on the diagonal 
line 0^ = 02 and the surface is symmetrically decreasing 
from this line. Figure 3.2 illustrates the effect when 
and are not equal. 
Dq=.1 and D^=.1 Dq=1 .0 and D^=1.0 
Error 
rate 
\1 • 0 
.9 
. .7 
Error 
rate 
Figure 3.1. The contours of error rates when 
Dq=2.C and =2.0 
Error 
rate 
.0  
0 
% 
Figure 3.1 (Continued) 
Error 
rate 
DQ=q..O and D^=i^.O 
m tj\ 
tr 
Dq=.1 and D^= 2^.0 Dq=.5 and D^=j^..O 
Error 
rate 
\ 
.9 
Error 
rate 
Figure 3.2. The contours of error rates when ^ 
Dq=1 .0 and -k. 0 
Error 
rate 
. 0  
50 
0 
Figure 3.2 (Continued) 
Dq=2.0 and =ij..O 
Error 
rate 
m 
cr 
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3.4. The Sample Discriminant Functions 
3.4.1. The classification statistics and criterion 
The parameters are in general unknown and have to be 
estimated from sample. Following the double inverse sampling 
scheme discussed in Chapter 2, the maximum likelihood esti­
mators of Vix, Z and 9^ are given respectively by = 
:=i ° ^ 
"ix _ _ ^ N 
.f, (^ijx-^ix) (%iix-?ix) ' ®i = ïïf "here N. = N.^+N., 
for i = 1,2 and x = 0,1. In practice, the unbiased esti-
1 2 
ma tor S = rr- E A. , where M = NL +N -2, will be used 
X X i*~l 
instead of If we choose k^^^p for i = 1,2 and x = 0,1 
in our sampling scheme, then S^, x = 0,1 will be positive 
definite with probability one, hence , x = 0,1 exist. 
Replacing jj. , and 0. in (3.6) by Y. , and 6. 
IX X X XX X X 
respectively, we obtain the sample discriminant functions. 
We shall in the next chapter find an asymptotic 
distribution for the discriminant function when ^2% 
and are unknown but 0^ and 0^ are known, and in Chapter 
5, find an asymptotic distribution when all parameters are 
unknown. 
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Case (i) - Hgx and 0^ known: 
Since 9^ and 8^ known, we can use the classification 
statistics 
where 
®1 X  I'^l 1-x 
Sx = i-'êt' 
Case (ii) - all parameters unknown; 
The sample discriminant function is 
^x = I'V'^ax' ' 'S;'(?ix-S2x' + «X 
«Ix ^2 
- In — 5J— , X = 0,1 
where 
° 1=1 'ii"' ' ° 
1 ^ ^ix _ _ 
3% = M- .=1 .:i(?iix-?ix)(?iix-?ix)'' Mx = *lx+*2x-2' 
X = 0,1 
The classification procedure is to assign 
W to ir^ if (or T^) ^  r, and to 
TT^ if Z (or T ) < r, x = 0,1 (3.16) 
6 X X 
where r is a constant or chosen to satisfy a given 
probability level. 
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3.4.2. Some properties of the classification statistics 
We shall give some properties of the classification 
statistic or in this subsection which will be useful 
later. 
Property 3.1; 
Given sample sizes and the classification 
statistic given in (3.14) [or in (3.15)] is invariant 
under any nonsingular linear transformation on Y and Y.. , 1JX 
j = i = 1,2, X  = 0,1. 
Proof; 
Let C be a pxp nonsingular matrix and D a pxl constant 
vector. Making the following transformation 
U = CY+D and = CY^j^+D, i = 1,2, j = 1,...,N^^, 
x = 0,1 
we have » 
_ 1 ix _ 
1 2 ^ix 
1 2 ^ix _ _ 
= CS C where M = N. +N_ -2 
x,y x Ix 2x 
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Hence 
:x,u = è<°lx"2x>>'Sx,u'"lx-°2x' ^ «x 
= (CY+D- 7(CYj^x'^D+CY2J^+D) ) y^c"^(CY^^+D-Cy2^-D) 
= «- l'^lx«2x'>' = '="^Sx>'''=«lx-^2x' + «X 
®1 X  ^ ~®1 1-x 
= z^,y Where = Inf^-) (^) 
Similarly, 
T = T 
x,u x,y 
The distribution of Z , [or T ], calculated from new 
X  f u  X I  u  
variables, is the same as that of Z , [or T ], obtained 
X ,  y X ,y 
from old variables. In other words, the distribution of 
[or T^] is invariant under nonsingular linear transforma­
tion; simply Z^ [or T^] is invariant under nonsingular linear 
transformation. 
Property 3.2; 
Given sample sizes and Ng, let Y^j, j = 1,...,NL, 
i = 1,2 be independently distributed according to N^{y^,Z) 
i = 1,2 where the common covariance matrix is positive 
definite (p.d.). Then, we can always transform Y^j into new 
variables such that U^j, j = 1,...,N^ are independently 
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distributed as N (0, I ), and U_., j = independently 
P P ^ J ^ 
distributed as 1^) where = (D,0,...,0), D = 
[(^2"^!) ' the Mahalanolis distance, and is 
a pxp identity matrix. 
Proof ; 
Since E is p.d., there exists a nonsingular matrix B 
-1 
such that BEB' = 1^ or Z = B'B. Making a transformation by 
1 = 1/2, j = 1,...,N^, then is distribu­
ted as Np(0, Ip), j = 1,...,N^, and V^j has NpfBfUg-Uiiflp), 
j = Now, letting C be an orthogonal matrix with 
the first row *®'/D and making another transformation 
by ULj=CV^j, i = 1,2, j = 1,...,N^, we have the result. 
Remarks : 
1. Since = (y2-U-j^)'E = (v^-y2)'^ 
if we choose the first row of C equal to 
(U1-IJ2)'B'/D instead of (y2~V'i)'B'/D» we would 
have Ugj = CVgj Np(-yQ,I). Therefore, the first 
component of the second mean vector can be either D 
or -D depending on the choice of the first row for 
the orthogonal matrix C. 
2, Considering the invariance of Z or T under non-
X X 
singular linear transformation and Property 3.2, 
we can always assume without loss of generality 
for the underlying model that one of the population 
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mean, say is 0, the other or -UQ» and the 
common covariance matrix is I . 
P 
Property 3.3; 
Under the double inverse sampling scheme with = 
k^, i = 1,2, the limiting distribution of [or T^] as 
k.-x» is the distribution of Ç given in (3.6), i.e.. 
P 
or 
N (•! + 6^, if W is from 
N (- + 6^, D if W is from ir, p ^ X X X 6 
where 
and 
® 1  X  ^ ~ ® 1  1-x 
3. = (izr) ' ^ = 0,1. 
Proot; 
It is well-known (e.g., Anderson, 1958) that and 
S ->-Z in probability as k. By Theorem 2.4, 
X  X  I X  
6. = + 8. in probability as k. ^=k.,=k. increases in-1 1 lU iJ. 1 
definitely. Therefore, and 
tor T^) - (Ï- 2(Wix+W2xl)'E;l(Pix-;2x)+ex = 
in probability (hence in distribution ) as for i -
1,2, X = 0,1. Since Y given X=x is distributed as 
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^ is from or ^ from tTg, 
we have the result. 
Property 3.4: 
The conditional distribution.of (or T^) when 
N-, N_, Y. , Y_ , and S are fixed is normal with 
1  2  x X  Z X  X  
mean (p.^- 'S-J-(or 6^) and 
variance (Yix'^zx'<^lx"^2x' 'i' 
i = 1,2. 
Proof; 
Immediately follows from the distribution of Y given 
X=x. 
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4. AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF STANDARDIZED WHEN 0^ AND ARE KNOWN 
4.1. Introduction 
The performance of a discriminant function will be dif­
ficult to evaluate if its distribution is unknown. This 
usually happens when the unknown parameters are estimated in 
the discriminant function. In such a situation, an asymptotic 
expansion for the distribution can be obtained and used to 
evaluate the probabilities of misclassification. This can 
serve as a means to discern the merit of the classification 
procedure. In this chapter we shall first consider the case 
when 8^ and 8^ are known but and x = 0,1 are 
unknown; and in the next chapter we shall treat the case 
when all parameters are unknown. 
When 6^ and 8^ are known, the discriminant statistics 
Z^, A — 0,1 srG yivsn xn (3.14) wS 
Zx = + Sx 
An asymptotic expansion of the distribution of will be 
derived in Section 4.3 by employing the techniques suggested 
by Hartley (1938) and Welch (1947), and later used by James 
(1951, 1954), Ito (1956, 1960). Some lemmas which will 
facilitate the derivation of asymptotic expansions are given 
in Section 4.2. 
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4.2. Lemmas 
The following lemmas are preparatory work for asymptotic 
expansions in this chapter, and some of them will be again 
used in the next chapter. 
Lemma 4.1; 
Let Y^' =(%!!'i = l,...,n be independently 
normally distributed with mean vector y' = and 
covariance matrix I (a pxp identity matrix); and let Y = 
, n in _ _ 
— Z Y., S = — E (Y.-Y)(Y.-Y)' where m = n-1 be the sample 
i=l i=l ^ 1 
mean and sample covariance respectively. Then, 
Elexp(Y't)] = exp(y't+ t't) and E[exp(tr{S-I)T] 
= exp{-trT).jI- ^  TI where t' = (t^,,,,,t ) 
and 
T = 
"^11 ••• ^Ip 
'pi ••• ^PP 
with t., eR. X Jiv JS.J 
Proof ; 
The proof can be obtained from Anderson (1958). 
12 13 
The scalar argument in logd-X) = -X- ... 
can be similarly extended to a matrix argument as follows. 
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Lemma 4.2; 
-log|I-A| = trA + i tr A^ + i tr A^ + 
where I is a pxp identity matrix and A is any pxp real 
symmetric matrix. 
Proof; 
Since A is real symmetric, there exists an orthogonal 
matrix P such that 
PAP' = 
• X 
where X^'s are eigenvalues of A. It follows 
P(I-A)P' = 
fl-X, 
1-X. 
and 
I-A| = |P(I-A)P' I = IT (1-X .) 
j=l ] 
Therefore, 
-log|l-A| = - Z log{l-X.) 
j=l ^ 
P 1 P 2 1 ^ 3 
=  Z X . + 4  z x .  + i  z X. +... 
j=l ] 2 j.l ] 3 j.i ] 
= tr A + i tr A + J tr A + ... 
r 
Due to the fact that if X is an eigenvalue of A, then X i 
P r 
an eigenvalue of A^, r>l, and tr A^ = tr(PAP')^ = Z X. . j=i ] 
Note that the series is uniformly convergent for 
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Let il = be a pxp real symmetric nonsingular matrix 
with elements r,s = l,...,p; and 0 ^  m^l be the 
mth power of 0 = ) s (u ), the inverse of It is 
seen that u" is a function of t,u = l,...,p. If fi"""', 
m^l, is differentiable with respect to in the neighbor­
hood of 0 = I, then will denote the effect 
m h] m jh 
of the derivative operator 3. . = ^^1+5..)?^— on where 
nj 2 il] hj ^ 
6. . is a Kronecker's delta. We shall use .1. to indi-
n] m n]'U 
cate the value of evaluated at = I. 
The proofs of the following two lemmas can be found in 
Okamoto (1963) and Memon (1968). 
Lemma 4.3: 
and 
For Kh, j, r, s<p 
'""'hjlo = - 3"hr«is+«ir«hs' 
'"f Ihjio = •'Wjs'^^jAs' 
=&l«hrs+Sjrs+2«hirs) 
Lemma 4.4: 
For l_<r, s, t, u^p 
^""irs.tulo = l<«lrt«su^«lru«st^«lst«ru^«lsu^rt' 
'"2 'rs.tu'o " 2(^lrt^su*^lru^8t^-lst^fu*^lsu^rt* 
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^rs,rs,tu'o ~ Z^^lr^stu^^ls^rtu^^^^lrtu^^lstu* 
+ ««irstu' 
^*^2 ^rs,ra,tu'o ~ ^  'rs,rs,tu^O 
'"^^'rs.st.tr'o ° " Tt'lr+'l8+6it+*lr'st+*ls*tr+6it«rs 
+ 2(«lrs+«lst+«ltrl+12«lrst' 
^•^2 ^rs,st,tr'o ~ ^  ^rs,st,tr'o 
[•""irs.rs.tu.tulo ' T»lr"st«su'«ls'«rt+«ru' 
+ Slt'Gru+*su'+*lu'Grt+'st)+2(6irt+«lru+*lst+4lsul 
+ 2Mlr«stu+«ls«rtu+«lt«rsu+«lu«rst)+2(«lrt«su 
+*lru-st+-lsc'ru+'lsuGrt'+G'3lraL+'lfsu+'lr1 
+*lstu)+40'lrstul 
^'^2 ^r8,rs,tu, tu^O " ^^rs,rs,tu,tu^O 
where 
|i if a=b=c= 
• • « ^ 
!0 otherwise 
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Recall that when 9^^ and known, the classifica-
tion statistics are = (Ï- 1(^1^+?2x" ' ®x''< V^2x' + «x 
_ 1 "ix , "ix 
"here Y,^ = ig. ,1^ ^ijx' ^ x = ÎÇ '^jx-^ix' '^ijx-^ix''' 
«X = "ix + »2x - 2 8x = = O'l-
For any real constant u, we denote by 
1 2 
Z - iD -e 
F(u|ïï^) = Pr{—— — < u|w^} (4.1) 
* 1 2 
Z. - K  -^x X 
the probability that — g < u when W = ( ) comes from 
X  ^  
. Similarly, 
1 2 
z + 40 -g 
F ( u | n 2 )  =  P r { — — <  ul^g} (4.2) 
where 
"x^ = (Wlx-"2x'':;^("lx-W2xl' " = O'l-
Lemma 4.5; 
Let F*(u|n^) be the expression obtained from F(u|n^) by 
interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 (representing populations 
1 and 2 respectively) in the RHS of (4.1), which is a function 
of S^, 8^, 02 and ÏÏ^. Then 
Ffujng) = 1-P* (-u| ïïj^) . 
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Proof ; 
Interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2, representing the 
two populations, in Z , D , g and tt, , we obtain -Z , D , 
X X ^ J. XX 
-3^ and iTj respectively. Therefore 
1 2 
—Z — +3 
F*(-u|ïïj^) = Pr{—— — < -ujng} 
= Pr{ g > Ul^g} = I-Ffulng). 
Thus, FCujwg) can be obtained from F(u|n^) and it is suf­
ficient to find only F(u|n^). 
To facilitate deriving the coefficients of W~' 
, "^Ix '^2x 
—, ... in an asymptotic expansion later, let 
X 
and 
a = uD + (4.3) 
b = (Ci-Sg) (4.4) 
where ç| = (ç^-j^,..., ç^p) / i = 1,2, and fi is a pxp nonsingular 
matrix with elements = w^g, s,t = l,...p. 
The derivatives of a and b applied by the derivative 
operators ^—- and 3^^ = will be denoted 
by corresponding superscripts (i), i = 1,2, (1,2), and sub­
scripts j, st, etc. of a and b respectively. For example, 
and so on. We shall also use the notation j^ to the right 
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of a derivative to indicate the derivative is evaluated at 
the point Q) = (0, Uq, I) where 0 is a pxl vector 
of zero's, Uq = (D,0,...,0) and I is the pxp identity matrix. 
Since the derivative will be evaluated at the point 
2' ~ (0f UQr I) r we can set the variables, with 
respect to which the partial differentiation is not currently 
taken, to the value(s) at this point before differentiation 
to make the calculation simpler. For example, in Lemma 4.6 
below, to find a^^^ = we can set and Q = I, 
and use a = uD + find a^^^ . To find 
(21 12 
a^ St ~ ^h Bgt^' can put = 0, and use a = uD+ ^  -
so on. This remark also applies to Lemma 4.7 
for the derivatives of b. 
liêirutiâ 4,62 
If a = uD+ jtP" + then for 
Kh, j, r, s, t<p 
alo = uD 
T i o  
lo = -O'lh 
®st' o  °  
° ®hj 
*htstio = ° 
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h . l t U  '  l^^ls^ht^lt^hs' 
rs.rtio = - ^ '<«lst«lr«st+2«lrst' 
^hj.stlo = - %*'(«lhs«it+«lis«ht+«lht«is+aijt«hsl 
^^h,hlo ' ^ ° 
a (i) I h,h,j'0 = 0, 1 = 1,2, h i 
^lio.jlo = i = 1'2' h/j 
,(1) I = . 
%,h,st'o " °hst 
a(2) I = a 
h,h,stlo *hst 
= " 
( 2 )  1  
*h,st,stlo = - lD(6iha+aiht+2*lhst) 
1^2 
+ "ihjst^ 
®hJ,st,stlo = iD^'«ls«hit+*lt'his+2('lhis+*lhit' 
a 
1-2 
rs,St,trio = 3* [«lr+«ls+«lt+(Slr«st+Slsart+Slt« 
+ 2(«lrs+aist+airt'+12'lrst: 
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®h,h,st,stlo " 
®h^h,st,stlo ° 
®hj,hj,st,st'o " " 5° "ih'^ js'^® jt''''^lj'^hs'^^ht' 
+ Gls'Ght+Gjt'+'lt'Ghs+'is'+Z'Glhs+'lht+'lis+Glit' 
+ 2'Gihajst+3li6hst+SlsGhit+GltGhis'+2''lhs3it 
* GihtGis*°lis^ht+Giit^hs)+6(Gihjs+(ihjt+6ihst 
-hY'lo = o 
and 
J1.'2). .,. = 0 
n,n,],] u 
Proof; 
It is easy to find the following partial derivatives 
of a 
^ " Glh' 
- "^2h' 
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h . i  '  -«hi' 
' ml':""''""'" 
i^L = [- ,1 = - Î h,st st"h ' 2''2 m=l 
4!Lst = St 
'h!h,st = -'•"""ist' ^s,tr = 
= - |°'t»"lrs,tr' 
hfStfSt ^st,st, ^h,st,st ^st, in—X HI—X 
^h,h,st,st ^stfst' ^h,h,st,st "^ St,St 
^h,j ^ 0, 
,(1,2) , (1,2) ^ (1,2) ^ 0 
h,h,j h,j,j ^,h,j,j ' 
= 0 ,  i  =  l , 2 ,  =  
^j,hj,st " 2° ^hj,hj,st' 
rs 
1-2, 11, 
,st;tr 3 ^rs,st,tr 
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and 
1 2  1 1  
^hj,hj,st,st ~ 2° ^hj,hj,st,st' 
Then, evaluating at the point = (O/Uq,!) and 
applying Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to the above derivatives, we 
have the results. 
Lemma 4.7: 
If b = then for l < h ,  j, r, s, t<p 
blo = 
lo = 
"h" lo = 2D«lh 
"stlo = -Zo'Slst 
"h'jlo = "hj 
"h'itlo = 2°<«ls«ht+SltShs' 
bh'itlo = -2°(«ls«ht^«lt«hs> 
"rs.trio = |D'(«lst+airSst+:airstl 
"hj.stlo ' 
"h'Lh'o = i = I'Z 
bh^h.jlo = »' i = 1-2' h M j 
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bh'jfjlo = 0' i = 1'2' h ^ j 
^h,h,st'o " "^^hst 
^h!h,stlo " -4*h5t 
'^h,st,st'o "3D(6^^g+6^^^+26^^g^) 
^h,st,st'o ^ 3D(6ihg+6^^t+2dihst) 
bhj,hj,stlo = -2»'[aihajst+aiiahst+2(*ihst+aijst) 
\j,st,st'o ^ ^^ls^hjt'*"^lt'^hjs'^^^^lhjs'*"'^lhjt^ 
G^ihist] 
''rs, St, trio = -[^[6ir+«is+6it+«irSst+4is'rt+«lt*rs 
+2(«lrs+«lst+«lrt)+12«lrstl 
"h'lh.hlo - ^ = 1'2 
bh!i,i,jlo = i ' 1'2' h j 
''h,h,st,st'o " 3((hg+aht+2dhst* 
''h,h,st,st'o ° 3ldhg+aht+26hst) 
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bhj,hj,st,stlo=l»'[aih"js+'jt'+"li'4hs+V+«ls<«ht+St' 
+ 2(«ihs«lht"ljs-^«ljt' + Z'Slh'ist+SljShst 
• • 
and 
C l j l o "  
Proof ; 
The following partial derivatives of b are readily ob­
tained. 
''h 3^2)1 ^2^2 ^^2h' 
St 
"h" = 
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(1) - 3(1) tr _1. \ \ - 2 E r r-v^l 
m=l 
bh:st = 'st'h <Vo''° <?r^o' =2 !,SimlW2 1 st 
- 2D:wlh]gt 
(2) _ a %(2) irtn'^r \ = 9 Z r r,,r^^i 
m=l 
b^Jst = ast»h '(S2O Sz) = :_!TS2m[w2 ^st' 
l-h'lst = i = 1-2-
"rs.tr = "'"""'rs.tr, "i" t,st = ^  j 
n—i. 
(2) — 9 ? r r/.hnii 
^h,st,st ^ _,Ei^2m^^2 ^stfst' m= 
''h,h,st,st ° ^'"2 'st,st' ^ ^'2' 
"h'Lh = "h.l.i = "' i "hj.st = 
2 11 
^hj,hj,st " ^  ^^2 ^hj,hj,st' 
^rs,st,tr ^ ^'^2 ^rs,st,tr 
âiiu 
2 11 
^hj,hj,st,st ^ ^"2 ^hj,hj/st,st 
^ h ] ' j  ^  " acihscgj " "2^hi 
• 'ihs • c;s,j • • 
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Evaluating at the point (g^, 0) = (0, Vq. I) and applying 
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 to the above derivatives, we complete 
the proof. 
It should be noted that the order of taking a partial 
derivative is immaterial. For example, a^^^^ = 
b(i) = b(i) = b(i) etc 
st,h,h °h,st,h °h,h,st, 
Now, let 
A= IuD+ +5(5j^+;2)'n"^(Ci-Ï2)H(5j-Ç2l 
where a, b are given in (4.3) and (4.4) be a function of 
i = 1,2, j = l,...,p and s, t = l,...p (elements of 
and n respectively). This is the main function used for the 
asymptotic expansion in this chapter. As for a and b, we 
shall use various superscripts and subscripts of A to denote 
the resultant derivatives of A. For example, 
2 ] J 
= 'j" A'Ast = »3t^' Ast.st = *hth,st = 
Lemma 4.8: 
" _1 
A= ÎUD+ |D-+ ^ (^^+^2^ 'oT-iGi-Cg)] 'rr-(?^-^2)J ^ 
then for Kh, j, r, s, t<p 
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A|o = ^ 
I = -(I+UD"^)6 ij 
Ast'o  
< j l o = j  
4'^ I, 
''D~^+uD~^ (3ôj^j-l) for h = j 
0 h ^ 3 
r-D~^(l+uD~^)+D''^(2+3uD~^)6j^j for h = j 
0 h ^ 3 
Ast.st'o = - 3^0+3")(«is+*lt-2'lst' 
Ars.stio ° • 3^D+3u)(«i;t+'lr'st-26irst' 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Ahi.stlo ' - 3^D+3u)(«ihg6jt+6i.g«ht+Glht'is+*lit3hs 
- "ihjst' 
'3[r2(i+2uD"l)6^j for h = j 
(4.15) 
- 0  - 1  ,  
D -(i-3uD ')6 Ij h j 
(4.16) 
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5 ( I 
('-3D~fl+2uD"^)6T , for h = j 
(4.17) 
D"^(2+3uD"^)6^j h h 
Aj'j.stio = 3UD-I)6ist + 
-D"^(1-2uD~^)Ô. (4.18) jSt 
Aj'j.stio = 
+D~^(1+2UD " ^ ) 6 ( 4 . 1 9 )  jsr 
4'L,stlo = -
^'!U,stlo - Tf2«uD-l) (4.21) 
\j,hj,stlo = i(D+4ul(«ihajst+3li'hst) 
- ?(»+2u)'«lhst+«list) - «Ihjst 
(4.22) 
\s ,St ,trio = 5(D+4ul(air+Sis+'lt+'lr3st+GlsGrt+6itars'  
- l(3D+10u)l«irs+«ist+«irt)+i(D+2u)«irst 
(4.23) 
j'3D"^(3uD"^-2)+3D"^(6+5uD~^) for h = j 
•\,h, j, j ^0 "-l 
[d"^(3uD"^-2)+3d"^(1-5uD"^) (5j^j^+6j^j) for j 
(4.24) 
(tz't) (^_anc+T)^_a2 + 
(^®^92+^S+®S){^_anE+I)^_a^ -
(^^^9Z+^^9+^^9) (^_an6+fr)^_aY + 
(^®^^92+^^^9+®^^9)(^_an6+S)^_a|-
"®'^9(^_ang+z)^_ae-^®^^9{^_anE-T)^_a = °i^® 
(92'*) (^sfTgz+sfgStg+SEgSTp^^^gng + 
(%*'9Z+^'9+^'9) (^_ane-i)^_a^ + 
(^®^9Z+^^9+®^9)(^_an6-3)-
{^®^'^9Z+^^^9+®-'^9) (^_anc+T)^_a| -
^^^93_ansT-^"f^9(,.an-T)^_a€ = 0|^^'^''f;[v 
(SZ'P) 
[ 7^ q (^'^9+^^9) (^.Qi^s+e) J._ac-(^_ane+3)^_a ] 
L o | Ç ' Ç ' ^ %  
[ = q Jog ^''^9(^_ans+2) j._ae+(^_anE+Z)g._ae J 
C6 
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+ *ih<'is+'jt'+'ii('hs+'hti] - ^ -(D+Suitaig&hit 
+ «lt^hjs«lh«jst^«lj«hst' +?(4»+17") '«lhs«jt 
+ î#(2D+7u)(6ih,+5iht+aiis+*lit) 
•*• gut^lhis+^lhjt+^lhst+^list) ' 4(20+7*) 
ruD~^-D~^(l+3uD"^) 6, . for h = j 
Jl,2) I J ^ 
\ , i  ' 0  i o  h  ^  i  
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
Jl'2) I 
^-3D~^ (1+2UD"^) for h = j 
3uD"^6^j h j 
(4.30) 
*%,],]'0 
2 / 1 , <n._T^ 1\ Jf O U  V XT^ui./ ; o 
-D"2(l+3uD"l)6 
Ij 
Ih 
and 
h ^ j 
h ^ j 
(4.31) 
-4. -_-3 ,-1, 
^ 2) J 9uD *+3D (4+5uD )fij^j for h = j 
^fh,j,j'o ] 3ud"^-3D'^(1+5UD"^) (6j^j^+6^j) h^j 
(4.32) 
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Proof; 
By letting y in Appendix A be a given in (4.3), and 
applying Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 to derivatives given in Appendix 
A, then : 
(9.1) gives (4.6) and (4.7); (9.2), (4.8); (9.3), (4.9) and 
(4.10); (9.4) , (4.11) and (4.12); (9.5), (4.13) and (4.14); 
(9.6), (4.15); (9.7), (4.16) and (4.17); (9.8), (4.18) and 
(4.19); (9.9), (4.20) and (4.21); (.9.10), (4.22); (9.11), 
(4.23); (9.12) , (4.24) and (4.25); (9.13), (4.26) and 
(4.27); (9.14) , (4.28); (9.15), (4.29); (9.16), (4.30); 
(9.17), (4.31), and (9.18), (4.32). 
If *(A), where A = ab"^/^ as given in the last lemma, 
stands for the standard normal density function, we shall 
find various derivatives of (j), which will be denoted by 
different superscripts and subscripts as for A. For example, 
*h'h,st ' = «h"'':"'» 
the notation [q indicates that the value is evaluated at 
(ç^, Sg'O) = (0,iIq, I) . 
Lemma 4.9: ^ 
1 -r If <j)(A) = e , then for l_<h, j, r, s, t£p 
v 2 ^  
({) 1q = (j) (u) (4 . 33) 
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( u )  ( 4 . 3 4 )  
* ( 2 )  1 ^  =  u ( l + u D " l ) 6 i j * ( u )  ( 4 . 3 5 )  
(t)stlo = -uD(Y + uD"^)6^g^(|)(u) (4.36) 
f[-uD~^ (1-u D"^)+u^D~^ (u^-4) 6, • ](f) (u) for h = j 
10 n  ^  3  
[ u D " l ( 1 + u D " ^ ) + ( U ^ - 1 ) ( 1 + U D " ^ )  
-uD"l(2+3uD"l)6^j]*(u) for h = j 
*wlo=1 
h j 
•"stio = lu3|&+uD-l,6 i jg t-u(l+4uD- lMi js t  
+ u ^ D  ^ ( G ^ g 6 j ^ + 8 ^ ^ 6 j g ) ] # ( u )  ( 4 . 3 9 )  
•j?U'o = [(l-u2|(#D+u)ll+uD-l)«ij,t 
•hj.hjio = lT(u2-l)(0+2"l'«lhi 
+  g w ( D + 3 u X 6 i h + 6 ^ j - 2 6 i h j ) ] * ( u )  ( 4 . 4 1 )  
•rs,st lo = tT"(D+3")Kirt+«lsSrt'  
-  j ( D ^ + 6 D u + ( 1 0 - D ^ ) u ^ - 4 D u ^ - 4 u ' ^ ) 6 ^ ^ g ^ ] ( | ) ( u )  ( 4 . 4 2 )  
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[iu(D«u) l«ihs«it+«l:s<ht+«lhtSis+«lit*hs 
%UD"^ (6+12UD"^-3U^-9U^D~^+U^D"^) 6^ j ]*(u) 
for h=j 
(-uD"^ (2-4uD"^-u^+u^d''^) ] (j) (u) hfij 
(4.44) 
nu(u^-3) (1+UD"^)^-3D"^(U^-1) (1+UD"^) (l+2uD"l) 
+ 3uD"^{l+2uD"^)]6^j(t)(u) for h = j 
[D"^(U^-1) (1+ud"^)^-UD"^(2+3UD"^) ]6^j(t)(u) 
h i 
(4.45) 
[-(l-uf) (l-uD~^) 
- UD-1(^-3UD-I)6igt 
- uD~^(|+UD"^) (8-8u'+u'^)6^ j g ^  
+ uD~^(l-2uD~^)6jg^l(()(u) (4.46) 
[{-2+(|D-8D'^)U+8(1-D"^)U^+(14D"^-|D)U^ 
+ (8D~^-2)u^-|D"^u^-D^u®}63 ^ j g ^  
- D"^u(1+2D"^U) ôjg^]((){u) (4.47) 
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•hj,hj,stlo = lF(D2+SDu-5Du3+(8-D2)u2-6u4)(6ihst+6ijstl 
- j(Du+4u^) («ihSsf^^lj'hst' 
+ ^ (-2D^+D(3D^-8)u+20D^u^+D(46-D^)u^ 
+ 6(6-D^)u^-2Du^-8u^](|)(u) (4.48) 
[-u^D~^+2uD"^(l+2uD"^)6j^j 
n I - u^D~^(1+uD"^) 6, .] ({)(u) for h = j 
'lo ' 
h ^ j (4.49) 
f[D"^(l-u^) (1+2uD~^+3U^D"^)+U^D"^(U^-6) (l+uD'l) 
<!A'^lo=v 
+3UD"^(2+3UD~^)]6^j *(U) for h = j 
( 4 . 5 0 )  
[D'^d-u'') (l-u^D~^)-3u^D"^]6^j(|) (u) h f i 
Proo f: 
By applying Lemma 4.8 to the derivatives given in 
Appendix B with z = A, then 
( 1 0 . 1 )  g i v e s ( 4 . 3 4 )  and ( 4 . 3 5 ) ;  ( 1 0 . 2 ) ,  ( 4 . 3 6 ) ;  ( 1 0 . 3 ) ,  ( 4 . 3 7 )  
and ( 4.38); ( 1 0 . 4 ) , ( 4 . 3 9 )  and ( 4 . 4 0 ) ;  ( 1 0 . 5 ) , ( 4 . 4 1 ) ;  ( 1 0 . 6 ) ,  
(4.42) ; (10.7), (4.43) ; (10.8), (4.44) and (4.45); (10.9), 
(4.45) and (4.47); (10.10),(4.48); (10.11),(4.49), and 
( 1 0 . 1 2 ) , ( 4 . 5 0 )  .  
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4.3. The Derivation of an Asymptotic Expansion for the 
Distribution of the Standardized Z 
When 0^ and 6^ are known but and x = 0,1 
are unknown, we can use the discriminant function = 
Property 3.3, the limiting distribution of Z^, as kj^^-*», 
i = 1,2, is the distribution of i.e. normal with vari-
anoe = (l-ix-^ax'' ^x^'l'lx-''2x' " <="6 
X 1 2 
observation W = (y) is from , or - +0^ if W is from ir^. 
If D^, X = 0 or 1, differs from zero, we can "standardize" 
Z - ^-6 Z + ^-9 
Z^ by —— when W comes from ir^, and if 
W is from iTg. Then, for any real number u, the probabilities 
Z - 70^-3^ , Z + §D 2-6 
Pr{ % — < U|N.} and Pr{ = <U|IT^} will tend to 
°x "x ^ 
$, the cumulative standard normal, as sample sizes increase. 
Consider now the case when W is from 
= Pr(IY-Wix)'s;l(Y^x-Y2x,< <10^ 4. ID/ 
+ l&'flx+?2x'-;ixi's;l(flx-?2x)|*l) 
Since under the present consideration, the independent obser­
vation W = (y) is from ir^, and Y given X=x is distributed 
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as N (VjLx' independent of and S^, hence the 
ix' conditional distribution of (Y-p^^l'S^^fY^yrYg^) given N 
Y. i = 1,2 and S is (0,a where a ^ = 
IX, X 1 X X 
Let « ' "'-^'ix'«lx-^2x'/<'x' 
then the conditional distribution of R given Y^^ i = 1,2 
and is N^(0,1). Therefore, by a well-known property of 
the conditional expectation, we have 
Z - LO ^-S 
Pr(——^ < uliTj^} 
= E"lPr{R<A(Y^^_Y2^,S^) |Nix,N2x,Tix,Y2x,Sx,Wi)] 
= E"14(A(Y^^,V2^,S^))] 
= EE.[*(A(Yix, fzx'SxIllNix.Nzxl (4.51) 
where 
A ( % l x ' T 2 x ' S x )  '  IC 
4 -  f  — f V  + V  ^ - 1 1  - V  )  ] • / r r  
'2 -ix 2x' "Ix/ "x -Ix 2X x 
(4.52) 
E**, E* and E are the expectations with respect to 
«"ix' 02%: ^ix' ^ 2X' ^x'' <^lx' ^2x' Sx' '"ix' «2x' 
respectively. 
For given sample sizes i = 1,2, $ {A{Yj^^, Y2jç» ) 
is a function of Y^^, Y^^ and S^, say 
*(A(%lx'%2x'Sx" = «"lx'*2x'®x> <"•") 
By Property 3.1, the classification statistic is invariant 
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under any nonsingular linear transformation on Y, Y.., i = 1 jX 
1,2, j = and S^. Therefore, by Property 3.2, we can 
assume without loss of generality that = I, the pxp identity 
matrix, = 0 and = Wg = (D^,0,...,0)1 (4.54) 
Then, the function A in (4.52) is now determined by 
[uD + i(ç,+ç )) ] 
A(;.,c, , n )  = — ^ ^ ^ (4.55) 
^ [(Gl-Sgi'O (Si-Cg)] 
= ab-1/2 
where a and b are given in (4.3) and (4.4) respectively. 
Since the function f in (4.53) is analytic about the point 
(Y^^ Yg^, S^) = (0, Uq, I), following Welch (1947), James 
(1954), Ito (1956), etc., we can expand f(Y^^, Yg^, S^) about 
the origin (0, vig, I) in a Taylor expansion as follows. 
_ L  i - ^ t c  r  n \ l  t A  R C  \  
•  ^ ^ ^ 2 . ' ^  2 ' "  '  '0 
where 
(i) _ (i) (i) ^ ,_3_ JL_), 
9 - '""''dp ' 
is an element of ç^, i = 1,2, h = l,...,p 
1 â 9 = Og^) = (-g-d+iSg^)-^—) ujg^ is an element of the 
symmetric matrix Q 
1 < s, t < p 
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~ ^ ( A ( / Ç 2 ' ^ ) 
uD + hl+ icç^+ço) 
= $( ^ — TTxi——) (4.57) 
[(Cl-Sgl'O (Ci-Cg)] 
and the notation |^ denotes the value at (0,yQ,I). It should 
be understood that the exponential in (4.56) is to be 
expanded in a power series in and 3^^. 
By (4.53) through (4.57), (4.51) becomes 
X 
= E{E*[exp[Yi^3(l) + (Y2x-Wo)'3(2) 
+ tr(Sx-I)3]f(;i,S2,m)lo]|Nix'N2x} 
= E{[^ f(ç^,Ç2'"Ho] i^ix' ^2%} (4.58) 
where (S> , a symbol used by Welch (1947) , Okamoto (1963) , 
etc., denotes a derivative operator formally defined by 
® = EMexp[Y^'9'"+(Y2^-y„)'8'2)+tr(S^-I)3J (4,5g, 
For given sample sizes N. , i = 1,2, under the present model 
the sample means and the sum of squares where 
= N^„+N^^-2 are mutually independent, and respectively 
follow normal distributions N^fO, N^^^l), Ng^^I) and 
Wishart distribution with M.. degrees of freedom. Therefore, 
X .  
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by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we have 
@ = exp[^^9^^^ 's/l) + 3 (2)'a (2) _ tr(9) 
\ . 2 
- f ln|l- ^ 9N 
= expE^^a^^^ *3^^^ + 2^ 3 (2)'3(2) + 1 tr(3^) 
2Nix 2N2x "x 
+ tr(3^) +...] 
= 1 + ^ ^3^^) 'c/l) + ^ ^3^^) '3(2) + ^tr(3^) 
 2H2X "x 
+ _1__^3(1)'3(1)]2 
8Mix 
+ 1[3(2)'3(2)]2 ^ 1^(^(1).^(1)^^^(2).,(2)) 
SNg* **lx*2x 
+ 2N^ M 
IX X 
+ 2/ M (a(^^'a(^))tr(32) + l_^[itr(3^) 
'^2X X 
+ |(tr(3^))^] + O3 
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'"bi; ,.î,.'S"''.^!>k >•!•'•;"'"•• 
/i\ 2 
where the derivative operators 9. = j. i = 1,2, 
3 3Ç..^ 
j = 1,...p 
2 
A = •srd+S L)T——t 3.. = —(1+36 _^)—, S,t = 1 
s C Z s c. cfU) . 5 C. 4 5 U OUI 2 
St 
^St -X 
'l if s=t 
, all summations range from 1 to p, 
0 s^t 
and 
-3 -3 0^ 5 Op(max{N^^ , }), the term of probability order 
* 3 "3 
not exceeding maximum of and . (4.60-4,61) 
Since hence i = 1,2, x = 0,1 are assumed to 
be large, N, ^ and M for m>2 will be small, and since 
- JLX ZX X — 
the terms of order or higher order are lengthy 
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and take considerable time to compute, hence in practice we 
usually only compute the principal term (free of and the 
linear terras (involving only or unless a more 
accurate approximation is desired. Here, we shall consider 
an expansion up to the second order, i.e., including the 
principal term, the linear terms and the quadratic terms (the 
last six terms on the RHS of (4.60)), and treat terms of 
-3 
order as negligible. 
Applying (4.60) to the function f in (4.57) and 
evaluating the value at the point (G^fSg'O) = (0, y^, I), we 
can find the value (g)f (ç^,52»^)I g given sample sizes 
i = 1,2. We shall derive the coefficients of the 
principal term, on the RHS of (4.60) 
in ten steps. 
Step 1 - the principal term; 
Since A(C, Uq, I) = u by (4.5), therefore 
f(;i,;2,0)lo = *(%> (4.62) 
-1 
Step 2 - the coefficient of : 
Combining (4.6), (4.9), (4.33) and (4.34) with (11.1) in 
Appendix C, we have 
hence 
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2 
Y z ajl) f(;i,C2'0)lo = |[pD"^+(3-p)D"^u-D^^u^l(t>(u) 
= H^(u)0(u) (4.64-4.65) 
Step 3 - the coefficient of : 
From (4.7), (4.10), (4.33), (4.35) and (11.1) in Appendix 
C, we find 
2 
f(;i,;2,o)lo = [-(i+uD-^)D-^ 
+ {2d'^+ ( 3D"^-1 ) U-2d"^U^-d'}6, • ] (J) (u) 
X X X X X J 
hence 
2 
3(2) f(Ç^,Ç2'^Ho = |[(2-p)D^^+(3D^^-pD^^-l)u 
-2D]^^U^-DJ^^u^](|)(U) 
= Hgtuiffu) (4.66-4.67) 
„-l. OUCf •*  -  !-"«= WOJ-J-J-WXCi l l -  WJ.  11^ 
Substituting (4,8), (4.13), (4.33) and (4.36) into (11.2) 
evaluated at (0, Uq, I), we have 
3MSlh+Sli-2«lhi)(Dx+3ul 
D _ 
hence 
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((1.(2,0)  I* .  (1(1-p)d^-( | (p-1)4D^2)^ 
-D^u^-u^](J)(u) 
= Hgfu) (j) (u) (4.68) 
- 2  Step 5 - the coefficient of : 
Combining (4.6), (4.9), (4.16), (4.24), (4.33), (4.34), 
(4.37) and (4.44) with (11.3) in Appendix C, we have 
ga)2gU) 
^ [3D^^ ( 3D]^^U-2) -3D]^^U ( l-oj^u) ^ 
+D"^(18+15d"^U-36U^-45D"^U^ 
X X X 
+ 6u^+15D ^ u^-D ^ u^) 6, . ] (b (u) for h = j 
— w/ X X X J 
[D^^(3D^^u-2)-D^^u(l-D^^u)^ + (aij+aih)Dx^(3-15D-lu-6u2 
+10d73U^+U^-D„^U^) ](j) (u) for h j (4.69) 
A A 
thus 
Z  f'¥2'«'lo4y lo 
2 2 
+ z  zJi) f(ç, Ll 
h^j n ] i. ^ 
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= |[2(3-p) (P+2)D]^^+{3(P-3) (P-5)D^'^-P(P+2)D"^}U 
+ 2(p-6)(p+2)D^^u^-(p-5){p-13)D^^u^ 
+ 2 {p+2) D^\^+(17-2p) D~^u^-D^^u^](t) (u) 
= (4.70) 
by using 
I 1 = p(p-l), I 6.. (or 6,. ) = p-1 (4.71) 
h?^j 
Z 1 = P and Z 5, . (or 5-. ) = 1 
h=j h=j 
Step 6 - the coefficient of 
Combining (4.7), (4.10), (4.17), (4.25), (4.33), (4.35), 
(4.38), (4.45) with (11.3) in Appendix C, we obtain 
3(^)^a(2)^f(Si,C2,n) 1q 
(3I3'^ui-2)-3D"^u(l+D"^u) ^+{6D"^ (o'^-i) 
= < 
X 
+3(1-12D"^+5D"^)u+18D"^(1-4D'^)U^-(1-42D"^+45D~^)U^ XX XX XX 
-1 -2 4 -2 -2 5 -3 6 
-2D ^ (2-2lD ^)u/-3D ^(2-5D ^)u[ -4D 
X X X X X 
-D^'*u^}6^j]<|) (u) for h = j 
[Dx^(3Dx^u+2)-D^2u(l+D^^u)^+(6^j+6^j^){D^^(l-9D~2) 
+ 3D"^(3-5D"^)u+D"^(18D"^-1)U^-D"^(3-10D"^) 
X  X X X  X  X  
-3D ^ u*-D *u5}]$(u) for h^j 
* * (4.72) 
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therefore 
= ^[2(p-4)D^^{(P-3)D^2+1}+{3(P-3)(p-SjD^* 
-(p^-16p+54)D~^+3}u-2D^^{(p^-16p+54)D^^+p-10}u^ 
-{(P-5)(p-13)Dr4+6(p_8)0^2+1)^3 
-2D~^{3(p-8)D^^+2}u^-D^^{ (2p-17) d]^^+6 }u^ 
"3 6 *7 
-4D^ u -D^ u ] (}) (u) 
= Hg(u)#(u) (4,73) 
by using (4 .71) . 
Step 7 - the coefficient of (N^^ Ng^) ^: 
From (4.7), (4.10), (4.29), (4.30), (4.31), (4.32), 
(4.33), (4.34), (4.35), (4.37), (4.49), (4.50) and (11.4) in 
Appendix C, we get 
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2 2 
f(Ci,C2,n)|q 
''[D"^(1+9d"^)U-3D"'^U^+{D~^(12D"^-1)-3D'^(6-5D"2)U 
X X A A A XX 
- I  - 2  2 - 2  _ 9  1  - 1 4  
+ d/(1-54D^^)U +D^^(11-45D/)U-^+24D^-^u 
X X X  X  X  
- Dx2(l-15Cr2)u5_2D-3uG-Dx4u7}6^j]*(u) for h = j 
= "\ 
(I-d'^u^) u+3D-4u+{-D-l (l+3D-2)_3D-2 (1+5D^^ u (4.74) 
+ (1+60^2)*2+0-2(1+100^2) 
" 3  " " 4  * • 3 2  " 4 3  " 3 4  A  ^  _ 
+ {-3Di -15D U+6D u +10D u -D u -D ut 
^  X X X  X X X  x n  
for h if i 
therefore 
2 2 2 2 
1 E 3^1' 3(2) fUl'?2'«>l0 = T'J.'"* f(?r52'"'l„ 
hf ] n=] 
a .  T  3 ( 1 )  3 ( 2 )  e i r  > -  n \ l  1  
h^j n 3 12 0 
= jI-D^^{p+6(p-3)D"2}+D^^{(p2-3p-15)+3(p-3) (p-5)D-^}u 
+  D^^ {p+6 (2p - l ] )D^2}^2 
+ (p+10)-(p-5){p-13)D-^}u^-2(p-13)D^^u^ 
- D^^{l+(2p-17)D^^}u^-2D^^u*^-D-'*u'](t) (u) =Hg(u)(()(u) 
by using (4.71). (4.75) 
I l l  
step 8 - the coefficient of ^: 
Combining (4.8), (4.11), (4.13), (4.18), (4.20), (4.26), 
(4.33), (4.34), (4.36), (4.37), (4.39) and (4.46) with 
(11.5) , and simplifying the expression, we have 
= H3D;^-(^3D;2)u-21D;V 
+ {"4^ -(|+15D^^)U+ 
+ • '4-7S) 
+  ( « l s « i t + « l t * i s + 2 « l i s t l ' ® 1  • ( u )  
It is easy to check that 
Z = 1/ Z (or &n^J= p 
i,s,t j,s,t 
z 6. (or 6..) = p^, E 6. (or 6..)= p^ 
i,s,t j,s,t 
and Ï. 6 . . = p 
j,s,t 
Using (4.77) and simplifying the expression, we obtain 
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2 
I  £  a < i '  s j  f ( q , ; 2 , n ) | o  =  
] f S f t  
+ {i(2p^-7p-ll)+|(p+l)(p+5)D^2-3(l+5p)D^^}u 
+ {3PDx+(p2+4p-18)D-l}u2 
+  { ( P  - 9 p + 1 6 )  D ^ ^ } u ^ - ^ ( p - 2 1 )  
- {^+|(5p-23)D^^>u^-D^^ù®-D~^u''](()(u) =H^(u)(!)(u) (4.78) 
Step 9 - the coefficient of (Ng^ ^: 
Combining (4.8), (4.12), (4.13), (4.19), (4.21), (4.27), 
(4.33), (4.35), (4.36), (4.38), (4.40) and (4.47) with (11.5), 
and simplifying the expression, we have 
+ (7D^-43D"^),? + (i^29D"-lo^u + (29D"u^+ ( 13D' 
+ (12Ox'-?Ox)u'+(10o;2-|)u3-2D;:u4-D;2uS)«^gt 
+ («is« js+2«ijst> t2D;i+(6D;2-i)u-20;;iu' 
-2D^'u^}](|)(u) (4.79) 
X 
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thus 
7 . ^ = = &i(p-l)(2p-5)D;l+§(p-§ID 
3 , S, u 
+{|d^^-^(2p^-31P+61)+|(P-1)(p-3)Dr2}u-{(2p2-19p+34)Drl 
+ |(3p-26)D^}u^-{|-(p^-9p+16)D^2+|-(3p-16)+^D^^}u^ 
- {|(Hp-51) D^^+|D^}U^-{^(5P-23) D~^+^}U^-3D]^^U^ 
= Hg(u)(t)(u) (4.80) 
Step 10 - the coefficient of 
(a) From (4.8), (4.14), (4.23), (4.33), (4.36), (4.42) 
and (11.6) in Appendix C, we obtain 
^s'st'tr^'îl'?2'"'lo = l-t-IDx+ZuH Dx2-3+7DxU+(13-Dx2,u2 
-4Dxu3-4u4}«i,gt+(6ir2+«ist+«ltrlt-3Dx+'»x^-l°)"+5Dxn2+6u3) 
+ (Glr+«ls+«lt+«lr<st+«ls«rt+«lt«rs)'»x+4"'l*(") ^.,1) 
therefore 
r,s, t 
+ y(p-3)D^^}u+{j(5p-9)D^^+^D_^^}u^ + {|(9p-13)+D^^}u^ 
+ 2D^u^+|u^]cf)(u) (4.82) 
2 
b y  using £  6 ,  (or 6 .  or 6 , . )  = p , 
r,s,t 
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^ .^irs hst  ^irt '  = P 
: /ir'^st ^is'^rt ^lAs> = P *"* ^ ^ ^Irst = ^  
r,s,t r,s,t 
( 4 . 8 3 )  
(b) Combining ( 4 . 8 ) ,  ( 4 . 1 3 ) ,  ( 4 . 1 5 ) ,  ( 4 . 2 2 ) ,  ( 4 . 2 8 ) ,  
(4.33),  (4.36),  (4.41),  (4.43) and (4.48) with CH.7), we have 
after simplification 
3hj3stfl;i'(2'0)lo = »-
1 -  "  2 .  2  1  2 - -  " . - 3 ( 2 0 - D  2 .  - 4  
X  X  
-jD (18-7DI )u -Yz^44-100D^ +D ') u +4d,,(20-D„ ) u 
4  X  X  X O  X X  ^  
"ZD^u -u }6ihjst+i6(6ihis+Gihit+Glhst^'list^G^^ 
+(6+llD ^)u+(36-D ^)D u^+(38-7D ^)u^-16D u^-12u^} 
X  X X  X  X  
+ I3^*lhs+*lht+*lis+*lit)(2°x+(7-Dx^)u-GDxu2-9u3j 
+ ?(*lhs*it+*lis*ht+*lht*is+*lit*hs)(4Dx+(17-Dx2)u 
-6Dxu2_9u3}-1^6ig6hjt+ait*hjs+*lh4i8t+*li*hst)(»x+5*) 
-S(*ls(*ht+*it)+*lt(*hs+*js)+*lh(*js+*it) (4-84) 
+ 4li(4hs+4ht))(Dx+5u)]*(u) 
thus 
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1 ' = t-i(P-l)'Dx+i(p-l)Dx3 
h,],s,t 
- {^(p-1) (13p-7)+|(p-l) (P-8)D^2-^D^^}U 
- {|(P-1)(P-3)D^+^(P-7)D^^}U^ 
- {^(p-1) (9p-ll)+i(7p-25)D^^+^D^^}u^ 
- U2p-5) 
- {|{P-2)+|D^^}U^-DJ^U®-^U'^]<))(U) (4.85) 
by using that 
h,j!s,t'lhJst = 'Wt «Ihst 
«Ijst' = P 
. .^Ihs ^iht ^IJs ^Ijt' -
H f J f S f C  
h f^lhs^jt ^lis^ht ^Iht^js 
°r hs' = P 
or «ij(Shs+^ht'i = 
. .'• /is'^kjt ^It^his ''ih^jst 'ij^hst' ° P l,],s,t 
(4.86) 
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Now, combining (4.82) and (4,85) with some simplification, 
- 2  
we obtain the coefficient of . 
JT/S/U JTl/j/S/U 
= [J-(p-l)\+^(3p-7)D^^+{^(p-l) (3p-l)-^(p^-13p+20)D^^+^j}u 
- {^(3p^-22p-27)D^^(3p-25)Dj}u^-{^(27p^-132p+137) 
+ ^ (7p-33) }u3_{(2p-7) 
- ({) (u) = Hg(u)*(u) (4.87) 
Remark ; 
It should be noted that given X=x and fixed sample sizes 
»ix' 
is the standardized (conditional Anderson's statistic). 
Okamoto (1963; correction, 1968) used an indirect approach to 
derive an ââyTnptocie expansion for the distribution cf the 
standardized W-statistic (unconditional Anderson's 
statistic). It can be shown that the result obtained by him 
is the same as we derived above for the standardized W^, using 
a direct approach (namely, direct expansion on the distribu­
tion function). The direct approach appears to give a better 
insight into the problem than the indirect approach. 
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Lemma 4.10; 
With respect to the joint distribution of and 
the expected value of 0^ (the term of probability order not 
'l:' ana H2;' 
_ 3 _ 3 
exceeding maximum of N, and N_ , as given in (4.60)) is of 
-3 -3 
order not exceeding maximum of and k2^ / denoted by 
0* = OfmaxCk^x^^k^-S})^ 
Proof : 
By double inverse sampling scheme, i = 1,2 
X  = 0,1, thus for m ^l 
0 < i = 1,2 and 
0 < E(M^) < k ^  where M = N. + N, - 2 and k = 
X X X JLX fcX X 
Since Og consists of terms of i = 1,2, and their 
combinations for m>3, multiplied a constant (free of N. ), 
— IX 
the assertion is obvious (see Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 and 
Lemma 1.1). 
Finally, substituting (4.62), (4.64), (4.66), (4.68), 
(4.70), (4.73), (4.75), (4.78), (4.80) and (4.87) into (4.58) 
and (4.60), and using Lemma 4.10, we obtain the first part 
of the main theorem below, the second part follows from 
Lemma 4.5. 
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Theorem 4.1; 
For any real constant u, if D^>0, x = 0,1 
V ^x^-^x (i) Pr{-2L_g Ï < u\ t ï^} 
X 
= $(u) + [Hj^(U)E(N^^^)+H2(U)E(N2^^)+H3(U)E(M^^) 
+H^(u)E(Nix^)+Hg(u)E(«2^^)+Hg(u) 
+H^(u)E(NixM^l'^+Hg(u)E 
+Hg(u)E(M^^) ](|)(u)+0* (4.88) 
Z +k g 
(ii) Pr{ * 2 X Ï<ulïï2} 
= 0 (U) - [H2(-u)E (N^]^^) +H^ (-U) E (N^)+H3 (-u) E (M]^^) 
+ « 5 ^ ' " i x ^ ' + « 4 + « 6 G I H l x H z x l " ^  
«8 ®'^lx»x' '^+«7 E '"zx^x' 
+Hg(-u)E(M^^)](|)(u)+0| (4.89) 
where is given in (4.64), Hg in (4.66), in (4.68), 
in (4.70), Hg in (4.73), Hg in (4.75), in (4.78), Hg in 
— 1 (4.80) and Hg in (4.87). The expected values E(N^^ ), 
E(N2X^),..., E(M^^) where = N^x+N2x-2 can be found in 
Equations (2.21) to (2.34) depending on x = 0 or 1; and 
0* = 0(max{k^^^, 
Note that as i = 1,2, both (4.88) and (4.89) go 
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to 4>(u), the cumulative standard normal distribution function. 
6. . D g 
If we put u — in (4.88) and u — -s— — =— in 
X  X  
(4.89), we would obtain Pr{Z^<0 | and Pr {Zj^<0 j ^2} 
respectively. We shall give these two up to the linear 
terms as a corollary. 
Corollary 4.1; 
°x °x G* 
Let u^ - - J- - g- and Vx - - 2- + then 
Pr{Zj^<0|ïï^} = *(Ux)+4(Ux){&[pDx^+(3-p)D-2u^_D-2ux3]E(Ni^^) 
+ (2-p) d/^(3d;2-PD;2.i) u^-2D;1u^'-D;2u^3]E 
(4.90) 
and 
or 
Pr {Zx<0 17r2> = «î- (-?%) -<i> (v^) { ^ l  (2-p) o'l+f 3D~2-pDj^^-l) v^ 
"'ix^ Î 4 < --P' s;'--x-=;'vx3]E(N;;i) 
* t&ti-pi V Wx^-^x^i E (m;1) )«. 
Pr{Zj^>0lîT2} = $(Vx)+(t.(Vx) {|[(2-p)D^^+(3D]^-pD^^-l)Vj^ 
-:»;'vx^-D;'vx' I ® "ix' ' 4 IPD;'+ ( 3- P )  = '"ax' >  
+ [^^l-p)Dx-(§(p-l)+|Ox2)v^_D^Vx2_v^3]E(M-l)}+0* 
where 0^ = (4.91) 
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Since the discrimination procedure is to classify W into 
if Z^^r, and into TTg otherwise, to evaluate error rate we 
have to decide the cut-off point r. A larger value of r will 
decrease the probability of misclassifying an observation from 
^2 into but will increase the probability of misclassifi-
cation from into and vice versa. In many situations, r 
is taken to be zero. In that case, the discrimination cri­
terion is to assign an observation to or according as 
the observed value of is greater or less than zero. The 
probability of misclassifying an individual from into TTg 
is given by 
Pr{2|l} = (l-8i)Pr{Zo<0|ni}-^8iPr{Zi<0|ni} (4.92) 
and that from Wg into is 
Pr{l|2} = (1-02)PJ.{Zq^O |ïï2} + e2pr{Zj^>0 1772} (4.93) 
The error rate for this procedure is given by 
^[Pr{2|l} + Pr{l|2}] (4.94) 
The substitution of (4.90), (4.91), (4.92) and (4.93) into 
(4.94) gives an evaluation of the error rate with an error of 
order 0(max{k^^^,k22^}. The error rate in this case depends 
on p, 8^ and i = 1.-2, % = Q.l, 
Numerical examples using Equations (4.90) through (4.94) 
for k v=k^^, i = 1,2, x = 0,1) =30 and selected values of p, 
DQ/ D^, 6^ and 82 are shown in Appendix G. From this appendix. 
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it is seen that the error rate increases with p when and 
6^ are fixed. For example, when = .5, = 2.0, 0^^ = .1 
and 0 2 = .3, the error rates .3379, .3445, .3673 and .4326 
are respectively for p = 1, 3, 10 and 30. But the error rate 
decreases with (x = 0,1) when p and 0^ are fixed, and 
also decreases with holding p and fixed. For 
instance, when p=3, 0^=.l and 02=.1, the error rate decreases 
from .4070 (for 0^=0^=.5) to .3809 (for Dq=.5 and 0^=2.0) 
and to .0233 (for Dq=D^=4.0); also when p=3, Dq=.5 and D^= 
2.0, the error rate decreases from .3809 (for 0^=02="!) to 
.2795 (for 0^=.l and 02=.5) and to .0857 (for 8^=.l and 
0 2=.9). 
As compared with Appendix F (when all and 0^ 
are known), the corresponding error rates in Appendix G 
are only slightly larger when p is small, and the differences 
becomes large as p increases. The differences between F 
and G will be smaller as k increases. Therefore, the 
approximation should be good for moderate p (relative to k) 
and can be improved if the quadratic terms are included (i.e., 
using (4.88) and (4.89) instead of (4.90) and (4.91)). 
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5. AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
STUDENTIZED WHEN ALL PARAMETERS ARE UNKNOWN 
5.1. Introduction 
We have considered the approximate probability of 
— < u (or < u) for any real constant u 
X  X  
as given in Theorem 4.1 of Chapter 4. Note that in (4.88) 
and (4.89), the probabilities depend on and 0^, i = 
1,2 through »x = 
®1 X ^~®1 1-X 
In(^) (v a ) , X = 0,1. Unless D and are known, we 
o 2 J-—0 2 XX 
cannot evaluate the probabilities of misclassification for 
the discrimination procedure discussed in Chapter 3. Since 
and 0^ are usually unknown, the asymptotic expansions for 
^x-i°x^-Ox z +§0 Z-e 
the distributions of = (or ^ ) considered 
X X 
in Chapter 4 cannot be used in practice. Lachenbruch and 
Mickey (1968), McLachlan (1974) and others proposed various 
methods of estimation by substituting the unknown quantities 
by their sample estimates. We shall not go further in this 
direction. Instead, we shall give our consideration to 
another asymptotic expansion which is based on sample esti­
mates . 
In this chapter all parameters are assumed to be unknown 
and estimated by their sample observations. The classification 
statistics in this case are '^x"^^~l^^lx^^2x^ ^ ' ^x^ ^ ^lx~^2x^ """^x 
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Ni N, 
where g = In-— -— x = 0,1 as given in (3.15) . We have 
^ *^1 ^2x 
noticed in Chapter 2 that Y. , S and 0.-»-e., i = 1,2, 
J . X  I X  X X  1  1  
X = 0,1 in probability when so do = 
in probability. Thus, if replacing and in the 
"Standardized" T , namely -2L_±^ ± (or ^ , 
^ "x "x 
by their sample estimates Dy and 0^, we obtain the "student-
• ... T -§D^-g Vl^x^'^x 
ized" T as ^ ^ (or ^ ^ -) , which has the 
standard normal distribution as its limiting distribution if 
W = {*) is from tt. (or n_). In Section 5.3, we shall find 
^ 'Vè°x^-^x 
asymptotic expansions for the distributions of 
^x4°x^"^x (or —= ) by using the technique we had in Chapter 4. 
Sx 
Then, in Section 5.4 we shall determine the cut-off point r 
using the obtained asymptotic expansion of the distribution 
such that the probability of misclassifying W from into 
(or from into TT^) is a specified value plus an error of 
- 2  - 2  
order not exceeding the maximum of and k^^ . 
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Remark ; 
When 0^ and 8^ are known, the classification statistic is 
'®x^^^lx"^2x^"^^x' * " O'l' the classifi­
cation criterion is to assign W to if Z^^r^ say, and to 1^2 
otherwise. Since is a known constant here, we can consider 
the statistic z^-6^ = 
classify W into if > r^ where r2=r^-3^, and into 
TTg Otherwise. The limiting distribution of is 
N (IN if W is from IT., or N (-%# ^ ,D if it is from 
P ^ X X  X  P  Z  X  X  
TTg. Suppose now W is from The "studentized" is 
\ = |-l<?-&'?lx+?2x»''s;'(?lx-?2x'-iGx''-
X X 
Similarly, if W comes from TTg, the studentized 
r ' "4<^lx+^2x) ' '^lx-^2x' +^x': • 
X 
On the other hand, when all parameters are unknown, 
the classification statistic is Tx"^^"7^^1x^^2x^ ^ '^x^ ^ ^lx~^2x^ 
3^, X = 0,1, and the classification criterion is to assign 
W to TTj^ if say, and to otherwise. The limiting 
V 
N p { - ^ ^ ^ + 3 ^ , i f  i t  i s  f r o m  t T g .  T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  
'^x~?^x*'~^x 1 1 — — -1 — — 
studentized is % =%-[(%-l(?lx+?2x»'Sx (?lx-*2x) 
1. , X X 
distribution of T^ is ,D„^) if W is from IT,, or 
X  p  Z  X  X  X  X  
— i f  W  i s  f r o m  a n d  i s  
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[(Y-4(Y, +Y_ ) ) •S'-^(Y, -Y_^)+ if it is from TT 2 
Comparing the above two cases, we know that the 
studentized (Z^-p^) when 8^ and 8^ are known, and the 
studentized when all parameters are unknown have the same 
statistic, hence have the same asymptotic expansion of the 
distribution. 
In the next section, preparatory work for asymptotic 
expansion will be given as lemmas. 
In addition to some of the lemmas given in Section 4.2, 
the following lemmas will be needed in this chapter. 
The classification statistics given in (3.15) are 
5.2. Lemmas 
where 
V 
N. 
and 
N, N^. ^ +N, , i = 1,2 X = 0,1, 
l u  I x  
For any real constant u, we denote by 
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T -jD 2-6 
G(u) |%j) = Pr{ ^  < ulïïj^} (5.1) 
the probability that 
'^x'¥x^~K X 
—— < u when W=(y) cornes from tr^. 
^x 
Similarly, 
X 2 
2^ = 
I  r \ " ^ °X  "G  
G(u ïï«) Pr{ <ulTr,} (5.2) 
Dx 
where 
Ô*' = l?lx-T2x)'s;'(?lx-?2x) (5-3) 
Similar to Lemma 4.5, we have: 
Lemma 5.1; 
Let G*(u|ir^) be the expression obtained from G(u|w^) by 
interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 (representing popula­
tion 1 and 2 respectively) in the RHS of (5.1) which is a 
N. 
function of S^, i = 1,2 and ir^. Then 
G(U|ïï2) = 1-G*{-u|ïï2^) . 
Proof : 
Interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2, representing the 
A A As 
two ooDulations. in T . D . B and ir, . we obtain -T . D . -B. 
'  ^  •  X X X J . -  X X 3  
and ÏÏ2 respectively. Therefore, 
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2 * 
-T - to '+6 
G*(-u|ni) = Sc-ulwg} 
X 
r^x"*^X^"^X = Pr{ % 2 X X ^ } 
°x 
= l-GCulïïj). 
To facilitate the derivation of the coefficients of 
Ngx^, m"^, etc., let d = ' 9 = (51-^2^ 
and continue to let b = (Ç^^-Çj) ^8 in (4.4). We 
shall find derivatives of d and q with respect to the deriva­
tive operators 5 ^ —, i = 1,2, j = l,...,p, and 
D 9Cij 
1 3 
—  8 f t  =  l , . . . , p ,  a n d  c o n t i n u e  t o  u s e  t h e  
same superscripts and subscripts as in Chapter 4 to indicate 
the resultant derivatives of d and q. We also retain the 
notation |q to indicate that the value is evaluated at the 
p o i n t  ( S ^ , S 2 , 0 )  =  ( 0 ,  U q ,  I ) .  
Lemma 5.2; 
If d - then for lj(h, j, r, s, txp 
d|o = 0 
•«h" lo - -°«lh 
lo • 0 
a.tio - 0 
<jlo - ^«hj 
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^h'stlo = ° 
dfs.rtlo = " 
\j,stlo = ° 
•^h^h.hlo = "' ^ 
dh^h.jlo = 0' i = 1.2. h j 
dhjïjlo = ". i = 1.2' h ^  i 
dh!i,stlo = -2«hst 
•^.h.stlo ° " 
"^.st.st'o " " 3°(6ihs+6iht+2(ihst) 
"'h'st.stio = " 
^hj,hj,stlo ~ ® 
^j,st,st'o ~ ^  
^^s,st,trlo ~ ® 
•^^h.h.hlo - ». i = 1.2 
= °. i - 1.2. h / i 
^b^h.st.stlo ° (3h3+^ht*2dhst* 
.(2) I ^ n 
°h,h,st,stlO u 
^hj,hj,st,stlo ~ ° 
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Proof : 
Since all derivatives will be evaluated at the point 
= (0, UQ/ I), we can set the variable(s) with respect 
to which the partial differentiation is not currently taken, 
to the value(s) at this point before differentiation. Hence, 
all derivatives not taken with respect to are zero. It 
is also easy to find that 
S t  
2'"""1st 
d'l> 
h,h,st,st 
3(1)3(2)3 = -6 and 
h,] h ] h] 
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Evaluating at (0, pg, I) and using Lemma 4.3, we have 
the result. 
Lemma 5.3; 
If q = for l^h, j, r, s, t_<p 
q i o  =  
= -2»«lh 
lo = 
Sst'o = -D^Gist 
"Sh" lo = 2«hi 
«hfjio = 2«hj 
Shtitlo = °"ls«ht^«lt«hs' 
<stlo =-°'^ls«ht^«lt«hs' 
a . L = iD^(6, .+5. 6 .+25, . ) 
-rs,rr. u z xsr. ir sr. irsr 
%j,st'o ' 7° (^Ihs^jt^^lis^ht+Glht^is+Glit^hs) 
= 0' i = 1': 
^h!"h,jlo = 0' i = 1,2' h ^ j 
QhtLjlo = 0' ^ = 1'2' ^ ^  i 
Sh,h,stlo " '^°hst 
^h,h,3tlo ~ ^^hst 
^h,st,st'o ^ "°(^lhs+^lht+2Gihst) 
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(2 )  
%,st,st'o " D<'lhs+'lht*2'lhst' 
^h:,hj,stlo = - ?°''«lh«3st«l3«hst«<^hst«ljst' 
+ G'lhjst' 
"hj.st.stlo =- ^ ^"ls«hjt^'Slt«hjs«<«ihjs^«lhjt' 
" G'lhjst' 
"rs.st.trlo = -
" 2"lrs+«lst+«irtl+12«irski 
Sh!h,h,hlo ° 1 = 1/2 
lo = 0' i = 1,2, h fi j 
9h,h,8t,Btlo = (*hs+*ht+2*hst) 
( 2 )  
9h,h,st,stlo (^hs+^ht+ZGhst) 
9hj,hj,3t,5t = 2G^Wii/ajs+*jt)+*ii(4hs+AHT)+a,_(AHT+6j 
Zf^lh^ist+^lj^hst+GisGhjt+^lt^hjs) 
ZfGihsGjt+^lht^is+GiisGht+^ljtGhs) 
GfGlhis+^lhit+^lhst+Glist^^^OGihjgt] 
f 1 o\ 
<:R lo - -''HI 
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<^10 = 0 
Al,2) , 
^h,h,j,j'0 = 0 
Proof; 
It is straightforward to find the following partial 
derivatives. 
= ZSlh-ZD^lh' 
'^h ' ° " 2(2h 
9st ' ^stq = "'[""ist- 5h" = f qh"' = 2«hi' 1 = 1'2 
Ih^t = = 2 E Cimlwhmist 
m 
4%t = = 2 £ 
Srs.rt - D't"''lrs,rt 
i = 1,2 
9h}It,st = 2 I 2GI"'^'st,st' 
4%t,Bt = 2 : (zm 1*^=1 st,st 
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*'hj,hj,st ^ ^hj,hj,st' ^rs,st,tr ^ ^rs,st,tr 
Ch,st,st = 
_ 2 11 
^hj,hj,st,st ^ ^hj,hj,st,st 
"h!;" • • -:«h]' 
«KS • • 'ilhS,! • • 
By evaluating at (0, Ug, I) and using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, 
the proof is complete. 
Let g = 
+ sjO-lfSi-Cg) = uq^/2+d 
be a function of i = 1 , 2 ,  j = l,...,p and s,t = 
l,...,p, elements of and Î2 respectively. Following the 
same derivative notations as for u and g, we find dsriv«ti' 
of g. 
Lemma 5.4; 
1/2 
If g = uq +d, then for l£h, j, r, s, t<p 
g l o  =  
lo = 
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9stlo ° 
9h"l0 = I2+UD-I)«hj-UD-I«ihj 
^h'jlo = 
«h^stU ' ?(D+u)(«is«ht+'lt'hs'- I"®lhst 
'h^st'o ° " 2"(Gis«ht+GltGhs'Glhst) 
'rs.rtio = iuD(«ist+4ir«st+'lrst) 
'hj.stU ° T"°(GihsSj,.+«ijs«ht+6iht'is+*lit'hs-*lhistl 
«h'lstlo = 
?h'st,stio ' ?"«lhst4("+:°"«lhs+«lht+^«lhst) 
9h!st,stlo = ^ '3«lhs««lht^"lhst' 
^hj,hj,st'o T'^°^^lh^jst'*"^lj^hst'*'^lhjst' 
- S"°(«lhst+Sljst+«lhistl 
5hj,st,stlo ' - ?uD('ls(hit+«lt'his+'lhist' 
- i"»(«lhis+Slhjt+«lhist) 
9rs,3t,trlo " - 3UD(6ir+«is+Sit+air«3t+'lsGrt 
+*lt*rs+&Ln^Glst+4lrt+*Glrstl 
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l«hs+«ht+2«hst) 
&"0"'(aisSht+Slt«hs+2«lhst) 
§uD-l(6hs+aht+2{hstl 
iuD-l(S^hs-^^ht-3«lhst' 
3:"°:Slsl«ht+AIT)+«lt''hs+«is) 
+Slh(Sis+6it)+'lj'*hs+6ht'' 
3"°t(lhs4it+*lisGht+'lht*is+GiitGhsl 
+ i"Dt«is«hit+'lt*his+'lhSjst+3li*hstI 
+ îi"°(*lhs+'lht+'lis+Giit' 
ifuG'Slhst+Siist+Gihis+'lhit' 
+ ll"°^lhjst 
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Proof ; 
We first find the partial derivatives of g w.r.t. 
and 0.^^ as follows. Let 9^^' 5 ^  and 3^^ î 
then 9j[^' = , i = 1,2, = 
'st'  J^Q'^/^Sst+dst 
+ iug'l/Zq^i^t+d^i^t, i = 1,2 
3rs,rt = \s'rt9 = " H'^^\s,rt'"''rs,rt 
9hj,st = - 5"'î'^''\j,st+'^j,st 
9h^h,st ' 'h^' %t 
- tua-3/V4q . - iuq-V2„a)„(i), 
•i - -n,ii"sc - -11 -n,at. 
+ |uq ^/^q^^h,st+dhth,8t' i = 1'2 
9htlt,st = 3h''3st9 = sug'^/^qh^'sst 
- &"q"^/^qhtitSst-?uq"^/^Sh^^qst,st 
+ 3*s"'''qhlit,st+a^}lt,st' i = 
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^hj,hj,st ^hj^st^ 8^^ ^hj'^st 
1 -3/2 1 -3/2 
1 -1/2 
2^% 9hi,hi,st*^hi,hi,st" 
Interchanging hj and st, we have g, . . 
HJ f S U y S u  
3 -5/2 
^rs,st,-tr ~ ^ rs^st^tr^ ~ 8^^ ^rs^st^tr 
- î"<3'^''\s,st"ïtr - T"9"^/^9rs,trSst 
-  st . tr  
*^rs,st,tr* 
9hth,st,st=3h^^ 3st9 = - %t 
+ 9"S"^/^QH'hSst+IUQ"-/^QH''QH;itSst 
- ?"9"^/^Shtit-|*s"^/'qh!h,stqst 
+ |uq-5/2qU) qst,st-?W3"^/^9h^h9st,st 
*^h,h,st,st' ^ = ^'2 
Replacing subscript h by hj and ignoring superscript (i) in 
9h^h,st,st' "® obtain ^hj ,hj, st,sf 5.2 
and 5.3, the proof follows. 
It should be noted that if ç^=0, then d=0 and g 
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1/2 
reduces to uq ' . We shall use this fact when proving Lemma 
5.5 below. 
1/2 -1/2 Consider now the main function C (= [^^3 +d]b ' = 
gb"^/^ where q = (c^-?2) ^ 
b = and g = uq^^^+d. We shall find 
various derivatives of w.r.t. elements of 
and Q, and evaluate them at the point = (0, Uq, I) 
denoted by the notation |^. These derivatives will be used 
for the asymptotic expansion in this chapter. 
To make calculation simpler we can set the variable(s) 
w.r.t. which the partial differentiation is not currently 
taken, to the value(s) at this point before differentiation. 
Thus, to find the derivative of C(ç^, w.r.t. an element 
of ç^, we can use C(ç^, Hg' D = u + ^^^l" 
w.r.t. an element of can use C(0, I) = u 
and so forth. We shall omit the argument of C to save some 
space, and use the superscripts and subscripts of C to indi­
cate the resultant derivatives of C as before. 
Lemma 5.5; 
If C = 
then for l£h, j, r, s, t£p 
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C l g  =  u  ( 5 . 4 )  
<=h"lo = - «Ih (5.51 
Ch^'lo = ° (5.6) 
Cstio = ¥hst (5.71 
(1) _ (20-1 (1-6 .) for h = j 
h.:'o"|o ' h^j (5.8) 
Ch'jio = ° (5-91 
Ch'it'o = |(1-"D'') («ls«ht«lAs-2«lhst' (5.101 
"Ti.stlo ° 2"° (^Is^ht^^lt^hs'^Gihst* (5.11) 
=rs,rtlo = - T"(2«l.t««ir«st-3«lrst> (5-12) 
'^hj.st'o " " 5"(Glhs^:t+'lis^ht+^lhtGis^^lit^hs* 
* î^'^lhjst (5.13) 
<!h,ilo = « (5.15) 
=lS",stlo= (2D-l-uD-2)(«i,t-«hst) (5.1«) 
^hflstlo = "°"'(«h.t-«lst' (5-17) 
'^hîst.st'o ° 3r(®lhs'''^lht"2^1hst' (5.18) 
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=hj,hj,stlo = l"<«lh«jst^^ljW- l"®lhjst (5-2°) 
=rs,st,trlo = l"(Gir+«is+6it+*lrGst+3ls'rt+'lt*rs' 
- i"'«lrs+Slst+«lrt) + l"«lrst 
^(1) I f°r h = 3 
'Tl,h,j,jlo --I _2 (5.22) 
4D J|36]j+3«ij-l| h ^  j 
<^lst,stlo = (o''-*o'')(«hs+«ht+2ahst' 
+(-2D-l+IuD-2,(«ig«ht+6itShs+2«lhstl 
+ (-|D"-^+uD"^) (6^g+ô^^)+(3D"-^-5uD"^)6^g^ 
+ 20"^(«lhs+«lht)+(3°"^-8"0-2)«ihst (5-241 
=h?h,st,stlo = -"D'^('hs+'ht+2*hstl 
+ #uo"'(ais«ht+4ltShs+2«lhst' 
- (5-"> 
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'hj,hj,st,st'o " 2*t^ls(Ght+^it?^^lt(^hs+^is) 
+ 6ih(ajs+6jt)+*ii(4hs+*ht)] 
*(^ls^hit+^ltGhis+GihGist+Gij3hst) 
+ &"('lhs'it+'lis5ht+'lht'is+*lit*hs) 
4"'Gihs+6iht+Giis+«iit' 
8*(6ihjg+aihjt+Glhst*^list) 
" ii*Gijhst 
.(1,2) 
'h,j 
(D"l (6^.-1) for h = j 
h 5^ j 
( 5 . 2 6 )  
( 5 . 2 7 )  
h,h,jlo 
-2d\. 
for h = j 
h j 
( 5 . 2 8 )  
^(1,2), _ F 
D-Zg 
Ih 
. ( 1 , 2 )  ,  
-h,h,j,jiO i 
for h = j 
h j 
for h = j 
6D'^(6ih+6ij)-2D"^ h fi j 
/  c  n a  \  
( 5 . 3 0 )  
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Proof; 
It is noted that C(ç^, Uq ,  I )  =  u + d b  ,  C ( 0 ,  S g '  D  =  u  
C(0, Pq, 0) = Cg, I) = u+db"^^^, JÏ) = 
gb and C(0, ^2' = gb where b, d and g are functions 
of ÎÎ. Since u is a constant, all derivatives of 
C  w . r . t .  ^ 2 ^  a l o n e  a r e  z e r o ,  a n d  d e r i v a t i v e s  o f  C  w . r . t .  
other variables are either derivatives of (db or 
derivatives of (gb , whose formulas are given in Appendix 
A. Thus =(9.1) with Y=d, = 
3g^(gb'^/^) = (9.2) with Y=g. 3 (db'^^^) = (9.3) 
with Y=d, =(9.4) with Y=g, i = 1,2, 
CfS.rt = »rs3rt(9b'l/:) = (9 .5) with Y=g, 
Chi,St = = (9.6) with Y=g, 
j =3 . (9.7) with Y=a. 
2 
^h^h.st = 3st(9b"^/^) = (9.8) with Y=9, i = 1,2, 
4.%t.st =» = <3.9) withY=g, i = 1,2 
Chi,hi,st = = (9-1°) withY=g, 
=rs,st,tr = = (9.U) withy»,, 
cP! . . = 3^' (db"l/2, . (9,12) with Y=d, 
^ J 9 J J 
Ch'h,st,st = 3<"'3j(gb-l''2) . ,9.13) with Y=g, i = 1,2, 
=hj,hj,st,st = . (9.14) with Y=g, 
14 3 
,(1,2) _ (1) (2) 
•h,j - (db"^/^) = (9.15) with T=d, 
(db"^/^) = (9.16) with Y=d 
2 
(db = (9.17) with Y=d 
and 
) = (9.18) with Y=d 
Then, by Lemmas 4.7 , 5.2 , and 5.4 , the proof is 
complete after some algebraic simplification. 
Now, replacing z, the argument of in Appendix B by 
C 5 C(Ç^,Ç2'^)» and then applying Lemma 5.5 to (10.1) through 
(10.12) in Appendix B, we have: 
Lemma 5.6 ; 
If 0(C) = —^ exp(- ic^) where 
/2ïï 
[ ( [ . - [ . ) t h e n  
for Ifh, j, r, s, t<p 
<t)lo = *(u) (5.31) 
4^^) Iq  = u6^j(j)(u) (5.32) 
(5.33) 
*stlo = - ( 5 . 3 4 )  
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,11) I = J 
*h,3'0 1 0 (5.36) 
.(2) 1=0 
° ,2 3,s . 
(1) , . li(3a-2D v> 'Hjst (5.37) 
(5.38) 
'^hj,hj 'o ~ ^2^ (5.39) 
*rs,stlo ^ ^ 2^ (^lrt+dls^rt"2Girst)+%u45^^g^]4(u) (5.40) 
•hj,stlo ' '2"^(SlhsSit+«lis»ht+aiht*is+4lit4hs-43lhistl 
4^ (5.41) 
.(1) I _ ( (u^-3u)ô, .4>{u) 
*h,h,ilo - j _i il 
^ {2D -3D ^ u-2D -^u 
for h = j 
2, . ^ (5.42) 
) Gjj# (u) for h j 
(5.43) 
^Y,j,Stlo ~ ^^u^+D ^ ^^~3D~^U)5^^^ 
+ (D-lu+#u2-D-lu3-lu4)6,. 
2 l]8t 
X2) (5.44) 
(5.45) 
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•hj,hj,stlo = tK'l-"'"«ljst«lhst'-î"'t«lh«jst+«lj«hst' 
+ (5.46) 
= fuD-l(l-6ij)*(u) for h = j (5.47) 
I h i 
A (1,2) I  for h = j 
h'h'i ° |2uD"^Ôj^j(|>(u) h j (5.48) 
Proof; 
Similar to Lemma 4.9. 
5.3. The Derivation of an Asymptotic Expansion for 
the Distribution of the Studentized T„ 
Recall that when all parameters are unknown, the sample 
discriminant function is 
as given in (3.15). The limiting distribution of T^, as 
is that of C in (3.6), i.e. a normal distribution with 
* 2 
2 -1 \ 
variance = (U^x'^ax^'^x ^^lx"^2x^ "T" ^x 
D ^ 
[or - + 6^] if the observation W = {^) is from [or 
"2'- be an estimate of 
then, by Property 3.3, the limiting distribution of the 
"studentized" statistic [or : ] is 
»X D, 
Standard normal when W is from lor ÏÏ2J as i = 1,2, 
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X = 0,1. In this section we shall find the asymptotic ex­
pansion of the distribution of (T^- given W from 
iTj^, then the asymptotic expansion of the distribution of 
(T + -rù -g )/Ô given tt« follows from the former by Lemma 
X 6 X X X 6 
5.1. 
If the independent observation W = (*) is from by a 
point biserial model, Y given X=x is distributed as 
Np(yij^,Ex) and Y is independent of Y^^, Y^^ and S^. There­
fore, the conditional distribution of 
where <^1x-^2k'' 9"®" "ix' ^ ix' 
i = 1,2 and is the standard normal N^(0,1). Thus, for any 
real number u, by a well-known property of the conditional 
expectation we have 
< u|.i) 
K 
= Pr{(Y-Ylx)'s;l(Yix-Y2x)< 
= E'«lPrlR<C(Y^^, Y;,, Sxl|Nix'K2x:Six'?2x.Sx,%i)] 
= E**[4(C(Yj^j., Yj^, Sjji)] 
= EE.[*(CIYix_ Y;,, SxlllNix.N;,] (5.49) 
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where 
" = 'T-Wlx'' S;'L^lx-T2x'/°x' 
= (flx-32x''s;'ZxS;l(Yix-Y2x), 
C'^lx'^Zx'V = '"Gx+IYix-Pixls;l(Yix-Y2xl]/ax (5.50) 
and E**, E* and E are the expectations w.r.t. 
^lx'^2x'®x'''^lxj2x'®x' (Blx'Kzx' respectively. 
Now, for given sample sizes i = 1,2, 
*(C(%ix'^2x'Gx)) ^ function of and S^, say 
*IC(Yix.?2x.Sxll = $(flx'?2x'Sxl (5-51) 
By Property 3.1, is invariant for any nonsingular linear 
transformation on Y, Y.., i = 1,2, j = 1,...,N. . Therefore, 
IJX IX 
by Property 3.2, we can assume without loss of generality that 
^lx~°' ^2x~'^0~^°x'®'• * *and Z^=I, the pxp identity 
matrix. Then, the functionCin (5.50) is now determined by 
= [uq^/^+d]b = gb as defined in the last 
section. (5.52) 
Since the function il; in (5.51) is analytic about the point 
(Y^^yYgx'S^,) = (0, IJQ, I), following Welch (1947), James 
(1954), and others, we can expand 4* (Y^^, about the 
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origin (0, Uq, I) in a Taylor series, and write in an ex­
ponential form as 
• SX' = '1' + (• 3 <21 
+ tr(Sx-I)a]V(;i,C2'0)lo (5.53) 
where 
uEtSi-;?) •î2"^(Çi-Çp) ) 
=$( — 172 (5.54) 
[ ( C l - C g ) ( ^ 1 - ^ 2 ) 1  
and other notations are the same as in (4.57). Combining 
(5.50) through (5.54) with (5,49), we have 
Pr{ -< UlTT^} 
^x 
= E{E*IexplY^^3(l)+(Y2x-Wo)'3(2) 
+ tr(S^-I)3]*(;^,;2,n) 
= E{[<g>^(;i,S2,0)|o]|Nix,N2x} (5.55) 
where 
(g) = E*[exp[Yi^ 3(l) + (Y2x-WQ)'3(2)+tr(S^ -I)3] 
and by Lemmas (4.1) and (4.2), (S) can be written as a 
= 3 
series given in (4,60) by treating terms of order , 
i = 1,2, X = 0,1, as negligible. 
Applying (4.60) to the function ijj in (5.54) and evalu­
ating the value at the point (s^yGgfO) = (0, y^, I), we can 
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obtain ® ij; C2'^Ho given sample sizes i = 1,2. 
Aided by Appendix C in which the function will be 
replaced by C(G^,G2'^) (5.52) we shall find the coefficients 
of the principal term,and in the 
series of given in (4.60). All summations in Steps 1 
through 10 below will be made from 1 to p as the range. 
Step 1 - the principal term; 
Since, from (5.52), C(0, Uq, I) = u, therefore 
Iq " *(u) (5.56) 
Step 2 - the coefficient of 
Substituting (5.5), (5.8), (5.31) and (5.32) into (11.1) 
in Appendix C, we have 
2 
afl) OtSi'Gg'Ollo = [2D^l-(u+2Dxl)5^j]4(u) (5.57) 
therefore 
_ 2 
Y E ijj(ç^,Ç2'"Ho = |-[2(p-l)D~^-u](j)(u)=J^(u)<j)(u) 
^ (5.58) 
Step 3 - the coefficient of 
Substituting (5.6), (5.9), (5.31), and (5.33) into (11.1) 
we obtain 
Y Z 3^2) Q = 0 = J2(u)è(u) (5.59) 
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— 1 
Step 4 - the coefficient of : 
Substituting (5.7), (5.12), (5.31) and (5.34) into (11.2), 
we get 
3s?'K'I'52'"'IO = 
hence 
% 3st*(Sl'G2'0) IQ = -[(p-|)u+iu^]4,(u) 
= J2(u)4(u) (5.60) 
Step 5 - the coefficient of 
Combining (5.5), (5.8), (5.14), (5.22), (5.31), (5.32), 
(5.35) and (5.42) with (11.3), we have after simplification 
'[{12d"^+3(1+4D"2)u-u^}6, .-12d"2(d"^+u) IMu) for h = j 
X X X J X X 
[ (6,U+Ô . J (-2073+12D"^+10D'^u+2Dr3u^) X** XJ A A 
-4D~^(D~^+u) ]([) (u) for h 7^ j 
hence, by (4.71) 
2 2 
+ E 3(1) aji) *(ci,c,,n) L] 
h^j n ] i ^ u 
= |[-4(p-l)D^^-4(p-l) (p-3)D^^+{3-4(p-l) (p-2)D^^}u 
+4(p-l)D~^u'-u"](j)(u) = Ja(u)$(u) (5.61) 
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Step 6 - the coefficient of 
Combining (5.6), (5.9), (5.15), (5.23), (5.31), (5.33), 
(5.36) and (5.43) with (11.3), we obtain 
2 2 
3^2) 9^2) ^ (;^^;2,0)|Q= 0= Js(u)*(u) (5.62) 
Step 7 - the coefficient of ^: 
Prom (5.6), (5.9), (5.27), (5.28), (5.29), (5.30), 
(5.31), (5.32), (5.33), (5.35), (5.47), (5.48) and (11.4) in 
Appendix C, we get 
1(6D-3+2uDx2)6ij-(6D-3+2uDr2)]*(u) for h = j 
t6D^^6ij + (2uD^2+6D^^)ôij^-2D^^l(l5(u) for h j 
therefore, by (4.71) 
2 2 2 2 
T 'o ~ "y(^1' 0 
( 1) ^ ( 2 )  -
+ z a//-' 3j *(;i,G2,n) Ll 
hf] * i/o 
= - |(p-l) {p-3)D^^(j)(u) = Jg(u ) ( i)(u) (5.63) 
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Step 8 - the coefficient of 
Combining (5.7), (5.10), (5.12), (5.16), (5.18), (5.24), 
(5.31), (5.32), (5.34), (5.35), (5.37) and (5.44) with (11.5), 
we have after simplification 
2 
( - i u ^ ) + ( 3 D ~  ^ + i u - 8 u D ~  ^  + | u ^  + u ^  d" ^  
*2 X 4 X 2 X 
- &"*D;'-Tu'l«lhst+<«hs+«ht+2«hstl 
+ «ITSHS+ZAIHST» 
hence, by (4.77) 
2 
L :  A" s^t^-Cq-Çj-îDlo = i(-(P-i)X^ 
h, S, t 
1  - 2  ?  _  9  2  1  1 1  - 1 4  
+ (p-|-D^^)u+2(p-1) u -(p-|) % 
- ju^]((>(u) = J^(u)({)(u) (5.64) 
Step 9 - the coefficient of (N^^M^) M ) ^ 2x 
Relating (5.7), (5.11), (5.12), (5.17), (5.19), (5.25), 
(5.31), (5.33), (5.34), (5.36), (5.38) and (5.45) to (11.5) 
and simplifying the expression, we have 
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2 
-<«lis+«lit+2«list)"°;'+'«ls+ait)uo;2 
hence, by (4.77) 
2 
Y . ^ 3st^(Gl'S2'0)lo = -(P+1)D"^vi(|)(U) 
3, s, t 
= Jg(u)*(u) (5.65) 
- 2  Step 10 - the coefficient of M, X 
(a) From (5.7), (5.12), (5.21), (5.31), (5.34), (5.40) 
and (11.6), we get 
^rs^st^tr'^^^1'^2'^^ 'o " (s^^^lr^^ls^^lt^^lr^st 
+ 4l8*rt+aitars)+f(*lrs+aist+4lrt) <"'-3") 
+ g^u>-4u3+3u)6irstj*(u) 
and by using (4.83) 
T ^ .3rs3st3tr^(Gi,;2'0)lo=[2(3P^-3p+l)u 
r, s, t 
+ j(3p-2)u3+iu^]!j)(u) (5,66) 
(b) Relating (5.7), (5.12), (5.13), (5.20), (5.26), 
(5=31); (5 = 34), (5.39), (5,41) and (5.46) to (11.7), v;e have 
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+ Gih<'is+Sit'+'li<*hs+*ht''-"(*ls*h:t+*lt4his+*lh'ist 
+ 3li6h8t'+&<'lhsGit+'lis*ht+*lhtGis+'lit*hs' 
* ?(Glh8+Glht+Giis+6ijt'(u-u3)+2(«ihjs+6ihjt+*lhst 
+ «ijst> (3u+4u^-u®)-j|.(23u-7u^-5u^+u')6j^^.g,.14)(u) 
and by using (4.86) 
I .2 3hjBst*(Cl'C2'n)lo = -Yz^(48p2-56p+23)u 
+ (16p^-7)u^+(8p-5)u^+u^](|) (u) (5.67) 
Combining (5.66) and (5.67), we obtain the coefficient of 
i ^  Î ^3j.^s^j,3_ll)(çi,ç.,î!) !q + i ^  lo 
=9^[3 ( 8p-7 ) u- (48p2-96p+43) u^- (24p-31 ) u^-3u^ ] (p (u) 
= Jg(u)*(u) (5.68) 
Finally, substituting (5.56), (5.58), (5.59), (5.60), 
(5.61), (5.62), (5.63), (5.64), (5.65) and (5.68) into 
(5.55) and (4.60), and using Lemma 4.10, we obtain the first 
part of Theorem 5.1 below; the second part follows from Lemma 
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Theorem 5.1: 
(i) 
For any real number u 
Pr{VA 
X 
= $(u) + [Ji(u)E(Ni^l)+J2(u)E(Mrl)+J4(u)E(N^x^) 
+  J e ( u ) E ( u ) E  
+ JstulEINz^Mx)-! 
+ Jg(u)E(M^2)] *(u)+0* (5.69) 
(ii) 
°x 
= $(u)-[Ji(-U)E(Ngx^)+J3(-U)E(M^^)+J4(-U)EtNgx^) 
+J^(-u)E(N2J^M^)"^ 
+Jg(-u)E(M^^)] (j)(u)+0* (5.70) 
where is given in (5.58), in (5.60), in (5.61), 
Jg in (5.63), in (5.64), Jg in (5.65) and Jg in (5.68); 
the expected values E(N ^), E(N_ 1),..,,E(M ^) where M = 
XX 6 X X X 
can be found in Equations (2.21) to (2.34) for 
given x (0 or 1), and 0* 50(max{k^~^, kg^^l). 
Note that both (5.69) and (5.70) approach to $(u), the 
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cumulative standard normal distribution function, when 
'^ix"^' ^ " 1,2. 
Approximation up to the first order, namely the principal 
and linear terms in (5.69) and (5.70), will be sufficient in 
many practical situations. We shall give this in specific 
forms as a corollary. 
Corollary 5.1; 
For any real number u. 
(i) 
$ ( u) +1 {( p-1 ) } E ( ) 
-{(P-|)u+^u^}E(Mrl)]*(u)+0* (5.71) 
(ii) 
Pr { 
T +iD -ft 
X / X X 
$(u)-l{(p-l)D^^+|u}E(N2^^) 
+ {(p-|)u+iu^}E(M^^) ](|)(u)+0* (5.72) 
where 
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Remark; 
If the sample sizes i = 1,2, x = 0,1 are not random 
variables (i.e. not sequential sampling), and if we replace 
=—by 1+C (a nonnegative constant) in (5.71) and (5.72), 
•^Ix 
then (5.71) and (5.72) will reduce to a special case which was 
obtained by Anderson (1973) using a different approach. 
5.4. Probabilities of Misclassification and a 
Choice of Cut-off Point 
The discrimination procedure discussed in Chapter 3 is 
to assign an observation W to ir^ if T^^r, and to if T^^r 
as given in (3.15) and (3.16), where r is a real number to be 
chosen. If r increases, the probability of misclassifying 
from to ÏÏ2 will increase while that from Wg to will 
decrease, and vice versa. Therefore, the choice of a cut­
off point r will affect the probabilities of misclassifica­
tion. We may take r to be a constant, particularly zero, and 
accept the probabilities of misclassification that result as 
given in Chapter 4, or we may like to specify a probability 
level for misclassification say from to iTg' then decide 
the cut-off point r as suggested by Welch (1947) and Anderson 
(1972, 1973). We shall adopt the latter for the studentized 
T„ considered in this chapter. 
Suppose we want to have an approximate probability 
ye (0,1) of misclassification from into iTg, more 
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specifically, suppose we want to choose a value for u in 
(5.71) such that the RHS of (5.71) gives a probability y+O*. 
The principal term $(u) and the coefficient of <j) (u) in (5.71) 
suggest that the choice of 
u = Uo-{(p-l)D-l-^Uo}E(Ni-l) + {(p-|0uQ 
+ ^ Uq^}E(M^^) (5.73) 
where Uq is chosen such that $(Ug) = y may achieve this 
goalIndeed, we can easily show this is the case. Let u^ = 
-{(p-l)D];^-^Q}E(N^^^)+{(p-|-)UQ+iuQ^}E(M'^), then u^ is of 
order 0* as is E(N^^^) = max{E(N^^^), E{M^^)}. By Taylor's 
expansion about Uq, we have 
$(UQ+U^) = $ (Uq)+Uj^$'(u) 1^ +0*=$(UQ)+UJ^(j) (Uq)+0| (5.74) 
and similarly 
4>(Uo+Ui) = 4I(UQ)+0* 
Substituting (5.73) into (5.71), and by (5.74), we have 
^If we choose u=u^, where <I>(u-,)=y, then from (5.71) 
T - Ifi 2 g 
Pr{-2L_1^ ^<Uq1 ï ï3^} = y+[{(p-l)D-l-luo}E(Ni-l) 
^x 
-{(p-|.)Ug+iuQ''}E(M^-^)](i>(UQ)+o* = Y+0* (not y+Q*) 
since max{E(N^^^), E(M^^)}=E(N^^^) is of order OJ. 
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VA "^x S< u +Ui|n } 
d  u  j .  i  
X 
= $ (UQ) +U^(I) (UQ) + [-U^-|U^E (N^~^) -{ (p-|) U^+JOUQ^UJ^ 
+ 3UQU^2+U^3)}E(M-1)] [*(uQ)+o*]+0* 
= $ (UQ)+U^(}) (UQ)-U^CT) (UQ)+0| = Y+0| 
using the fact that both inax{E, E(M^^)} = E(N^^^) and 
u^ are of order 0*, and applying Lemma 1.1. 
Since the choice of u in (5.73) and the correction term 
in (5.71) involve the unknown quantities and 
E(M^^), in practice we can not use this cut-off point. How-
-1 -1 
ever, we know from Chapter 2 that E(N^y, ) and E(M^ ) are 
bounded by 0 < E(N, ^) < k ^ and 0<E(M^) < k ^ where 
XX XX X ~ X 
k^ = ' ^ Gn k^^, i = 1,2 are not too small, we can 
"T — 1 
conservatively set E(N^^ ) to k^^ and E(M^ ) to k^ , or by 
other appropriate estimates. To avoid complication, we 
shall assume EfN^^^) and E(M^^) are known to be and 
respectively, and is estimated by = t (Yj^^-Yjx^'^x^ ^ ^lx~ 
Then, the chosen u becomes 
u = Uo-"P-^'°xH"o'^x 
+ { (P-|-)Uq+^q"'}A„, X = 0,1 (5.75) 
-1 
where Uq is chosen such that $(UQ)=Yf and ) and 
A^=E(M^^) are assumed to be known and of order Oj. 
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It should be noted that the chosen u in (5.75) depends on 
X. If necessary (e.g. when computing probabilities of mis-
classification) , we shall use u^^^ or u^^^ to indicate the 
choice of u for x = 0 or 1. 
Corollary 5.2; 
For a given ye(0,1), if we take u to be the value given in 
(5.75), then the probability in (5.71) is y+0^. 
Proof ; 
u 3 13 
Let u^=Uq + -J- + [ (P-^-) Uq+^Uq ]A^, a constant, then 
the choice of u in (5.75) can be written as 
(5.76) 
From (5.55) 
T - -^D g 
Pr{ * / -< ulTT^} = E{[<8)^(;T,;,,0) 1^] 
X 
where (ç^ , ç,,îî) = $ (0(5^ , ç ,Î2) ) = $( h ) 
(5.77) 
@ is given in (4.60) and E is the expectation w.r.t. (NU_, 
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Then, applying (4.60) to the function ip in (5.77) and using 
Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 4.7, we can readily find (§) tjj (ç^, Iq  
up to the linear terms for given and We shall in the 
following repeatedly use Lemma 1.1 to obtain appropriate 
orders. 
(1) The principal term; 
$(C(0, Pq, I)) = *(U^ -(p-l)D-lAix) (5.78) 
(2) The coefficient of 
D;iAix+ii 
+ (p-l) (P-3)D~h^^ 
+2(p-l)D'^}(j)(u^-(p-l)D^^A3^^) 
= 2 (p-1) D^^-U^+0*}()) (u^- (p-1) D-lA^x) (5.79) 
since A^^^ and A^ are of order 0| = 0(max{k^^^, 
-1 
(3) The coefficient of : 
-i lu^- (p-1) (V 
- OS$IUA-(p-l)D;lAix) (5.80) 
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(4) The coefficient of 
[l^p.l)D;lAix(Ua-(p-l)D;l&ix)(2"a-3(P-llo;^Alxl 
4(u^-(p-i)D;;^ij^)24(p-i)D;;iA^^(2p-3) 
-I<UA- (P-1) <2P-|'  (9-1) 
= [- (P-|) ^A~H"^°1^ ^ V (P-1) Dx^Aix) (5.81) 
By Taylor's expansion about u^, we have 
$(u^-(p-l)D^^ A^^) = $(u^)-(p-l)D^^A^^(t)(u^)+0* 
(5.82) 
<))(u^-(p-l)Dx ^ix) '|)(n^)+0* 
Since 
"a = "0+2^Alx+'(P-3^U0+T"0^:Ax = "0+°! 
we can further expand about Uq as 
$(u^) = <^(Uo)+{2^A^^+[(p-f)uQ+l-UQ-']A^}(D(UQ)+0* (5.83) 
*(u^) = <J3(Uq)+0* 
Therefore, by (5.78) through (5.83) and Lemma 1.1 
T -^D , 
Pr{.*-L2 S<u^ 
X 
= E [ $ ( u ^ - ( p - 1 ) — [ 2 ( p - 1 ) D ^ ^ - u ^ + 0 | ]  
^ 1X 
+ 02"ar^ ( P-34*A+?"A^+°l])*("A- ( P - l ) D x^Alx) ] + 0 2  
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= $(u^-(p-1)D;lAix)+{[(P-l)D;l-7UA)Alx 
- I (P-^) ^ V (P-liDx^Aix) +0* 
=^(u^)-(p-1)Dx^Aix*(UA)+(p-l)Dx^6^x*(u^) 
-{&*AAlx+[(P-?j*A+i"A^]Ax}4(uA)+05 
= $ (Uq) [ (P-|) UQ+I^O^^ Ay}* ("o) 
- { | ( U o+OJ)Ai ^ + [ ( p - | - )  ( U q+0*) 
+  J ( Uq+0*)^]A ^ }  [(1)(UQ)+0*]+0* 
= $(Uq)+0^ = Y+0^, this completes the proof. 
The probabilities of misclassifying W from ir^ into 
and from -n^ into are given respectively by 
T D ^-S 
Pr{2|l} = (l-e )Pr{-5-i-2 2.<u^°^|Tr } 
Ti-^Di ^ -6. 
+ 0 P r {JL2J: ^<u^^ |^Tr^} 
= y+0^ (5.84) 
Pr{l|2) = ( l - e,)Pr( ° —^>u""|7i,) 
2 6o - ^ 
+  — ^ > u ' ^ > | w , }  ( 5 . 8 5 )  
(  X  )  ,  
where u , x = 0,1 are given in (5.75). 
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Thus, the choice of u given by (5.75) has an approximate 
predetermined probability y of misclassification from 
to TTg. 
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6. COMPARISONS OF THE THREE CLASSIFICATION 
PROCEDURES WHEN X AND Y ARE INDEPENDENT 
6.1. Introduction 
To classify a p-dimension vector Y into one of two popu­
lations is an ordinary linear discrimination problem if Y 
has a multivariate normal distribution with the same co-
variance matrix for the two populations. However, when a 
binary variable X is observed along with Y, the problem 
becomes more complicated. Currently, statistical practitioners 
treat this kind of problem roughly in three different ways. 
First, they may completely leave out the binary variable 
X and do classification just based on the continuous variates 
Y. This way is simple but apparently some information may be 
discarded. We shall refer to this as X-out procedure. 
Secondly, they may ignore the discrete nature, treat the p+1 
variates as if all of them were continuous, and proceed with 
continuous variable techniques. This can be considered as an 
approximation. We shall call this case as X-cont. procedure. 
Finally, the statisticians may define a linear discriminant 
function for each value of X (0 or 1) as proposed by Chang 
and Afifi (1974). We shall refer to this as DDF procedure. 
It is therefore desirable to compare these three procedures 
to examine their relative merits in terms of their error rates. 
Recall that the model discussed in Chapter 3 stipulates 
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that the conditional distribution of Y given X=x is Np(vi^^, E^) 
if W comes from population i (=1 or 2), and X is a Bernoulli 
variable. Thus, the density function of X and Y is 
i = 1,2, X = 0,1 where W = {p , 
and the marginal (unconditional) distribution of Y is not 
normally distributed but has a mixed normal density function 
(1-8^)0 (PiQ'Zo), i = 1,2. It is seen from (3.4) 
and (3.5) that the covariance matrices of Y and W are not the 
same for the two populations ir^ and ir^ since 9^ and 
depends on population i. Therefore, we can not derive a linear 
discriminant function either for X-out procedure or for X-
cont, procedure, hence their comparison can not be based on 
linear discriminant functions unless some modification is done 
or other models are assumed. Sugano (1976) took the average 
of two covariance matrices for ÏÏ^ and ng as a common one, and 
defined linear discriminant functions for X-out and X-cont. 
procedures, then compared them under the condition that all 
parameters in the discriminant functions were known. We 
shall in this chapter consider a particular case by assuming X 
and Y are independent, then compare these three procedures under 
two situations, namely, when all parameters are known and when 
i = 1,2 and are unknown in the discriminant functions. 
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6.2. The Case when all Parameters are Known 
6.2.1. Classification procedures 
Since X and Y are independent under present considera­
tion, from Chapter 3 we know that ^j[o~^il~^i' ^ ~ 1,2, 
Z and the marginal distribution of Y becomes normal with 
density function (j)(y^,E). Therefore, the linear discriminant 
function for X-out procedure is 
C? = (6.1) 
The classification procedure is to assign W to if 
^ 0, and to if < 0. 
The joint density function of X and Y is f^(W) = 
((»(U. ,1!) 9.*(l-6. X = 0,1, which has the mean E(w|n.) = 
0.^ ^ ^ /8.(l-6.) 
( and covariance matrix V(w!n.) = (_ . I where 0 
^i ^ V 
is a pxl vector with zero elements. Since the covariance matrix 
now differs from ir^ to we can not have a linear discriminant 
function. A modification to this as used by Sugano (1976) is 
to take the average of V(W|n^) and Vtwl^g) as a common co-
variance matrix, then define a linear discriminant function 
for X-cont. procedure as 
= (W-|(il3^+U2)) 
= (Y-^(u^+y2) ) (6'2) 
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where 
= E(W|7rj^) , i = 1,2, 
and 
Î = |[V(W|Tr3^)+V(W|ïï2) ] 
= 2 [x-^(0j^+02) ] (02^-62) / 16-]^ (1-0 +©2 (1-~92^ ^  ^ ~ 0,1, 
W will be classified into if ^ 0, and into ÏÏ2 other­
wise. 
Double discriminant functions under independence 
assumption become 
?x ^  (Y-^(yi+U2) ) ' ^ ^XUl-W2)+6x (6.3) 
®lvx,^"®l.1-x 
where 
6 X = 
we then classify W into if %^>0, and into 1x2 otherwise. 
It is interesting to note that in all three discriminant 
f Î a 4*Tn a 4- i M T%a >-+• f V— ^  ^ ^,, \ ^ WAA WWA* MW «.AM f  \ ^  M «>»WWW **W « 
depend on x any more under independence assumption, only the 
discrete part or 3^ depends on x. Also note that if 
®1~®2' then (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) become identical, hence 
these three procesures are exactly the same. 
6,2,2, Probabilities of misclagsifioation 
It can be easily shown that the probabilities of mis-
classification from TT^ into 'n'2 ; denoted by Pr{2|l}. and from 
•ÏÏ2 into TT^, denoted by Pr{l|2} are given by 
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(A) X-out procedure 
Pr{2|l} = Pr{Ç^<0 = <t(-|D) (6.4) 
Pr{l|2} = Pr{e^>0 |7T2}= $(-^D) (6.5) 
where 
(B) X-cont. procedure 
Pr{2|l} = (1-9^) $(-|d~) + 8^0 (-jD-^) (6.6) 
Pr{l|2} = (1-02)<K-^D+^) + 02$ (-^0+^) (6.7) 
and similarly 
(C) DDF procedure 
1 ^0 1 ^1 Pr{2|l} = (l-e^)$(-^D-^) + 9,<D(-jD~) (6.8) 
1 Bn 1 $1 
Pr{l|2} = (1-02)$(-^D+^) + 02$(-2D+ô^) (6.9) 
Finally, the error rate is given by 
^[Pr{211} + Pr{l|2}] (6.10) 
Numerical examples of error rates of these three pro­
cedures by using Equations (6.4) through (6.9) and (6.10) 
for selected values of D, 0^ and 0^ are given in Appendix D. 
Some error rate contours are shown in Figures 5.1 to 5.4. 
It should be noted that the error rate in each procedure 
is symmetric in 0^ and Qg- For example, the error rate for 
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9^ = .1 and 6^ = .7 is the same as for ~ and - « 1 and 
so forth. Therefore, it is sufficient to give only the upper 
triangular elements of each table as shown in Appendix D. The 
same remark is also for Appendix E in the next section. 
It can be seen from Appendix D that the error rate for 
each procedure decreases with D= I (* S when 
0^ and $2 are fixed; when D is fixed, the error rate for X-out 
procedure is constant on the entire G^xGg plane while DDF and 
X-cont. procedures have the maximum error rate when 8^=82 
and their error rates decrease aslS^-Sgt increases. Under the 
assumption that X and Y are independent, the error rate of 
DDF procedure in some cases is only slightly less than that 
of X-cont., but in most situations it is less than that of 
X-out procedure. The reduction in error rate for DDF as 
compared with X-out procedure, depending on D and the dif­
ference between 0^ and ranges from 0 to 79%.within the 
selected parameter values. The reduction is large when c 
is small and the difference between 8^ and Qg is big, and 
negligible when 9^^ and 0^ are close to each other. 
Figures 5.1 through 5.4 try to illustrate the above 
discussion (surface for X-cont. procedure is not shown here 
since it is similar to that for DDF). The square darkened 
area (a plane parallel to G^xSg plane) represents the error 
rate for X-out procedure, which is independent of 8^ and Qg-
Under this plane lying a curving surface (plotted with 
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error 
rate x-out procedure 
yWF procedure., 
figure 5.1. tirror rates when all parameters are known 
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error 
D=1.0 
out procedure 
V 
/DDP procedy^e 
Figure 5.2. Error rates when all parameters are known 
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D=2.0 
x-out procedure 
.159 
PxyiiiS S3 3 3 SiTiTO? whsri âH p3.2rsinsts3rs are Icnown 
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error 
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Figure 5.4. Error rates when all parameters are known 
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broken lines) represents the error rate of DDF procedure. 
The square plane is tangent to the curving surface at the 
ridge line all procedures have the same error 
rates. 
6.3. The Case when 6^^ and 8^ are Known but 
and I are Unknown 
6.3.1. Classification procedures 
Since i = 1,2, and = E for x = 0,1 when X 
and Y are independent, we can estimate and Z respectively 
by 
, 1 ^ix 
Yj = M— E ^ ^ ~ 1 ^ (6.11) 
^ ^i x=0 i=l 1]* 
where 
Ni = N-o+N-i 
and » 
1 2 1 ^ix 
S = à E E E (Y...-Y.) (Y. . -Y.)' (6.12) 
^ i=l x=0 i:l -i' 
where 
M = N^+Ng-Z 
Replacing and E in (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), respectively, by 
Y^ and S given in (6.11) and (6.12), we obtain the sample 
linear discriminant functions for the three procedures as 
follows. For X-out procedure. 
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= (¥-^(¥^^+¥2))'S""^(Y^-Y2) (6.13) 
If Z^^O, we assign W to ir^, otherwise to tTg. For X-cont. 
procedure, 
= (Y-^CYI+YG))'S"^(Y^-Y)+P^, X = 0,1 (6.14) 
where is the same as in (6.2). 
Classify W into ir^ if Z*>0, and into ir^ otherwise. 
For DDF procedure, 
" (Y-|(Yj^+Y2))'S"^(YJ^-Y2)+6^ = X = 0,1 (6.15) 
where 3^ is the same as in (6.3). 
Classify W into ir^ if Z^^O, and into ^2 otherwise. 
Note that under present consideration, N^, M, Y^, 
i = 1,2 and S are all independent of x, but and depend 
on X. If 8^=82» then p^^O and 8^=0 for all x, again the 
three procedures become the same. 
6.3.2, Probabilities of misclassification 
Since the exact distributions of Z^, Z^ and Z^ are 
extremely complicated, we shall use asymptotic expansions of 
these distributions to approximately evaluate probabilities 
of misclassification for these three procedures. 
(A*) x-out procedure 
For given sample sizes i = 1,2, x = 0,1, an asymp­
totic distribution of can be obtained from Corollary 2 of 
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Okamoto (1963). Hence the approximate probabilities of mis-
classification under double inverse sampling scheme are 
given by 
Pr{2|l} = Pr{Z^<0|7ri} 
= $(-§) + Ij|-{12(p-1)D"^+D}E(N^^) 
+ j^{4(1-p)D"^+D}E(N2^) 
+ J(P-1)DE(M"^) ](j)(|)+0* (6.16) 
Pr{l|2} = Pr{Z^>0lTT2} 
= $(-^)-I^{4(p-1)D"^-D}E(N]^^ 
+ Ygil2(l-p)D"l-D}E(N^l) 
+ i(l-p)DE(M"^)](j)(|)+0* (6.17) 
where 
Ni = i = 1,2, M = N^+N2-2, E is the expecta­
tion w.r.t. and x = 0,1, and 
0* E 0{max{k^^,k22}) , k^ = k^Q+k^j^, i = 1,2. 
As asymptotic distribution of has been derived in 
Chapter 4 (Corollary 4.1) and that of Z^ can be found 
by replacing in Corollary 4.1 by p^. The approximate 
probabilities of misclassification for these two procedures 
can thus be obtained. 
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(B*) X-cont, procedure 
Pr{2|l} = (1-63^) {$(Uq) + [^>EpD >(3-p)d"^Uq-D"^Uq^]E(N^^) 
+ ^ [(2-P)D"^+(3D"^-PD"^-1)Uq-2d"^UQ^-d"^UQ^]E(N2^) 
+ [^(1-p)D-^(6(P-1)+D^)Uq-DUQ^-UQ^]E(M"^)](|,(UQ) } 
+ 0;^{$(u^) + I^[pD'^+(3-p)D"^u^-D^u^^]E(N]^^) 
+ (2-P)D"^+(3D~^-PD"^-1)U^-2D"^Uj^^-D"^U^^]E(N2^) 
+ [|(l-p)D-|(6(p-l)+D^)Uj^-DUj^^-Uj^^]E(M"^)](j)(u^) }+0* 
(6.18) 
D 
where %% = "3 " 5-» x = 0,1 
Pr{l|2} = (1-02) {<5(Vq) + [|[(2-p)d"^+{3d"^-PD"^-1)Vq 
_1 0 - 9 T -1 1 -1 -2 
-2D Vq -D ^ Vo^]E(Ni^)+YipD ^+(3-p)D Vq 
-d"^Vq^]E(N2^)+[|(l-p)D-^(6(p-1)+D^)Vq-DVq^ 
-VQ^3E(M'^) ]<J)(VQ) }+82T$(VJ) + [2X2-p)D"L 
-2 -2 -12-2 3 -1 
+ (3D -pD -1)V3^-2D -D ]E(Ni^) 
1 -1 -2 -2 3 "1 
+i[pD ^+(3-p)D ?! ]E(N2 ) 
+ [|(l=p)D=i(6{p-l)+D^)v%-Dv-^^=v,^]E(M"^) lè(v^) }+ OS 
(6.19) 
D 
where ^ + d~' * ~ 0,1, other notations remain the same 
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as in (A*). 
(C*) DDF procedure 
Pr{2|l} = (l-e^)Pr{ZQ<0 lïïj^} +e^Pr{Z3L<0 jTTj_} (6.20) 
D 
same expression as in (6.18) with - g—, x = 0,1 
Pr{l|2} = (l-e2)Pr{ZQ>0 1tt2} + e2Pr{Z^>0 j 172) (6.21) 
D ^x 
same expression as in (6.19) with ^ + g—/ x = 0,1. 
Finally the error rate is computed by 
|[Pr{2|l}+Pr{l|2}] (6.22) 
Contrasting to the last section, the probabilities of 
misclassification here depend on and p (the dimension of 
Ï) besides D, 8^ and . By choosing we can insure 
the nonsingularity of sample covariance matrices (Dykstra, 
1970). Numerical examples of error rates of the three pro­
cedures by using Equations (6.16) to (6.21) for selected 
values of k^^^ = k, p, D, 8^ and 82 are given in Appendix E. 
When p=l, the error rates in Appendix E are close to those 
when all parameters are known (Appendix D). The error rate 
increases with p while it decreases with D. The reduction in 
error rate by using DDF or X-cont. procedure as compared with 
X-out procedure is similar in magnitude to that when all 
parameters are known. 
It is noted that the error rate for X-out procedure is 
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no longer constant on each D, and occasionally X-cont. pro­
cedure has a slightly smaller error rate than DDF. These 
are due to the approximation by an asymptotic expansion. 
It is expected that for a fixed p and when k = in­
creases, the error rates for the three procedures become closer 
to the corresponding values in Appendix D, and eventually con­
verge to them. For k = 100 and p less than 10, the error rates 
in Appendix E are not much different from the corresponding 
values in Appendix D. It should be pointed out that here we 
only use an asymptotic expansion to the order 0^. If we 
had used an expansion to the order 0*, we would have had a 
better approximation. 
It is interesting to compare error rates for the 
particular case when X and Y are independent (Appendices D 
and E) and for the general case considered in Chapters 3 
and 4 (Appendices F and G). When all parameters are known, 
the error rates for DDF procedure in Appendix D are exactly 
the same as the corresponding ones with 0^=0^ in Appendix F. 
However, when % , u- and Z are unknown, approximate error 
XX 6^ X 
rates for DDF procedure in Appendix E are less than the 
corresponding ones in Appendix G when Dq=D^. This is because 
when X and Ï are independent, yj„=u^, i = 1,2, Z^= Z for x 
= 0,1, and the sample sizes respectively for the 
"pooled" estimators of and Z are at least double when they 
-L  -1  -1  
are not independent. Consequently, E(N^^ EfNg ), E(M ),... 
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in the asymptotic expansions become smaller. 
6.4. Discussion and Conclusion 
When X and Y are not independent, under a point biserial 
model, the covariance matrices of Y and W = (y) are not the 
same in and . Therefore, linear discriminant functions 
can not be derived per se for X-out and X-cont. procedures. 
Hence, we can not strictly compare these three procedures 
based on their linear discriminant functions unless other 
suitable models can be found. In this chapter, we assume X 
and Y are independent so that the unconditional distribution 
of Y is normal with the same covariance matrix for and ir^. 
A linear discriminant function can thus be obtained for X-out 
procedure. A comparison between X-out and DDF procedures is 
completely valid. However, we still can not derive a 
linear discriminant function of X-cont. procedure under inde­
pendence assumption of X and Y. Sùyànû (1376) took the 
average of the two population covariance matrices and treated 
it as a common covariance matrix, then he defined a linear 
discriminant function. We adopt it here for the X-cont. 
procedure so that a comparison of the X-cont. procedure with 
the other two procedures can be made. It should be kept in 
mind that the comparison for X-cont. procedure is not as 
legitimate as for the other two, but can only serve as an 
indication of the performance of X-cont. procedure. 
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A comparison of the three classification procedures under 
independence assumption of X and Y shows that DDF procedure 
gives the least error rate, X-out the largest, and X-cont. is 
slightly worse than DDF when at least 9^^ and 8^ are known. 
The reduction in error rate by using DDF procedure as com­
pared with X-out procedure ranges from 0 to at least 79% 
depending on D and the difference between 0^ and Gg. The 
reduction is large when D is small and is large, and 
negligible if |is small. 
Finally, it is our recommendation that X-out procedure 
should be avoided, and whenever possible DDF procedure should 
be used in the discriminant analysis for the binary-continuous 
variable problem. 
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9. APPENDIX A 
-1/2 9.1. Partial Derivatives of B=Yb 
Let Y and b be functions of '^sf ^ ~ 
l,...,p. elements of 5^ and SÎ respectively and B = Yb 
and let 3]^' E i . 1,2, j = 1 3^^ I- 1(1+6^^)^, 
s, t = l,...,p be two derivative operators. If derivatives 
of Y and b exist, then for l^h, j, r, s, t_<p 
= Yj^^b"l/2_lyb"3/2b^i)^ i = 1,2 (9.1) 
aj^^B) = Yj^)b"l/2-2^b"3/2bgt (9.2) 
2 (9.3) 
4^b-5/\ji>b^^-|rb-3/2b(i^^, i = 1 , 2  (9.4) 
»rs'rt<®' = Yrs,rtb''/'-&7rtb''/'':rs 
-3TVsb-3/2brt43yb-5/2bp2b,t-l^b-3/2b 
rs,rt' 
(9.5) 
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st 
^Yb-S/Z bhibst-&rb-3/:bhj,st (9.6) 
3.(i)(B) = y(') 
n ] •^h,j' 
2 
^';a:;-5/.,u,'.i^(i,,-v.,u. 
i = 1,2 (9.7) 
= Y,!H ..b-l/2.^(i)^b-V2bl" 
J,]fSt 3 ; St 
2 
+5Yj- b 
/? /j » /;\ _ o/o f i \ 
j ,st 
-i|vb-'/^b]^' b^,.fvb-V^b]^>b3, 
.|vb-V2b(i.bU.^>-3/=b]^^,3,. i = 1,2 (9.8) 
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-%b"/'br'bsWYb-S/2b:tb]iL-^Yr'b"/\t,st 
+2Yb-5/2b(i)b;t_st-lTb-3/2b(i^t,st'  = <*'*' 
'st'®' ° Thi,hi,stb ^^\-j 
•^^st'"' ^''^'"hfVat^i, h j" W j, h j*"' 
4^hj''"'^\j''st-kj''"'^\j,st- j^st 
+|irb-^/\j ,hj, st+TYb'^^^b^jb^. _ st-2Yhjb-3/2bhj _ 
4Yb-='/\._hj,st (9-10) 
'st'tr'®' = Yrs.st.trb"^/'-7Yst,rtb"^/^brs-^^rs_rtb'3/2bgt 
+T^rtb"^/^brsbst-&Yrtb"^/^brg_ g t-^^rg_ st^'^^^t 
+lYstb"^^^brgb:.t-^^gtb'3/^brg_ct+TYrsb"^/^bstbrt 
-^&Yb-7/2brgbgtbrt+iYb-S/:b,g^gtbrt+#Yb-5/2bstbrs,rt 
iYrsb"'/'bBt,rt+i7b-S/:bfsba.^,t-2Yb''/'b^s^;t_tr 
(9.11) 
(^1-6) 3'T - T 
r S r „ i 
^ ^ *H M 
Ç 
(T) 
"fq /^?q,/. q +Lyq,^-'q, 2(T)^^(T)^Z/6-4 ^ SOT ^(T)^(T)^Z/S-9(T)^C+ 
•["qz-r^q,/, q - [ U'U.b ST "g(T)^Z/S-9(T) C"*" 
'lnSzA-q,T^-(;?''(T'q;/s-=',T^c+ 
a) "^(Ti ^ Z/S-''(Ti'V' (Ti''j (T)''z/i-''(T) •''ST 
(TX/e-"'(T)^^-(T)''(TXA-''(n'-f^ 
,Th;/c.q'ln-%7qzA.4;N-,(T^/s.q%ii+ 
(T)S;/E-S'''(T?^-;/T-S^'''(t)^ = (T)%(T?« 
T6T 
V£> 
M 
W 
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^hj,hj,st,st^ "^hj,st,st^ ^hj 
"^st,st^ '^hj~'2^st,st^ \j,hj"^hj,hj,st^ ^st 
"^st^ ^ ^^hhjbgt+§Ystb gt 
-7stb"^/^bhj,hj,st+TYhi,hib"^/^bg^-l§^hib"7/2bh.bg2 
+ 3Yhib"^/^bgtbhj^gt+ ^ Yb ^^\j,hj^ 
1 ^-3/2. .3 ^-5/2. , 
T^hj,hj st,st 2^hj hj st,st 
-^hj'=''''\j,st,st-^'=''^\^st,st4">''^\3,h3''st,=t 
•*•2"'" ^ "hj"hj,st,st"2"''- ^ -hi,hi,St,St (s.14) 
),B, = y(l,2)^.l/2_l^(2,,.3/2^(10_l^(l,^.3/2,(2, 
4 Y b - = / 2 b ( l ) b ( 2 ) . ^ b - V 2 b < l , 2 )  ( 9 . 1 5 )  
2 
S t  
+ 1 
1*-' 001 U1 
cr -k 
1 cr 
\ -J 
M \ 
cr to 
or 
M 3-^  
M 
cr 
i_i. ^ cr 
- M LJ. 
t_l. ' to 
1 
t\ 
-< + tr lOl w 
w D* 
\ 1 
to cn 
cr \ 
tr — to 
- H-" cr 
LJ.-
- to to 
LJ. 
cr 
3"^ 
•• M (_j. * 
to 
1 
toll-' 
M 
or 
w 
to 
cr l_|. 
•• to 
l_l. ^ 
KD 
M 
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(1) s(2) (B) = 
- < y ' " h " ' ' Î "  
+ | y < 2 , , . 5 / 2 , , 2 , , 2 , , . 5 / 2 , ( 1 , , a , 2 , . ^ ^  
2 )  
] 
-i|,b-V^.<I).<2,,(1,2,^^,-5/2^,1,2,^ 
4Yb-=/'b(l)b(l(^)4yb-V2b(1.3,_. 
Where superscripts and subscripts denote the effect of the 
derivative operator 3^^^ and/or 3^^. For example = 
3]')?' bat = Sstb, 7(1)^ = aj^^SstY, b(^;2) = etc. 
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10. APPENDIX B 
10.1. Partial Derivatives of Standard 
Normal Density Function 
Let z be a function of ^2j' and j,s,t = l,...p, 
/ • \ JN 
elements of ç,, ç-, and 0 respectively; 3. 5 .• i = 1,2, 
X ^ ] °^ij 
j = 1,... ,p and 9^—' s, t = 1, ... ,p be two 
derivative operators, and #(z) stand for the standard normal 
density function. If derivatives of 2 exist, then for l^h, 
j r, s, t£p 
= -zzji)*, i = 1,2 (10.1) 
<i>st = -zzgt* (10.2) 
"•"h^j == -ZjJ^^zi^U-2Zj^M(t)-zZj^^^(j)^^\ i = 1,2 (10.3) 
• jHt  '  ^ 
*hi,hi ° -z^^*-zzhj hi*"'Zhi*hi (10-5) 
4rs,8t = -:rs:st*-::rs,st4-:Zst*rs 
i = 1-2 <"-8> 
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(10.9) 
^hj,hj,st " "=hi,hi=st*^2ZhiZhj,st4-2Zhist*hg"2zZhi,st*hi 
"^^hi,hj,st* ^^st*hj,h3 (10.10) 
(10.11) 
(10.12) 
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11. APPENDIX C 
11.1. Partial Derivatives of Cumulative 
Standard Normal Function 
Let $(A(ç^,^2/^))' a cumulative standard normal, be a func­
tion of i = 1,2, j = l,...,p and s,t = 1,—,p, 
elements of ç^, n respectively. If derivatives of A 
exist, then for Ijch, j, r, s, t^p 
2 
$(A) = (()(A!^U<j)i^^A!^^ , i = 1,2 (11.1) 
] 11J 3 3 
3st*(A) = *Ast,st+*3tAst 
^rs^st^tr*^^) ~ ^^rs,st,tr**rs^st,tr^*st^rs,rt 
rs,st^tr (11.6) 
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^^hi,st^hi,st^^hj,hg*st,st^*hi,hj,st^st (11.7) 
where 5 ~—, i = 1,2, j = l,...,p and 3 . = ] sr. 
1 3 
—' s,t = l,...,p are derivative operators; the 
St (i) 
superscripts and subscripts stand for the effect of 3j 
and/or 3^^. 
Like in Appendix B, the argument of <}> and its derivatives, 
which is A, is omitted in the expressions. The argument 
of A and its derivatives, which is , is also left 
out for convenience. 
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12. APPENDIX D 
Table 12,1. Error rates for the three classification procedures when 
all parameters are known and X and Y are independent 
.1  .5 .7 .9 
.1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.4800 
(.4800) 
D=.l 
.3999 I .3000 
(.3999) I(.3000) 
.4800 .3999 
(.4800) (.3999) 
.4800 
(.4800) 
.2000 
(.2000) 
.3000 
(.3000) 
.3999 
(.3999) 
.4800 
(.4800) 
.1000 
(.1000) 
.2000 
( .2000) 
.3000 
(.3000) 
.3999 
(.3999) 
.4800 
(.4800) 
D=. 5 
.1 .4012 .3613 .2903 .1993 .1000 
(.4012) (.3613) (.2910) (.1998) (.1000) 
.3 .4012 .3703 .2958 .1993 
(.4012) (.3706) (.2962) (.1998) 
.5 .4012 .3706 .2903 
1 
(.4012) (.3706) (.2910) 
,7 .4012 .3613 
(.4012) (.3613) 
1 .4012 
i i 1 (.4012) 
D=1.0 
.1 .3085 .2869 .2436 .1823 .0986 
(.3085) (.2869) (.2443) (.1869) (.0999) 
.3 ; .3085 .2939 .2530 .1823 
i ! (.3085) (.2939) (.2530) (.1869) 
.5 .3085 .2939 .2436 
1 (.3085) (.2939) ;(.2443) 
.7 .3085 . 2869 
(.3085) (.2869) 
.9 1 
1 
.3085 
1 
' (.3085) 
In the following tables, a number without parentheses is for DDF pro­
cedure, a number with parentheses is for X-cont. procedure, and a number 
on the diagonal line 8^=02 is also for X-out procedure for all 0^^ and 
at the specified D. 
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Table 12.j. (Continued) 
\ 9? 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
D=2.0 
.1 ' .1585 1 .1508 .1340 .1091 .0700 
I(.1586) 1 (.1508) (.1343) (.1131) (.0894) 
.3 .1586 .1535 .1387 .1091 
1 (.1586) (.1535) (.1390) (.1131) 
.5 i .1586 .1535 .1340 
(.1586) (.1535) (.1343) 
.7 .1586 .1508 
(.1586) (.1508) 
.9 .1586 
(.1586) 
D=3.0 
.1 .0668 .0639 .0578 .0486 1.0336 
(.0668) (.0639) (.0579) (.0503) (.0505) 
.3 ,0668 .0649 .0596 .0486 
(.0668) (.0649) (.0597) (.0503) 
.5 .0668 .0649 .0578 
(.0668) (.0649) (.0579) 
.7 .0668 .0639 
(.0668) (.0639) 
.9 ; .0668 
(.0668) 
.1 
_ 3  
.5 
.7 
.9 
D=4.0 
0227 .0218 .0199 (.0170 
0227) (.0218) (.0199) (.0175) 
,0227 .0221 
(.0227)1 (.0221) ( 
I .0227 .0221 
'(.0227) (.0221) 
( 
,70122 
(.0195) 
.0205 .0170 
,0205) (.0175) 
.0199 
(.0199) 
.0227 .0218 
.0227) (.0218) 
.0227 
(.0227) 
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Table 12.1 (Continued) 
.1  
.3 
.5 
.7 
,9 
D=6.0 
.0013 I .0013 
.0013) ;(.0013) 
.0013 
(.0013) 
0011 1.0010 I.0007 
(.0011) (.0010) (.0012) 
.0013 .0012 .0010 
(.0013) (.0012) (.0010) 
0013 .0013 .0011 
0013) (.0013) (.0011) 
I .00131 .0013 
(.0013) (.0013) 
.0013 
0013) 
20.3 
13. APPENDIX E 
Table 13.1. Error rates for the three classification procedures when 
^l' ^2 ^ are unknown and X and Y are independent 
(D=[(y^-y2) 
(1) k=30 and p=l 
D=.5 
.3619 .2917 .1999 .1000 
(.3621) (.2927) (.1997) (.1000) 
[.4014] [.4015] [.4014] [.4013] 
.3733 .2986 .1999 
(.3735) (.2981) (.1997) 
[.4016] [.4015] [.4014] 
.3733 .2917 
(.3735) (.2927) 
[.4016] [.4015] 
.3619 
(.3621) 
[.4014] 
D=2.0 
. 1  
.5 
m 
.1512 .1346 .1096 .0703 
(.1512) (.1349) (.1136) (.0893) 
[.1590] [.1592] [.1590] [.1588] 
.1544 .1395 .1096 
(.1544) (.1398) (.1136) 
[.1594] [.1592] [.1590] 
.1544 .1346 
(.1544) (.1349) 
[.1594] [.1592] 
.1512 
(.1512) 
i ! [.1590] 
^In the following tables a number without parentheses is for DDF 
procedure, a number with parentheses is for X-cont. procedure,- and a 
number with brackets is for X-out procedure. 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
C 
CD /
 
.3 .5 .7 .9 
D=4.0. 
.1 .0220 .0201 .0171 .0122 
(.0220) (.0201) (.0177) (.0196) 
[.0229] [.0230] [.0229] [.0228] 
.3 .0225 .0207 .0171 
(.0225) (.0208) (.0177) 
[.0230] [.0230] [.0299] 
.5 .0225 .0201 
(.0225) (.0201) 
[.0230] [.0230] 
.7 .0220 
(.0220) 
[.0229] 
o
 
ro
i 
II and p=3 
D=.5 
.1 .3659 .2943 .2002 .1000 
(.3660) (.2940) (.1997) (.1000) 
[.4069] [.4089] [.4069] [.4041] 
.3 .3806 .3005 .2002 
(.3805) (.2988) (.1997) 
[.4120] [.4099] [.4069] 
.5 .3806 .2943 
(.3805) (.2940) 
[.4120] [.4089] 
.7 . 3653 
(.3660) 
[.4069] 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
0 ,  2 
C
D
 .3 .5 .7 .9 
1 
D=2.0 
.1526 
(.1526) 
[.1605] 
; .1361 
(.1363) 
,[.1610] 
.1573 
(.1573) 
[.1624] 
D=4.0 
.7 
.0223 
(.0223) 
[.0233] 
0205 
(.0205) 
[.0234] 
.0233 
(.0233) 
[.0239] 
(3) k=30 and p=10 
D=.5 
.3797 .3031 
(.3796) I(.2987) 
[.4263] .[,4351] 
.1105 
(.1141) 
[.1605] 
.1416 
(.1418) 
[.1617] 
.1573 
(.1573) 
[.1624] 
.0706 
(.0891) 
[.1596] 
.1105 
(.1141) 
[.1605] 
.1361 
(.1363) 
[.1610] 
.1526 
(.1526) 
[.1605] 
.4062 
(.4052) 
[.4485] 
0174 .0123 
0179) (.0196) 
0233] [.0230] 
.0213 .0174 
(.0214) (.0179) 
[.0237] [.0233] 
0233 .0205 
0233) (.0205) 
0239] [.0234] 
,0223 
(.0223) 
- [.0233] 
2011 .1000 
1995) (.1000) 
4263] [.4140] 
.3069 .2011 
(.3012) (.1995) 
[.4393] [,4263] 
.4062 . 3031 
.4052) (.2987) 
.4485] [.4351] 
.3797 
[.4263] 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
D=2.0 
.1 .1573 .1412 .1136 .0715 
(.1573) (.1413) (.1159) (.0885) 
[.1655] [.1673] [.1655] [.1625] 
.3 .1674 .1488 .1136 
(.1674) (.1485) (.1159) 
[.1730] [.1704] [.1655] 
.5 .1674 .1412 
(.1674) (.1413) 
[.1730] [.1673] 
.7 .1573 
(.1573) 
[.1655] 
D=4.0 
.1 .0236 ..0218 .0183 .0128 
(.0236) (.0218) (.0188) (.0195) 
[.0245] [.0249] [.0245] [.0238] 
.3 .0261 .0235 .0183 
(.0261) (.0235) (.0188) 
[.0268] [.0261] [.0245] 
.5 .0261 .0218 
( .0261) 
[ .0268] 
(.0218) 
[.0249] 
.0236 
(.0236) 
[.0245] 
(4) k=30 and p=30 D=. 5 
.4193 
(.4184) 
[.4816] 
.3 
.5 
.3283 
(.3120) 
[.5099] 
.2037 
(.1991) 
[.4816] 
.4794 
(.4757) 
[.5528] 
.3252 
(.3082) 
[.5234] 
.4794 
(.4757) 
[.5528] 
.1000 
(.1000) 
[.4422] 
.2037 
.1991) 
.4816] 
.3283 
(.3120) 
[.5099] 
.4193 
.4184) 
.4816] 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
9 — . . . . . . . . . . .  
eV -3 .5 .7 1 .9 
1 Nj 1 
D=2.0 
.1 .1708 ,1557 .1224 .0742 
(.1710) (.1556) (.1210) j (.0866) 
[.1800] [.1853] [.1800]: [.1708] 
.3 .1964 .1695 ! .1224 
(.1963) (.1677) (.1210) 
[.2033] [.1951]! [.1800] 
.5 .1964 ; .1557 
(.1963) ! (.1556) 
[.2033] [.1853] 
.7 .1708 
(.1710) 
[.1800] 
D=4.0 
.1 .0271 ' .0255 .0210 .0139 
(.0271) (.0255) (.0211) (.0193) 
[.0282] ! [.0292] [.0282] [.0261] 
.3 .0343 .0297 .0210 
(.0343) (.0295) (.0211) 
[.0352] [.0330] [.0282] 
.5 .0343 .0255 
t (.0343) (.0255) 
[.035:1 [.0292] 
.7 .0271 
1 (.0271) 
1 [.0282] 
(5) k=100 and p=l 
D=.5 
.1 .3615 .2907 .1995 .1000 
(.3615) (.2915) (.1998) (.1000) 
1.4013] [.4013] [.4013] [.4013] 
.3 .3714 .2966 .1995 
(.3715) (.2967) (.1998) 
[.4013] [.4013] [.4013] 
.5 .3714 .2907 
(.3715) (.2915) 
[.40133 [.4013] 
.7 .3615 
(.3615) 
l [.4013] 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
/
 
CD
 
O 
0 X •3 .5 .7 .9 
1 X. 1 
D=2.0 
.1 .1342 .1093 1 .0701 
(.1509) (.1345) (.1132) 1 (.0894) 
[.1587] [.1588] [.1587] I [.1587] 
.3 .1538 .1389 1 .1093 
(.1538) (.1392)! (.1132) 
[.1588] [.1588] [.1587] 
.5 .1538 .1342 
(.1538) !(.1345) 
[.1588] j [.1588] 
.7 .1509 
(.1509) 
[.1587] _ 
D=4.0 
.1 .0219 .0200 .0170 .0122 
(.0219) (.0200) (.0176) (.0195) 
[.0228] [.0228] [.0228] [.0227] 
.3 .0222 .0205 .0170 
(.0222) (.0206) (.0176) 
[.0228] [.0228] [.0228] 
.5 .0222 .0200 
(.0222) (.0200) 
[.0228] [.0228] 
.7 .0219 
(.0219) 
..... 
_ [.0228] 
(6) k=100 and p=3 D=.5 
.1 .3626 .2915 .1996 .1000 
(.3627) (.2919) (.1998) (.1000) 
[.40291 [.4036] [.4029] [.4021] 
.3 .3737 .2972 .1996 
(.3737) (.2969) (.1998) 
[.4045] [.4038] [.4029] 
.5 .3737 .2915 
(.3737) (.2919) 
[.4045] [.4036] 
.7 i .3525 
1 j (.3627) 
: 1 [.4029] 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
; 1 
D=2.0 
r 
.1 ' .1513 .1346 .1095 .0702 
(.1513) , (.1349) (.1134) (.0893) 
[.1592] : [.1593] [.1592] [.1589] 
.3 i .1547 .1395 .1095 
1 (.1547) (.1398) (.1134) 
[.1598] i [.1595] [.1592] 
.5 1 .1547 .1346 
|(.1547) (•.1349) 
i [.1598] [.1593] 
.7 ! .1513 
; (.1513) 
[.1592] 
D=4.0 
.1 .0220 .0201 ' .0171 " .0122 
(.0220) (.0201) (.0176) (.0195) 
[.0229] [.0229] :[.0229] [.0228] 
.3 .0225 i .0207 .0171 
(.0225) I (.0207) (.0176) 
[.0231] ! [.0230] [.0229] 
.5 1 .0225 .0201 
1(.0225) (.0201) 
j [.0231] [.0229] 
.7 j .0220 
i 1 i (.0220) 1  1 1 [.0229] 
Kt) K=xuu aiici p=xu 
D=.5 
.1 .3667 1 .2942 il998 .1000 
(.3667) (.2934) (.1997) (.1000) 
[.4086] [.4117] 1.4086] 1.4050] 
' .3815 .2991 .1998 
.3 (.3812) (.2977) (.1997) 
[.4156] [.4125] [.4086] 
.3815 .2942 
.5 ( .3812) l(.2934) 
[.4156] [.4117] 
.3667 
.7 (.3667) 
[.4086] ' • ' « . ^11 ill 1 . . 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
e, 
.3 
-X. 
.7 .9 
D=2.0 
.7 
.1527 
(.1527) 
t.1606] 
.1362 
(.1364) 
[.1612] 
.1577 
(.1577) 
[.1630] 
.1104 
(.1139) 
[.1606] 
.1417 
(.1418) 
[.1621] 
.1577 
(.1577) 
[.1630] 
.0705 
(.0892) 
[.1597] 
.1104 
(.1139) 
[.1606] 
.1362 
(.1364) 
[.1612] 
.1527 
(.1527) 
[.1606] 
D=4.0 
.0223 
(.0223) 
[.0232] 
.0205 
(.0205) 
[.0234] 
.0174 
(.0179) 
[.0232] 
.0233 
(.0233) 
[.0239] 
.0214 
(.0214) 
[.0237] 
.0233 
(.0233) 
[.0239] 
.0123 
(.0195) 
[.0230] 
.0174 
(.0179) 
[.0232] 
.0205 
(.0205) 
[.0234] 
.0223 
(.0223) 
[.0232] 
lo; K=xuu âiiu 
D=.5 
.3784 
(.3781) 
[.4249] 
.3020 
(.2975) 
[.4347] 
.4038 
(.4027) 
[.4475] 
.2006 
(.1996) 
[.4249] 
.3045 
(.2997) 
[.4373] 
.4038 
(.4027) 
[.4475] 
.1000 
(.1000) 
[.4133] 
.2006 
(.1996) 
[.4249] 
.3020 
(.2975) 
[.4347] 
.3784 
(.3781) 
[.4249] 
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Table 13.1 (Continued) 
• . 9' 
«1 •' 
.9 
.1 
.3 
.5 
D=2.0 
.1567 
(.1567) 
[.1649] 
.1406 
(.1408) 
[.1667] 
.1130 
(.1154) 
[.1649] 
.1665 
(.1665)I 
[.1721] I 
.1478 
(.1475) 
[.1694] 
1 .1665 
'(.1665) 
[.1721] 
.0712 
(.0886) 
[.1621] 
.1130 
(.1154) 
[.1649] 
.1406 
(.1408) 
[.1667] 
.7 
D=4.0 
.1567 
(.1567) 
[.1649] 
.1 .0234 .0216 .0182 .0127 
(.0234) (.0216) (.0186) (.0194) 
[.0243] [.0246] [.0243] [.0237] 
.3 .0258 .0232 .0182 
(.0258) (.0232) (.0186) 
[.0265] [.0257] [.0243] 
.5 .0258 .0216 
(.0258) (.0216) 
[.0265] [.0246] 
.7 .0234 
(.0234) 
[.0243] 
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14. APPEIIDIX F 
Table 14.1. Error rates for DDF procedure when all parameters are 
known (D^=I( 2^)' 2,.)]'/^, -0.1) 
»1 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
DQ=.1 and D^=.l 
.1 .4800 .3999 .3000 .2000 .1000 
.3 .4800 .3999 .3000 .2000 
.5 .4800 .3999 .3000 
.7 .4800 .3999 
.9 .4800 
DQ=.1 and D^=1.0 
.1 .4629 .3944 .2976 .1988 .0993 
.3 .4286 .3646 ,2765 .1835 
.5 .3942 .3292 .2459 
.7 .3599 .2924 
.9 .3256 
DQ=.1 and D^=4.0 
.1 .4343 .3537 .2547 .1555 .0561 
.3 .3428 .2587 .1602 .0614 
.5 .2514 .1634 .0651 
.7 .1599 .0680 
,9 .0684 
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Table 14.1 (Continued) 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
DQ=.5 and D^=.5 
.1 .4012 .3613 .2903 .1993 .1000 
.3 .4012 .3706 .2958 .1993 
.5 .4012 .3706 .2903 
.7 .4012 .3613 
.9 .4012 
DQ=.5 and D^=2.0 
.1 .3770 .3369 .2703 .1823 .0850 
.3 .3285 .2886 .2173 .1262 
.5 .2799 .2355 .1540 
.7 .2314 .1752 
.9 .1829 
DQ=.5 and D^=4.0 
.1 .3634 .3153 .2451 .1548 .0561 
.3 .2877 .2370 .1561 .0614 
.5 .2120 .1558 .0651 
,7 .1363 .0678 
.9 .0606 
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Table 14.1 (Continued) 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
DQ=1.0 and D^=1.0 
,1 .3085 .2869 .2436 .1823 .0986 
.3 .3085 .2939 .2530 .1823 
.5 .3085 .2939 .2436 
.7 .3085 .2869 
.9 .3085 
DQ=1.0 and D^=4.0 
.1 .2799 .2462 .2007 .1390 .0554 
.3 .2228 .1880 .1367 .0603 
.5 .1656 .1280 .0628 
.7 .1084 .0625 
.9 .0513 
DQ=2.0 and D^=2.0 
.1 .1586 .1508 .1340 .1091 .0700 
.3 .1586 .1535 .1387 .1091 
.5 .1586 .1535 .1340 
.7 .1586 .1508 
.9 .1586 
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Table 14.1 (Continued) 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
DQ=2.0 and D^=4.0 
.1 .1450 .1292 .1088 .0817 .0411 
.3 .1178 .1019 .0796 .0444 
.5 .0907 .0738 .0451 
.7 .0635 .0434 
.9 .0363 
DQ=4.0 and D^=4.0 
.1 .0227 .0218 .0199 .0170 .0122 
.3 .0227 .0221 .0205 .0170 
.5 .0227 .0221 ,0199 
.7 .0227 .0218 
.9 .0227 
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15. APPENDIX G 
Table 15. 1.Error rates for DDF procedure when p. and Z are 2x X 
unknown (»x=[(Wix-*: 2x1 X = 0,1) 
9l 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
(1) k= =30 and p=l .5 D^=.5 
.1 .4014 .3628 .2928 .2008 .1000 
.3 .4017 .3760 .3018 .2008 
.5 .4020 .3760 .2928 
.7 .4017 .3629 
.9 
Do= .5 D^=2.0 
.4014 
.1 .3773 .3379 .2736 .1844 .0852 
.3 .3293 .2914 .2209 .1265 
.5 .2812 .2398 .1546 
.7 .2323 .1767 
.9 
»0= .5 D^=4.0 
.1832 
.1 .3636 .3160 .2477 .1565 .0562 
.3 .2882 .2392 .1614 .0617 
.5 .2128 .1596 .0655 
.7 .1368 .0691 
.9 .0607 
(2) k= =30 and p=3 
.3686 
.5 D^=.5 
.2975 .1 .4070 .2015 ,1000 
.3 .4186 .3909 .3061 .2015 
.5 .4273 .3909 .2975 
.7 .4188 .3686 
.9 
Oo= .5 D^=2.0 
.4077 
.1 .3809 .3445 .2795 .1860 .0857 
.3 .3404 .3031 .2254 .1279 
.5 .2977 .2489 .1566 
.7 .2435 .1786 
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Table 15.1 (Continued) 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
DQ=.5 D^=4.0 
.1  
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.3666 ,3217 
.2975 
.2527 
.2489 
.2265 
.1575 
.1642 
.1665 
.1460 
.0563 
.0620 
,0660 
.0699 
.0645 
Dq=2.0 D^=2.0 
.1 
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.1590 .1517 
.1598 
.1354 
.1552 
.1605 
.1101 
.1401 
.1552 
.1598 
.0705 
.1101 
.1354 
.1517 
.1590 
.1 
. 3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.1453 .1298 
.1187 
Do=2.0 D^=4.0 
.1095 
.1030 
.0920 
.0822 
.0806 
.0750 
.0644 
.0414 
.0453 
.0463 
.0442 
.0366 
DQ=4.0 D^=4.0 
. 1  
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
.0229 ,0222 
.0233 
.0204 
.0228 
,0235 
.0174 
.0210 
.0228 
.0233 
.0124 
.0174 
.0204 
.0222 
.0229 
D^=2.0 
. 1  
.3 
.5 
.7 
,9 
.1607 .1544 
.1648 
.1385 
.1612 
.1681 
.1124 
.1447 
.1612 
.1653 
.0715 
.1124 
.1386 
.1545 
= 1625 
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Table 15.1 (Continued) 
0, 
.3 .5 .7 .9 
DQ=2.0 D^=4.0 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
.1464 .1316 
.1220 
.1118 
.1069 
,0969 
.0839 
.0835 
.0788 
.0678 
,0421 
.0465 
.0480 
.0458 
.0384 
Do-4.0 D^=4.0 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
.0233 ,0229 
,0247 
,0213 
.0245 
,0257 
.0180 
,0223 
.0245 
.0249 
,0127 
,0180 
.0213 
,0230 
,0241 
(3) k=30 and p=10 Do»,5 D^=.5 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
,4265 ,3886 
,4776 
.3137 
.4429 
.5161 
.2039 
.3211 
.4430 
.4785 
,1000 
,2039 
,3137 
,3888 
,4298 
DO=.5 D^=2. 
,3937 ,3673 
1793 
,3000 
= 3443 
.3555 
,1915 
,2409 
.2810 
.2830 
.0875 
.1327 
,1633 
,1856 
,2073 
DO=.5 D^=4,0 
,1  
,3 
,5 
,7 
.9 
.3774 ,3416 
.3301 
.2705 
.2827 
.2746 
.1611 
.1740 
.1907 
.1780 
.0569 
.0631 
.0675 
.0728 
,0777 
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Table 15.1 (Continued) 
.1 .3 .5 .7 .9 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
Dq=2.0 D^=2.0 
.1664 .1639 .1496 
.1823 .1821 
.1948 
.1204 
,1607 
.1823 
.1846 
.0751 
.1204 
.1496 
.1642 
.1745 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
.1501 
Dq-2.0 D^=4.0 
,1381 .1200 
.1332 .1205 
.1139 
.0899 
.0938 
.0921 
.0796. 
.0444 
.0507 
.0538 
.0514 
.0449 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
.0250 
Dq=4.0 D^=4.0 
.0255 .0243 
.0295 .0304 
.0332 
,0203 
.0269 
,0305 
.0306 
.0138 
.0203' 
.0243 
.0257 
.0286 
(4) 
.1  
.3 
.5 
.7 
.9 
k=30 and p=30 
.4824 
DQ=.5 D^=.5 
,4459 
.6462 
.3601 
.5916 
.7695 
.2107 
.3640 
, 5919 
,6492 
,1000 
,2107 
, 3uC2 
.4464 
.4928 
,1 
,3 
,5 
.7 
,9 
,4304 
Dq=.5 D^=2,0 
.4326 
.4901 
.3589 
.4619 
.5206 
.2073 
.2852 
.3725 
.3958 
.0926 
.1465 
.1824 
.2054 
.2611 
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Table 15.1 (Continued) 
®2 
9l 
.5 .7 .9 
Dq=.5 D^=4.0 
.1 .4081 .3985 .3211 .1713 .0585 
.3 .4233 .3793 .2020 .0663 
.5 .4122 .2598 .0719 
.7 .2697 .0810 
.9 .1155 
0^—2.0 0^—2.0 
.1 .1829 .1909 .1811 .1432 .0852 
.3 .2322 .2421 .2064 .1432 
.5 .2709 .2427 .1811 
.7 .2396 .1920 
.9 .2090 
0^=2.0 D^=4.0 
1 .1607 .1568 .1433 .1072 .0511 
3 .1654 .1595 .1232 .0629 
5 .1625 .1300 .0706 
7 .1136 .0635 
9 
Dq=4.0 D^=4.0 
1 .0296 .0330 .0328 .0269 .0170 
3 .0435 .0471 .0400 .0269 
5 .0548 .0474 .0329 
7 .0468 .0335 
9 .0412 
